Object-oriented methods transform real-time programming

ASIC testability tools force trade-offs in silicon, performance and coverage

Silicon, tools and specs join to drive Futurebus+ growth
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Designing a signal processing system can be a bear of a problem—immense, mean, and unforgiving. Engineers grappling with conventional analog or digital technologies face risk and unpredictability at every turn, with no guarantee of success. Designers invest months of development time in a brutal design process that’s as lengthy as it is frustrating. Productivity and time to market are devoured in the struggle!

**SPROC Technology Tames The Task**

At the core of STAR Semiconductor’s unique signal processing solution is the SPROC™ chip, the first-ever programmable signal processor using the “Sketch and Realize™” design approach. With a single SPROC chip and a SPROClab development system, signal processing becomes a tame task.

Why wrestle with circuit breadboards crawling with sensitive analog components? Or agonize over line after line of assembly code? One SPROC chip integrates the functionality of hundreds of analog and passive components to cut system costs. And SPROClab employs system-level graphical programming so you can capture designs as signal flow block diagrams. You gain all the benefits of a digital solution—without writing software!

With SPROC technology, engineers focus on designing to create better products in less time.

If you can’t bear to see your productivity mauled by the problems of signal processing design, call STAR Semiconductor at 908/647-9400. We’ll send you a brochure and demo disk telling how to tame your next signal processing project.

---

**SPROC Users Slash Development Time**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPLICATION</th>
<th>PREVIOUS TECHNOLOGY</th>
<th>PREVIOUS DEV. CYCLE</th>
<th>SPROC DEV. CYCLE</th>
<th>SAVINGS (1st YEAR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secure FSK modem</td>
<td>analog</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>$50,000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive noise canceler</td>
<td>DSP</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>1 week</td>
<td>$57,500*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply controller</td>
<td>analog</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>$60,000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed-loop vibration controller</td>
<td>analog</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>$240,000*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Total system savings including project overhead, engineering resource, and system hardware costs

---

STAR Semiconductor Corporation
25 Independence Boulevard, Warren, NJ 07059
Telephone: (908) 647-9400  FAX: (908) 647-4755

---

**50MHZ SPROC Now Available!**

---

STAR Semiconductor, the STAR LOGO, SPROC, SPROClab, and “Sketch and Realize” are trademarks of STAR Semiconductor Corp.
One Thing Separates a Great Backplane from a Good One.

It's the innovative application of cutting-edge technology to your specific requirements. It's what we do at Electronic Solutions.

There was a time when a backplane was little more than a few connectors mounted to a simple pc board. But today's higher performance systems require higher performance multilayer backplanes. Someone has to resolve the difficult issues faced in designing a backplane that will handle your high-speed system—a balancing act between design parameters that affect crosstalk, reflections, impedance, ground shift, and power distribution.

That's where Electronic Solutions can make your job easier! You can rely on our experience and expertise to resolve the design issues you're facing quickly—at a price that even your bean counters will be pleased with.

For industry standard backplanes such as VME, Multibus I or II, Sun, VXI, or Futurebus+ we have a line of high performance backplanes available off the shelf. Our backplanes have been independently tested and ranked as the “Best Balanced” backplanes available.

For proprietary backplanes, no matter how exotic or unusual, we'll apply the same design expertise exemplified by our standard products and build you a backplane tailored to your specific requirements.

Let us prove it to you! Just call and request information on our backplane design capabilities and we'll FAX the FACTS right to you. Or ask to talk to one of our Applications Engineers who will help you translate your requirements into a backplane spec.

For standard or proprietary applications, there's only one way to get a backplane that's just right for your system. That's to call Electronic Solutions and put our experience to work for you.

One example of our design innovation is our patented Active Automatic Daisy Chaining which eliminates the number one field service problem—improperly placed Bus Grant Jumpers. It's superior to the passive auto-daisy chaining touted by other vendors, and it's available free of charge on our new VME backplanes.
The New Dual '040 VME SBC: Faster, More Efficient and Lower Cost Than Any Multi-board Solution

Get on-board multiprocessing and an astounding 40 MIPS throughput, when you power your system with Synergy’s new SV420 single-slot SBC. The SV420’s dual-CPU design means you’ll need fewer boards in your VME chassis, with no VMEbus bandwidth bottlenecks between the '040s, and system-wide cost saving of more than 40%.

And even if you don’t need multiprocessing right now, the SV420 still puts you out front. Use the second '040 as a super-smart DMA controller. When combined with the SV420’s 66 MByte/sec VME64® circuitry, nothing communicates faster over the VMEbus.

Add even more on-board power by selecting from Synergy’s big list of high-performance, intelligent plug-on I/O modules – such as our latest Super-VSB module offering 40+ MB/sec over the VSB bus. Or choose another module, from a T1/E1 controller to a super-fast graphics engine, that plugs onto any Synergy SBC.

Better yet, just tell us what you need. We’re the company you can talk to about your VME system design problems. You’ll find that we listen and deliver (every Synergy I/O module on our list started as a customer request). We mean business when we say customer support is our most important mission.

So if you want to be out front in system performance, just be up front with Synergy. Call us today.
Just as movable type revolutionized printing, object-oriented software development has the potential to transform real-time programming.

Illustration by Bill Morrison
HMI development systems

**do it all!**

HMI provides complete development systems—in-circuit emulator, window driven source level debugger and software performance analyzer—that address all aspects of the microprocessor system design cycle, from prototype to production:

**HMI Emulators Feature:**
- Run at real-time with no wait states.
- Complex events and sequences for break and trigger conditions.
- Two independent 4K deep trace buffers.
- 1 µsec resolution interval timer.
- Logic analyzer capabilities built into the emulator.
- 16 External Trace bits.
- RS232 Interface up to 115.2K.
- Parallel Interface for high-speed downloading.
- Work with IBM PC family and UNIX based machines including SUN and Apollo.

**EMULATORS**

**SOFTWARE**

HMI's SourceGate ties it all together, so emulator features aren't sacrificed to gain source-level debugging.

**HMI SourceGate® Features:**
- Custom window configuration determined by user.
- Support for major C, PL/M, Pascal and ADA compilers.
- Source code in the trace buffers.
- C variable tracking.

**ANALYZERS**

Add our Performance Analysis Card to complete your development package.

**Performance Analysis Features:**
- Real-time hardware implemented software performance analyzer.
- 100 nsec resolution time-stamp in trace buffer.
- Setup trigger conditions to start and stop analysis.
- View covered and not covered pieces of code.

If you are looking for one development system that does it all, call (205) 881-6005, or write to Huntsville Microsystems Inc., 3322 South Memorial Parkway, Huntsville, AL 35801. Ask for free demo disk.

**AVAILABLE EMULATORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>68000</th>
<th>68330/333</th>
<th>68HC001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68008</td>
<td>68331/332</td>
<td>8051 Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68010</td>
<td>68340</td>
<td>D55000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68020</td>
<td>6809/6809E</td>
<td>8096/8096 Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68030</td>
<td>68EC030</td>
<td>8085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68302</td>
<td>68EC030</td>
<td>64/180/2180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68301/303</td>
<td>68HC11 including</td>
<td>Z80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F1 and D3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>68HC16 Family</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now supporting 68040 Series

IBM is reg. T.M. International Business Machines, Inc. UNIX is reg. T.M., Bell Laboratories, Inc.
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Your need may be defined by signal requirements: the speed demands of today's 'hot' designs. Or your need may derive from the environment a signal passes through, or even the signal's source. High-performance cable assemblies from AMP come in just as many types as you have needs. With the level of reliability — and support — you require.

Microminiature cable assemblies for the medical field serve in environments where space, weight, and maneuverability are critical, and 'friendliness' isn't a nicety, but a necessity. We design and manufacture assemblies to meet your most demanding requirements. They offer outstanding signal fidelity. They're rugged enough for heavy use. Yet they're astonishingly small, flexible, and easy to handle.

Our cable assemblies for high-speed data applications answer to a different challenge: moving your signals transparently. Fast data streams require coaxial or transmission-line assemblies for
effective signal management. We custom-engineer around your performance requirements — matching cable, connector, and termination technology to the critical impedance/risetime needs of your design. And meeting your critical business needs for a cost-effective, time-effective solution.

The know-how we bring to your high-performance interconnect needs can be extended as much as you need, too: we offer services that pick up from your initial design concept and take you all the way to production. Starting with in-depth analysis and verification, we can provide board layout and routing, full software simulation of and proof of first article, thermal and electrical analysis, package design, and fabrication.

National quiet revolution

The cry for low-noise 3-volt logic has never been louder. That's why we're leading the charge with our new LVQ (Low Voltage Quiet) logic.

Every member of this complete family of gates, multiplexers, flip flops, and octals is fully specified for the 3.3V world of...
ounces the in 3-volt logic.

battery-operated computing. As a result, LVQ is ideal for everything from laptops and notebooks to palmtops and pen-based systems.

LVQ is extremely quiet. Its reduced voltage swings go a long way towards minimizing noise on octals (guaranteed \( V_{OLP}/V_{OLV} = \pm 0.8V \) ) and EMI—especially critical to miniaturized designs, where there’s simply no room for elaborate and cumbersome shielding.

LVQ is low power. Make that ultra-low power, as in 50\( \mu \)A. And that’s a specification that we guarantee. So now you can count on much longer battery life, while maintaining the speeds required to optimize your 33MHz designs.

LVQ is also very compact. Its revolutionary new package design (QSOP, or quarter size outline package) not only makes LVQ smaller, but provides greater functionality and enhanced thermal conductivity. Not to mention increased board space.

Even though it offers all these advantages, LVQ delivers the best price/performance of today’s 3V solutions.

And while the family comprises 19 parts, it’s just the beginning. In fact, LVQ is part of a much larger, company-wide commitment to provide a comprehensive selection of innovative low-voltage solutions—now including EPROMs, power management, interface, data acquisition, audio/video, and voltage reference products.

All of which proves that our quiet revolution is definitely a movement in the right direction.

Join the revolution today!
For free samples, give us a call today: 1-800-NAT-SEMI, Ext. 197.
Or fax: 1-800-888-5113.
High-temperature superconducting MCM unveiled

The world's first high-temperature, superconducting multichip module is a ring oscillator/counter introduced by Superconductor Technologies, Inc. (STI—Santa Barbara, CA). Developed under a DARPA contract, it consists of nine conventional CMOS inverters connected by lines of superconducting thallium HTS.

STI has the world's only HTS foundry. Frank Patten, DARPA Defense Sciences Office program manager, says, "By using HTS for the interconnects between silicon ICs, we will be able to build modules that have less signal delay." He believes this demonstration "opens the door for full-scale development."

—Don Tuite

Digital to launch MCM partner

Digital Equipment Corporation (Maynard, MA) is hoping that the fledgling multichip module (MCM) market will bring some much-needed capital into the company's coffers. Digital is set to launch MicroModule Systems (Cupertino, CA), an MCM design and fabrication facility that will target systems houses, telecommunication companies and defense-related contractors that want to incorporate MCMs into their designs.

MicroModule has a 24,000-ft² wafer fab and a staff of about 85 people. Until now, Digital has been using the facility to design and manufacture MCMs for its VAX 9000 systems, but the need for cash is forcing it to spin off the company as a money-making partner.

—Mike Donlin

Actel cuts FPGA prices; still more coming

For the second time this year, Actel (Sunnyvale, CA) has cut its FPGA prices, keeping a commitment it made last February to continue to pass on its own cost reductions to users. "Actel has been able to meet its commitment because we have continued to benefit from our technology, which uses the extremely small PLICE antifuse programming elements in combination with our optimized architecture," says senior vice-president of sales and marketing Doug Rankin. "This technology results in smaller die sizes and lets Actel continue to reduce prices."

Prices for the ACT 1 family, currently in production, have been cut up to 10 percent for high-volume sales. Across-the-board reductions also apply to the newer ACT 2 family, now moving into production applications. The 8,000-gate A1280, for example, has been reduced up to 33 percent.

Price cuts apply to all packages, temperature ranges and speeds for both families. More good news for users—further reductions will probably be announced next year.

—Barbara Tuck

European consortium launches OS project

A project aimed at ensuring the viability of open-systems computing has been launched by a consortium of European companies, including Alcatel Ashthom, Chorus Systems, Olivetti, Siemens Nixdorf, SGS-Thompson, and Unix System Laboratories. The $14-million project is part of the European Community's Espirit III initiative to create advanced European-developed information technologies. The project, called Ouverture, will aim at advancing Unix System V Release 4 technologies into new areas, including real-time embedded systems.

The main goals of the Ouverture project are to optimize the integration of microkernel technology, based on the already available Chorus/Mix from Chorus Systems (Paris, France), into Unix SVR4 for massively parallel and real-time applications, as well as to introduce object-oriented interfaces, while researching the benefits of object-oriented technology, to mainstream Unix.

—Tom Williams

TI teams with Cadence on ASIC Workbench

The effectiveness of ASIC design tools rests on the silicon expertise built into them, so Texas Instruments (Dallas, TX) is an ideal candidate to partner with Cadence Design Systems (San Jose, CA). TI and Cadence's goals are to enhance Cadence's ASIC Workbench toolset by creating tighter links between synthesis, floorplanning and layout; to put into users' hands the ability to incorporate RAM and other customized functions into base arrays; and to automate the process of designing fully testable ASICs.

TI will be installing ASIC Workbench in its worldwide customer design centers. Its engineers will also work on-site at Cadence's San Jose facility to directly influence the development of an enhanced ASIC Workbench.

According to George Barber, manager of ASIC products at TI's Semiconductor Group, "Advanced design environments are needed to take full advantage of the next-generation silicon technology. We are working with Cadence, so that when the next-generation ASIC Workbench is introduced, we'll be there with the libraries and support necessary to have our customers hit the ground running."

—Barbara Tuck

Intel and HP team up for test

Intel (Santa Clara, CA) has signed an agreement with Hewlett-Packard (Santa Clara, CA) which will ensure the testability of Intel's present and future microprocessors through the use of IEEE-1149.1 boundary-scan technology.

The deal gives HP access to boundary-scan information on specific chips, including pertinent pin-out data, cell type and order, and the 1149.1 instructions that have been incorporated into each IC's design. HP will convert this information into a boundary-scan description language (BSDL) that Intel can distribute to its customers.

As further proof of its commitment to providing testability information to its customers, Intel has even placed some of the BSDL files on a CompuServe bulletin board forum, Ionline. The files don't give away any secrets about a microprocessor's core logic or internal technology, but they do let users develop test vectors for circuit board scan testing.

—Mike Donlin

Continued on page 12
The Next World Standard for Embedded Systems

IDT's R3051 RISController™

MIPS® RISC for $30

The 32-bit R3051™ outperforms the i960 and AMD29K, and has everything you need in a high-performance, low-cost CPU:

- **Larger Cache** — up to 10KBytes of I and D cache on-chip for PostScript®, networking, or X protocols.
- **4-Deep Read and Write Buffers** — allow the CPU to run at full speed, even in low-cost DRAM designs.
- **Multi-Sourcing** — provides form, fit, and function interchangeable products at competitive prices.
- **Development Support** — 100% software compatible with low-cost MIPS and IDT development tools on PC, SPARC, MIPS, and Macintosh® host platforms.
- **In Production Now!**

“"I could never have imagined that RISC would become so inexpensive, powerful, and pervasive, and IDT's R3051 has made that happen."

Steve Blank
Vice President of Marketing
SuperMAC, Leader in high-end graphics

Evaluate the R3051 Today

For a limited time, we're offering a complete R3051 Evaluation Kit, including an evaluation board and software, for $595 (an $895 value).

Call our toll-free hotline to get an IDT RISC Product Roadmap and complete information on the R3051 Evaluation Kit, so you can evaluate the next µP standard for embedded systems today.

(800) 345-7015 • FAX: 408-492-8674
ASK FOR KIT CODE 5071

Integrated Device Technology, Inc.
PC/104 as a mezzanine

The trend toward using mezzanine buses in creative ways has been evident lately. Now, two companies are using PC/104 as a mezzanine bus. ZyCom (Saline, MI) has introduced a VMEbus board sporting a PC/104 socket, and it’s reported that WinSystems (Arlington, TX) is evaluating PC/104 as a mezzanine bus for its STD family of CPUs.

PC/104 has some advantages for such applications. The bus’s form factor is small enough to easily fit on a VME board and even an STD board with little sacrifice. Also, more than 20 vendors support the specification and proponents are driving hard to have it accepted as an IEEE standard in the form of an extension to the existing ISA specification. Finally, a handful of PC/104 boards provide a full PC CPU; vendors can use them as mezzanine boards to provide PC-compatible support for front-end interface functions, graphics or other applications where it’s necessary to save both space and cost.

—Warren Andrews

Alliance offers test and measurement solutions

Three companies are teaming up to offer users VXI- and GPIB-based instrumentation, along with the software to integrate and control those instruments and the platforms to run the software. Sun Microsystems (Mountain View, CA), Tektronix (Beaverton, OR) and National Instruments (Austin, TX) will see to it that their respective products work together and will cross-train their sales forces on them.

Sun will offer its Sparcstation and Sparserver workstations, which will run the graphical instrumentation and control software and hardware from National Instruments. National’s LabView software lets users set up virtual instruments in windows on a workstation and integrate and analyze the measurements gathered by hardware instruments under its control. Tektronix will offer VXI- and GPIB-based instruments which can be integrated with the workstation-based bus controllers and controlled via the National Instruments software.

The alliance will also see to it that these systems can easily be linked to equipment from other vendors. You’ll be able to purchase products separately from the three vendors, as well as through systems integrators and value-added resellers offering integrated systems.

—Tom Williams

VME/Futurebus+ bridge board debuts

Cable and Computer Technology (CCT—Anaheim, CA) will debut the industry’s first Futurebus+-to-VME bridge later this month at Buscon. The Profile A- and B-compatible system has its own intelligence, so no other processor is required in the system. A memory windowing technique is used to interconnect the two systems, mapping memory addresses from one to the other. The system comprises two boards, a VME board and a Futurebus+ card interconnected with a round, EMI-shielded cable. The system also lets multiple VME and Futurebus+ systems connect in a star, daisy chain or combination configuration.

CCT will also demonstrate its software- and hardware-application development station. The system consists of a special split backplane card cage containing a 7-slot Futurebus+ backplane and a 9-slot VMEbus backplane. In the VME section is a 386-based MS-DOS computer and the Futurebus+ to-VME bridge card. On the Futurebus+ side is the Futurebus+ bridge card. The system can be enhanced with other VME cards, Futurebus+ bus analyzers, CPUs, or CCT’s array processor.

—Warren Andrews

Moto, BT to develop 6000-Mips MM chip set

Motorola (Austin, TX) and British Telecom (BT—Martelsham Heath, Ipswich, England) have announced plans to develop technology that may bring multimedia into the mainstream. Through the partnership, BT and Motorola will share their respective expertise in videoconferencing and semiconductor manufacturing. The specific goal of the partnership is to employ Motorola’s chip expertise to integrate BT’s standards-based video coding technology into a personal computer multimedia communications chip set capable of simultaneously processing realtime video, still images and data.

According to Motorola and BT, the 3-chip set will consist of a shell processor, an I/O processor and a 6000-Mips kernel processor. The chip set will comply with international standards, including MPEG (decode and encode), JPEG and several H- and G-series video standards (including H.261 and G.728).

Motorola plans to fabricate and market the chip set. For its part, BT will incorporate the chip set into future video communications products such as PC add-in cards. Motorola anticipates volume pricing for the chip set to be approximately $100. To put that into perspective, currently available implementations of MPEG alone, without encoding, cost from $100 to $200. Commercial availability is targeted for 1994, with samples ready by the end of 1993.

—Jeffrey Child

Chips talk over powerlines

Despite skepticism that a powerline could be turned into a medium for network communications, Adaptive Networks (Cambridge, MA) has developed a spread-spectrum technology that’s seen a flurry of design wins. Among these is a proposal by CSK, Japan’s largest system integrator, to use powerline communications to let Japanese vending machines communicate to a central location, thereby improving inventory and maintenance. Other designs include automated meter reading by a company in Spain and statewide lottery machine LAN/WANs in Providence, RI. While Adaptive Networks has offered the technology for over a year in module format, a chip set solution, announced last fall, becomes available in production quantities this month.

—Jeffrey Child
Why Settle for 1/2 an '040 Board?

You’ve chosen the '040 because you need maximum performance in your VME system. But look carefully, because other Single Board Computers may only give you only half of what you expected from the '040.

Compare Synergy’s SV430 performance to any other SBC. Compare bus speed, MIPs, support, flexibility, documentation, reliability, I/O intelligence or any spec you can think of. We think you’ll find the same thing we did—the SV430 outperforms every other SBC on the market by as much as 150%.

Surprisingly, this kind of quality won’t cost you any extra, because Synergy products lead in another important area—value. At Synergy, you don’t have to pay a premium price for premium performance.

Let us show you just how far ahead your system can be with a Synergy processor board. Call us today, and get the whole '040 story.

Compare our specs. Synergy is superior across the board!

SV430 outperforms every other SBC on the market by as much as 150%.

Surprisingly, this kind of quality won’t cost you any extra, because Synergy products lead in another important area—value. At Synergy, you don’t have to pay a premium price for premium performance.

Let us show you just how far ahead your system can be with a Synergy processor board. Call us today, and get the whole '040 story.

Synergy Microsystems, Inc., 179 Calle Magdalena, Encinitas, CA 92024 (619) 753-2191 FAX: 619-753-0903

IDM 7
Embedded computing is what it's all about

Every time someone uses the word "computer," what comes to most people's minds is first the PC or Apple Macintosh, then probably an IBM or a DEC mainframe/mini, and then, perhaps, a supercomputer. Pretty much the same is true when someone refers to "computer design" and Computer Design. But computers are much more than PCs or Macs or DECs or Crays. Computers are truly everywhere; it's just that most of them don't look like computers. That's because they're embedded in things like ultrasound machines, engine controllers, laser printers, PBXs, cellular phones, and automatic bread bakers. Today, embedded computers are more ubiquitous than "conventional" computers.

Since Computer Design's focus from its inception has been hardware and software designers, as well as the design of OEM systems or the equivalent, we've kept in step with the evolution and dispersion of computing technology and power into the embedded realm. Because of that history, and our desire to deliver the best, most up-to-date information about the technology, design and product issues surrounding embedded computers, we recently accepted an offer that was, simply, too good to resist.

The offer was to take on the responsibility to formulate and organize the technical program for the new Embedded Computer Conference and Exposition (ECC) scheduled for April 14-16, 1993, at the Santa Clara Convention Center. ECC is being produced by BAV Expositions, a professional show management group based in South Norwalk, Connecticut.

What makes ECC different from other conferences and exhibitions is its focus on providing solutions for embedded computer applications. A focus on solutions, not just products, leads naturally to a holistic approach to embedded computer design and integration that gives equivalent weight to issues in the selection and application of microprocessors and microcontrollers; custom and semi-custom board designs; standard-bus single-board computers and peripheral boards; operating systems, real-time kernels and compilers; development systems and debugging tools; embedded PCs, workstations and even embedded minicomputers.

The similarities between ECC's charter, BAV Expositions' goals and Computer Design's editorial philosophy have made for an ideal match. BAV has the management skills to stage a truly world-class conference and exposition—not just a narrowly focused, regional event—and Computer Design has the technical depth, breadth and experience in its editorial team to develop a technical program that's of unmatched excellence.

If you would like more information about participating in the technical program (i.e., giving a technical paper, presenting a tutorial, or running a workshop) call Warren Andrews at (508) 283-2102. It will be two to three months before the technical program is complete and the Conference Preview (with registration information) hits the mail. To make certain you receive the Preview, circle 199 on the Reader Inquiry Card.
The new SPARC®2SE has serious crunch power. 30 MIPS and 5 MFLOPS change the definition of single board computer performance. Workstation features? This board is loaded.

If you need I/O, try 10Base-T, Ethernet AUI, SCSI, and VME. Parallel, serial, keyboard, mouse and audio ports get you connected.

Choose SunOS or VxWorks to tackle embedded and critical real time applications. Our MBus architecture is the high speed path for VME data and the only way to track Sun's hot new product moves.

Need more? Two SBus slots turn on a world of graphics and communications options. With 128 Kbyte cache and up to 128 Mbytes of DRAM on-board, no job is too big.

It's simple: When it comes to crunch, the 2SE eats the competition's lunch.

CIRCLE NO. 8
Contact-free soldering and de-soldering

with the new Leister Hot-Jet “S”

- For SMD and through board components
- Very rapid and ESD protected
- Hot-air temperature with stepless electronic control
- Air-volume with stepless electronic adjustment
- Power output 460 W, air volume 10-60 l/min
- Range of 700 desoldering nozzles available

NEW: Desoldering nozzle with suction tube

Price: SFR 480.—

ASK FOR FREE BROCHURE UW 218

Karl Leister, Elektr.geratebau, CH-6056 Kagiswil/Switzerland
TEL.: (041) 66 00 77, Fax (041) 66 78 16, Telex: 866 404
Brian R. White Co. Inc., 313 Henry Station Road
Ukiah, CA 95482 phone: (707) 462-9795
Farmingdale, NJ 07727 phone: (908) 938-2700

CIRCLE NO. 9

REAL-TIME MULTITASKING KERNEL

8086/88, 80x86/88
80386
8086/88, 80x86/88
Z80, 64180, 8080/85

- Fast, reliable operation
- Compact and ROMable
- PC peripheral support
- DOS file access
- C language support
- Preemptive scheduler
- Time slicing available
- Configuration Builder
- Complete documentation
- Intertask messages
- Message exchanges
- Dynamic operations
- - task create/delete
- - task priorities
- - memory allocation
- Event Manager
- Semaphore Manager
- List Manager

No Royalties
Source Code Included

INSTRUCTION DATA ACCESS (IDA) DIAL (617) 494-3238 DOCUMENT NO. 1038

Manual only $85 US
AMX 86 $3000 US
(Shipping/handling extra)

Call for prices for other processors.

KADAK Products Ltd.

206-1647 West Broadway
Vancouver, B.C., Canada
V6J 1Y5
Telephone: (604) 734-2796
Fax: (604) 734-8114
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CALENDAR

CONFERENCES

September 15 - 17
Buscon '92 East

Hyatt Convention Center, Boston, MA.
Buscon '92 East is the event where the products, technologies and components related to bus- and board-level design can be seen. The technical conferences, organized and coordinated by Computer Design and Military & Aerospace Electronics, are highly focused, in-depth seminars that explore the hottest issues from SCI to Futurebus+, RISC and embedded PCs. Contact: Registration Department, Buscon '92 East, 200 Connecticut Ave, Norwalk, CT 06856-4990, (800) 243-3238, Fax (203) 857-4075.

September 20 - 24
International Test Conference

Baltimore Convention Center, Baltimore, MD. This year's theme for ITC, the conference for the test and design community, is "Discover the new world of test and design." ITC will focus on the test and design techniques that companies need to compete globally, with emphasis on the integration of test factors into product design. There will be 16 tutorials and more than 35 technical sessions. Topics include: new test and design methods, MCM testing, BIST design techniques, test synthesis, and more. Contact: ITC, 514 E Pleasant Valley Blvd, Ste 3, Altoona, PA 16602, (814) 941-4666, Fax (814) 941-4668.

September 21-24
Embedded Systems Conference

Santa Clara Convention Center, Santa Clara, CA. The Embedded Systems Conference and Exposition offers more than 80 lectures, workshops and tutorials about current tools, technology and theories in embedded programming. Full-day tutorials will include: object-oriented analysis, meta models for system development, event modeling for embedded systems programmers, and more. Contact: Miller Freeman, 600 Harrison St, San Francisco, CA 94107, (415) 905-2354, Fax (415) 905-2630.

October 18 - 21
VHDL International Users Forum

Omni Shoreham Hotel, Washington, DC. The biannual VIUF brings together users, vendors and supporters of VHDL, the IEEE standard hardware description language. This conference will focus on how VHDL serves as an enabling agent for the effective management of system design and development. Participants will explore the use of VHDL for specification, design documentation, trade-off analysis, and as an aid in system production. A wide range of technical sessions and tutorials will be offered. The newest VHDL products will be presented. Contact: VHDL International, 407 Chester St, Menlo Park, CA 94025, (800) 554-2550 or (415) 329-0578, Fax (415) 324-3150.

CIRCLE NO. 9

Continued on page 18
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Fast Forwarding Your Designs.

That's AT&T "Customerizing."

"Customerizing" means giving you the freedom to design in the most popular FPGA architecture, without worrying about the future. While providing the logic you need to support the fastest microprocessors at the lowest possible cost. Introducing AT&T's ATT3000-Series 150 MHz FPGA, equipped with 2000 to 9000 gate densities, and ready for design-in today.

AT&T led the way with 125 MHz and 150 MHz FPGAs, and we'll continue to set the pace with even faster FPGAs, priced even more competitively. In 1993, AT&T will deliver ATT3000 Series FPGAs that can handle 66 MHz microprocessors. So as your microprocessor gets faster, you won't have to compromise system speed with slow logic.

Meanwhile, take advantage of the substantial savings now being offered on AT&T's ATT3000-Series 150 MHz devices, available from AT&T Microelectronics or your authorized AT&T distributor.

For a free 150 MHz Speed File to update your XACT* Development System, plus our FPGA Information Package, complete and mail the attached card, or call AT&T Microelectronics at 1 800 372-2447, ext. 905.

*XACT is a trademark of Xilinx, Inc.
The SPARC™ CPUengine - 40MHz™

Indistinguishable.

With two exceptions.
First, Pinnacle's
SPARC CPUengine-40MHz
is priced better.
$3995.00 to be exact.
Second, the price tag includes
a one year warranty.

Pinnacle Data Systems.
We manufacture solutions.
Advanced hardware is just the beginning. Cyclone Microsystems completes the development picture with C and Ada compilers, VxWorks and pSOS+ real time environments, source level debuggers, and a fantastic team of support engineers, waiting to help you create a masterpiece.

25 Science Park, New Haven, CT 06511, Phone: 203-786-5536 Fax: 203-786-5025.
The MACH™ Family From AMD: The Fastest, Most Predictable High Density PLDs Available Today.

Oops! You're a couple of nanoseconds shy this time, and it's going to hurt. Perhaps next time you'll choose a more predictable vehicle. And the most predictable high speed, high-density PLDs available are the MACH family from AMD.

Only the MACH Family offers you worst case delays of 15ns* or less. Because MACH parts are essentially PAL® devices, just like the kind you already know. Not some hybrid PLD/FPGA, where you don't know how it performs — until it's too late. So you don't have to guess your delays or clock speeds, you just read them right off our datasheet.

But they're not just ordinary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Number</th>
<th>Equiv. Gates</th>
<th>Macro Cells</th>
<th>Max. Delay</th>
<th>System Speed</th>
<th>I/O Pins</th>
<th>Hard-Wired Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MACH 110</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12ns</td>
<td>667MHz</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>MASC 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACH 210</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>12ns</td>
<td>667MHz</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>MASC 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACH 120</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>15ns</td>
<td>50MHz</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>MASC 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACH 220</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>15ns</td>
<td>50MHz</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>MASC 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACH 130</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>15ns</td>
<td>50MHz</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>MASC 130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In applications with a full 16 product terms. Every MACH part is specified using real-life conditions with all outputs switching.
PAL devices. They're bigger and better, with densities ranging from 900 to 3600 gates, all in our submicron CMOS technology.

Nor will you face unpredictable delays when you order. Because the entire MACH family is now shipping in volume.

Working with them is equally predictable. You don't have to learn any new techniques, just use the software and test equipment you already know. Like ABEL, CUPL, OrCad, and others. Not to mention the software and support from over 20 FusionPLD vendors — all prepared to bring your products to market on time.

And each MACH part can migrate easily to a pin-compatible, hard-wired MASC™ counterpart for high volume. So you can get the volume you need, without redesign, NRE, or unforeseen delays.

So call AMD today at 1-800-222-9323. And let the MACH family make your design cycle a whole heck of a lot safer.
CIRCLE NO. 17

Intel
8051
8048
8085
8096

Hitachi
64180
H8

Western
65816

Rockwell
6500
6502

RCA
1802

C and Pascal Compilers
Simulators
Assemblers
In-Circuit Emulators
EPROM Programmers

Motorola
6809
68300
68HC11
6800
6801
6802
6803
6804
6805
6809

Zilog
Z8
Z80
Z180

TI
32010
32020

Your VME solution for real-time performance processing...
The Heurikon HKMIPS/V3000:
• Powerful R3000 RISC processor delivers 20 MIPS sustained
• 100% compatible commercial and MILSpc versions
• Superior real-time development tools
• Complete system integration services available

1-800-356-9602
8310 Excelsior Drive • Madison, WI 53717
Phone 608 831 0900 • FAX 608 831 4240
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**Pushing the Edge of Capacity...**

**1.65 GB in a 5.25-inch Form Factor.**

---

**Edge-to-Edge Performance**

The DK516C-16 uses Hitachi's advanced proprietary technology to deliver 1.65 GB of capacity and a fast 13.5 ms average access time.

Its SCSI interface provides a maximum data transfer rate of 5.0 Mbytes/sec (synchronous), with a 256 Kbyte data buffer and read look-ahead cache.

Or, if you have an ESDI application, look into Hitachi's 1.54 GB DKS16-15 with a 14 ms average seek time and a 2.75 MB/sec data transfer rate.

**Edge-to-Edge Quality**

Choose the DK516 and you get a drive backed by the quality and reliability of Hitachi—a $54 billion company. Unlike other drive manufacturers, we design, build, and test all key components in-house.

For more information about the DK516, or any Hitachi disk drive, call 1-800-HITACHI.

---

**Authorized Distributors:**

- **CONSAN 612-949-0053**
  - IA, IL, IN, KS, NY, ME, MN, MO, ND, NE, OH, Pittsburgh, PA, SD, WI

- **HITACHI (CANADIAN), LTD. 416-826-4100** (Canada)

- **GENTRY ASSOCIATES 800-877-2225**
  - MI, SC, FL, GA, IA, MD, MS, NC, SC, TN, WA

- **R SQUARED 800-777-3478**
  - AZ, CA, CO, NM, OR, UT, WA, WY

- **SIGNAL 800-228-8781**
  - CT, MA, MI, NJ, RI, VT

- **SPECIALIZED SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY 800-688-8993**
  - AR, IA, OK, TX

---

**Hitachi America, Ltd.**

Computer Division, MS500
Hitachi Plaza
2000 Sierra Point Parkway
Brisbane, CA 94005-1819

---

**HITACHI®**

*Our Standards Set Standards*
"The whole of science is nothing more than

He was ahead of his time. When Einstein spoke of the refinement of science, he couldn’t possibly anticipate the changes that would occur in the next 40 years because of his work. Today, Micro Industries is developing ideas, providing scientific refinements and making new products that are both practical and affordable.

That’s exactly what we’ve done with our Live Insertion Technology. We’ve made it practical for a variety of computing applications. And we’ve made it affordable.

Reduced Downtime. Increased Productivity.

It just makes sense to design Live Insertion Products that:
• Replace system hardware without turning off system power;
• Continue system operations even when a hardware failure is detected;
• Add new capabilities into a system without disrupting application support;
• Minimize the impact on system software to implement fault-resistant or fault-tolerant systems;
• Use industry standard bus architectures to leverage cost-effective, commercially available products;
• Run diagnostics on individual boards to isolate failures without shutting down the system application.

Multibus 1 is a registered trademark of Intel.
As a result, **Micro Industries** has designed a series of products that support **Live Insertion Technology** for most popular, open system, bus architectures including Multibus I and II, VME, SCSI, and PC buses. We offer a unique competitive advantage to system manufacturers while providing off-the-shelf availability.

**Our Live Insertion Products** isolate all unique hardware requirements to the system controller and backplane to maintain compatibility with commercially available board-level computer products. **Our Live Insertion Products** provide software integration features that make it simple to incorporate **Live Insertion Technology** with almost any type of operating system.

**Achieving Tomorrow's Ideas Today.**

**We're Micro Industries.** We provide electronics solutions that help you bring ideas to market . . . faster, more cost-effectively, and with higher quality end products. You supply the ideas, and we can provide the electronics solution. Micro-processor based board-level solutions. In your choice of standard, semi-custom, or full custom boards. In low, medium, or high volumes.
LIVE LONGER AND PROSPER

With more run time, the new HYDRITECH™ nickel hydride battery is significantly increasing the lives of portable computers and their consumer appeal. HYDRITECH offers 25% more power than the best nickel cadmium battery. It gives users hours more work time without recharging. Plus, HYDRITECH’s enhanced performance also allows you to add more features and design a lighter, smaller product. All with one hour charge capability. And it’s environmentally preferred. Gates Energy Products is the only company that has a full line of nickel hydride batteries and unparalleled assistance to apply this new technology to your designs. So, if you’re interested in portable computers with more run time and more sales potential, live longer and prosper with HYDRITECH. Call Gates Energy at 1-800-67-POWER today.

THE NEW HYDRITECH™ BATTERY FROM Gates Energy Products
High-level design, top-down design, hardware description languages, logic synthesis—we regularly read and hear about these new design methods. As is the case with many subjects that become popular in the trade press, however, the context is often unstated and the implications unexplored. Let’s look at the market fundamentals that are behind these new design methods.

Many electronics and computer companies have adopted an increased pace of new product introduction as either a major strategic weapon or a survival tactic. We’ve all seen the widely published analyses suggesting that being six months late into a market can reduce lifetime product revenue by about 25 percent. And it’s only going to get worse. End-market demand for new products will not abate.

The convergence of computer, graphics and communications technologies will create a demand for new categories of products, increasingly directed at the large and temperamental consumer market. Product lifetimes will continue to shrink as market windows stay open for ever shorter time periods. To maximize the profit earned from new products, there must be fundamental changes in design methods to reduce design time. This accounts for the increasing noise level about high-level design, HDLs and logic synthesis.

MJ Associates (Milpitas, CA) recently completed a report, *HDL Market Analysis*, based on a survey of 1500 design engineers and design managers. About 29 percent of the deliverable surveys were returned. Such a high-percentage response produced a large enough sample to yield statistically significant results. The large sample also suggests a high level of interest in HDLs.

In the report, MJ Associates states that “the use of HDLs in electronic design is on the upswing. Thirty-three percent of designers use HDLs today, and it’s estimated that by 1995 70 percent of designers will use HDLs to design electronic systems.” The company further notes that most of the respondents using HDLs have been doing so for less than two years. Finally, the survey verifies that the design of ASICs and application-specific standard products (ASSPs) are driving the use of HDLs.

MJ Associates estimates that only 15 percent of the ASICs designed in 1991 were designed using an HDL; that percentage is expected to reach 45 percent by 1995. Although the trend toward high-level design is clear, its penetration of the design community is still quite low.

The case against standard ICs

So why not design new products using only standard ICs? Surely that’s the obvious way to get the design done more quickly. Wrong! The design of the next generation of electronic products is inextricably tied to next-generation processor and memory products, so the design of these generic or “standard” ICs must accelerate as well. Designers in semiconductor companies who are designing generic standard-product ICs and ASSPs are increasingly using ASIC design methods to shorten design times. Designers in systems companies must continue to use ASICs to differentiate their end products from the competition. Both groups need to boost design productivity to handle ever more complex designs in ever shorter design times.

Almost every type of IC has become more application-specific in the market’s quest to tailor IC solu-
tions to the needs of a specific class of products or to 
a specific function within multiple classes of products. 
Most of these ICs are designed using ASIC design 
methods.

Even memories are becoming more application-
specific. Today, we find more logic implemented on 
memory devices, and in the last several years there's 
been a proliferation of different types of memory 
devices directed at solving performance problems in 
specific system architectures. Customer-specific ICs 
are also needed to differentiate a product from com­
peting products—by offering lower cost, smaller size, 
less power dissipation, more features. This suggests 
that ASIC design methods will be applied to all types 
of IC designs to ensure the designs can be completed 
in the time available.

Programmable devices pave the way
FPGAs, EEPLDs, ASIC emulation systems, and the 
recently announced programmable interconnect de­
vices are primary ways for designers to deal with the 
reduced time available to develop new products. Even 
with these advances in design methods, however, we 
still can’t exploit all the available silicon integration 
density. Let’s look at some facts.

The illustration below shows the history of and 
future road map for memory and ASIC integration 
levels. Notice first that memory process technology 
drives ASIC process technology, and that the gap 
between the two is closing for a given generation. Also 
note that we can build gate-array architectures with 
800,000 available gates and about 560,000 usable 
gates with triple-layer-metal interconnect technology. 
Implementing more than a half-million gates on a die 
presents some significant design challenges. How do 
we design such a complex circuit in a reasonable 
amount of time? And how do we adequately test the 
manufactured circuit to guarantee quality levels?

The progress in silicon integration has outstripped 
the capabilities of EDA tools and associated design 
methods. ASIC designs in excess of 100,000-gate 
equivalents still aren’t commonplace, even though we 
can fabricate 500,000-gate equivalents.

High-level design methods aren’t enough if we’re to 
successfully deal with this complexity problem. Advo­
cates of high-level design tend to concentrate on the 
logical part of the problem. That’s necessary, but not 
sufficient. Let’s examine the various pieces of the 
solution to this daunting design complexity problem.

Solving the design complexity problem
First, we must finally see the emergence of applica­
tion-specific cell libraries with complex blocks de­
signed specifically for a given class of products. Re­
usable, fully characterized blocks (megacells or 
megafunctions) reduce design time and are compatibil­
le with the dominant ASIC implementation style for 
complex designs—a sea-of-gates architecture with 
multiple embedded blocks placed anywhere on the 
die. Reusable design elements have been discussed 
for a long time. Now this idea must be used to reduce 
design times.

There are two primary ways to develop blocks that 
are intended for reuse. Software that automatically 
compiles the block, based on input of information 
about the desired memory configuration, is a good 
choice for regular structures, such as memory blocks. 
Memory blocks must be generated in a variety of size 
configurations, with one to n ports, and with built-in 
self-test (BIST) circuitry. Because of the regular struc­
ture and the variations in configuration, the use of a 
software compiler is the best approach—design 
knowledge is captured in the software, and that 
knowledge is easily reusable. Compilers may be de­
developed for any class of block for which the block 
architecture is fully defined.

For high-performance blocks, such as core processors, a combina­
tion of handcrafted cells and automatically generated cells using 
row-based, standard-cell logic is often used. In this approach, tight con­
trol of the physical placement of cells is necessary to meet high-perfor­
mance critical path constraints. High-performance blocks can be syn­
thesized directly from an HDL de­
scription, albeit with less than optimal size and performance. As 
synthesis software and the associ­
ated physical design software con­
tinue to improve, more cells will be 
synthesized from an HDL descrip­
tion. In essence, the HDL description 
becomes the reusable form of the cell. 

All types of cells require full char­
acterization. Cells generated 
through compilation or synthesis are 
often characterized through simulation. Other cells 
that have a single design form may be characterized 
either through simulation or through measurements 
made on test silicon.

The second piece of the solution to the complexity 
challenge is describing the design at a level of abstraction 
above the gate level to reduce the amount of 
information that must be specified to completely cap­
ture design intent. This is the application space of 
HDLs and the various graphical means of describing 
the functional and timing behavior of the design.
clock period by 20 percent. Clock skew across a given chip and skew across the board must be minimized using a set of circuit design and physical implementation techniques.

The next system design issue is design planning—intelligent partitioning with ample consideration of power budget and packaging constraints at the system, board and IC levels. Design planning is one of the frontiers of design automation. Because it has, by definition, system-level scope, design planning is very application- and user-specific. As the EDA industry tackles this problem, care must be taken to ensure early tools are easily malleable to match user habits and preferences.

The fifth piece is physical design. In the IC realm, this means cell placement and interconnect routing software. Physical design of complex ICs has again become a real challenge. The problem was first solved in the latter half of the 1980s when place-and-route software first came into widespread use. Now complexity increases have made place-and-route elapsed times uncomfortably long. We need place-and-route software that handles embedded block IC architectures and completes its task in hours, not days.

### The packaging dilemma

Sixth and last is packaging technology. As integration levels and operating frequencies have increased, so has the power dissipation. For ICs we need packages that can dissipate more than 5 W without junction meltdown or high-volume air flow across the package. These packages must also have excellent electrical characteristics—low parasitic inductance and capacitance—to facilitate higher operating frequencies. The move toward 3.3-V systems will help for a time, but the march is relentless. Major advances in packaging are needed to allow exploitation of all the available complexity.

Time-to-market pressure will not lessen, but will continue to increase. Can we manufacture the complex ICs to build the products needed to meet market demand? Our challenge is design. The increased popularity of HDLs and the growing availability of simulation and synthesis software tools are accelerating the trend toward top-down design methods. Continued advances in design methods, software design automation tools and packaging technology are all needed to ensure we can complete the design task in the available time, while using all the complexity offered by today's and IC fabrication processes.
We've just tested the performance of our new i960 CF processor.

Make no mistake. This is no middle-of-the-road processor. It's our new superscalar i960™ CF chip. And it delivers blistering speed to your high-end printing, imaging, communications and networking applications. Simply put, it outruns every 32-bit embedded processor on the market—and we have over 25 benchmarks to prove it.

You see, only our i960 RISC architecture brings superscalar processing with multiple operations per clock to embedded applications. Our new i960 CF processor is highly integrated with optimized data and instruction caches for throughput up to
twice that of our i960 CA chip. Which makes it the most advanced technology available for embedded applications.

If you’re already using our i960 CA processor, you can quickly shift up to higher performance with full code and pin compatibility. And, of course, we offer a comprehensive array of Solutions960 development tools to further speed up your design process.

So step on it. Call 800-548-4725 and ask for literature packet A9A50 for complete benchmarks. And learn what your applications can do with a faster engine.
Inside Information On The World’s First Fault Tolerant PC.

INTRODUCING THE FAULT TOLERANT PC FROM TEXAS MICRO. If you’re someone who has to be on-line, who has to have your data, your PC has arrived.

Head crashes, blackouts, user errors, bad sectors, power surges, jolts, jars, bumps and bruises can’t stop it.

It thrives where others knuckle under. It’s the pit bull of PC-dom. It’s the FTSA™ PC from Texas Micro, and it redefines PC fault tolerance.

THE FTSA PC IS FAULT TOLERANT FROM THE GROUND UP. The FTSA PC is built with a proprietary system of fault tolerance—called Fault Tolerant System Architecture™—that operates at the BIOS level.

This specialized, DOS-compatible BIOS binds the fault tolerant components together, creating an umbrella of fault tolerance, and a level of protection never before achieved in PCs. While maintaining a high standard of performance.

Supplementing the disk array, the FTSA PC employs sophisticated data auditing and archiving systems that virtually guarantee data integrity, even in the event of a system crash, corruption or unexpected system shutdown.

The FTSA PCs modular design gives you plug-and-play access to every major component, including CPU and option cards, which gives you a 10-minute Mean Time To Repair, and CPU upgradability.

FTSA’S BIGGEST BREAKTHROUGH IS PRICE. In fact, the only thing with comparable fault tolerance is a minicomputer, which costs 5 to 10 times more.

Detailed information about the FTSA PC and our free “Guide to Fault Tolerant Computing” are just a phone call away. Find out today how you can benefit from a PC that has inner strength.

THE FTSA PC KEEPS YOU UP AND RUNNING. The FTSA PC utilizes a backup power supply and self-recharging battery pack to seamlessly stay on-line should normal power fail, while its data mirroring disk array helps prevent downtime due to disk crashes. Its components are monitored by a diagnostic system that will warn you of any impending problem.

This makes FTSA ideal for critical applications like workgroup LANs. In fact, FTSA is compatible with LANtastic and NetWare Lite right out of the box.

THE FTSA PC GIVES YOUR DATA A FIGHTING CHANCE.
Technology Directions

Asics & Asic Design Tools

EDA leaders getting serious about automatic test generation

Barbara Tuck, Senior Editor

The complexity of both silicon and the systems into which it's going is forcing designers to higher levels of abstraction for complex ASICs, and the use of synthesis is putting distance between designers and implementation details. Both of these developments are making it increasingly difficult to generate test programs manually. While CAE/CAD vendors make testability trade-offs more palatable by enhancing tools already on the market (see "ASIC testability tools force trade-offs in silicon, performance and coverage," p 57), broad-line EDA suppliers such as Cadence Design Systems (San Jose, CA), Dazix (Huntsville, AL), GenRad (Milpitas, CA), Mentor Graphics (Wilsonville, OR), and Viewlogic Systems (Marlborough, MA) are just beginning to ship testability products that have been incorporated into their integrated toolsets.

Real-world ATPG support

Cadence, which expects to ship Release 1.0 of its Test Solution partner in June, and just weeks ago announced participation in a similar partnership with Texas Instruments (Dallas, TX). As an ASIC vendor, TI is very interested in its customers' ability to develop netlists and test vectors. Bob Gruebel, TI's ASIC test development manager, says that, while both Cadence and Mentor have done a good job supporting users in netlist development, both have had "gaping holes" in automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) capability. "They've given users no support in delivering test vectors," he says. "Older ATPG tools didn't seem to comprehend a real design, and they tended to generate test vectors that had no relationship to what a tester would use or an ASIC vendor would need."

The development work of Cadence and Ericsson is taking place within the context of an actual complex ASIC design project. The goal of that project, according to Ericsson, is to get from specification to first silicon in one year. To do that, Ericsson is looking for a top-down design methodology to master complexity, a smooth design flow with few iterations and a powerful design automation solution to minimize lead times.

According to Jorgen Hjert, manager of microtechnology at Ericsson, "both Cadence and Ericsson agree that test issues can't be addressed through a point-tool approach, but must be an integrated process throughout the design cycle."

What are some of the specific testability demands that Ericsson designers have written into the test specifications for Cadence? One is that testability synthesis must be a well-integrated part of the synthesis activities. Another is that designers must be able to apply both testability synthesis and test pattern generation to subblocks of the design.

Rick Friedman, Cadence's test products marketing manager, says that the key demand of designers is that test to be made part of the design environment. "They're looking for us to make design tools smarter about test, from front to back end, not for us to make smarter test tools," he says. "The concept of using synthesis and testability requires a new way of doing things. For test synthesis, we have to look at what designers do and enter that into the tool."

With Cadence's Test Solution, users will add testability at the functional level before synthesizing to gates. Optimization for area and performance will take place after scan insertion. Cadence will be offering a full-scan strategy "without the impact of full scan," claims Friedman. "The synthesis program will analyze the logic and take advantage of what's already there."

Test Solution will be an option of the Synergy synthesis family. The tools will be built around Cadence's Framework II-based Composer front end. In addition to test synthesis, the test environment will include logic and fault simulation and ATPG. JTAG synthesis will require some designer input, and BIST will be available later.

Will test synthesis be connected to Cadence's Preview floorplanner? "Yes," says Friedman, "since Preview is linked to synthesis, and test synthesis is part of synthesis." Friedman says full integration of the tools will take place by November.

Testability built into 8.0

Steve Eichenlaub, sales and marketing development manager of Mentor Graphics' simulation, synthesis and test division, says that Mentor's new ATPG products are on schedule for shipment this quarter. Mentor is offering both a full-scan-based, combinational ATPG tool (to be used with AutoLogic synthesis) and a partial-scan, sequential ATPG tool...
Mentor's ATPG tools will fit within a language-based, top-down design flow as well as a more traditional, schematic-driven design flow. Although integrated into Mentor's Version 8.0 Falcon Framework, the ATPG products will also run well on designs that weren't created within 8.0, according to Eichenlaub. Viewlogic shipped beta copies of its ViewTest testability tools about a month ago. Integrated into the company's new Unix-based Powerview toolset, ViewTest is scheduled for next-quarter shipment to its first customers. ViewTest test synthesis works with Powerview's synthesis package, ViewSynthesis, to build highly testable ASICs. The test technology, licensed from start-up SynTest Technologies (Sunnyvale, CA), supports partial-scan, non-scan and BIST methodologies, as well as full-
scan. Viewlogic hasn’t yet officially announced JTAG support.

**Synthesis-based solutions**

GenRad users might want to look at TestDesignA test synthesis from Design Automation Products (Fareham, Hampshire, UK), a division of GenRad. TestDesignA is catching up to the other half of GenRad’s HiDesignA synthesis package, the Logic-DesignA logic synthesis module, which has been shipping since June. Both logic and test synthesis are part of GenRad’s VHDL solution and are integrated with System HILO 4 verification tools. The first release of TestDesignA incorporates support for full-scan, fault-simulation and combinational ATPG.

Although GenRad plans to link its sequential ATPG tool to its test synthesis, early users will have to manually specify partial scan. GenRad also plans to extend its support to JTAG and BIST. In addition, the company offers a tool that can turn around a library for test, simulation and synthesis in two to six weeks.

A feature that will be useful, according to GenRad, is that scan-cell connection is driven by physical layout. The test synthesis program extracts the coordinates of scan cells and connects those that are physically closest. TestDesignA incorporates pin-to-pin and path-based timing analysis, as well as concurrent fault simulation.

Dazix also ships a test synthesis product. TestSyn is one of five new synthesis engines comprising Dazix Synergy. (Synergy is a synthesis technology developed by AT&T Bell Labs and marketed exclusively by Dazix.) TestSyn and the other modules have been tightly integrated at the database level with all existing Dazix applications, including VHDL simulation, gate-level logic simulation, IC layout, and schematic capture and analysis. TestSyn introduces test logic into the synthesized circuit and automatically generates test vectors. It operates with the timing-driven logic synthesizer and optimizer to ensure that the modified testable circuit meets area and timing constraints.

You’ll have to benchmark these tools to discover if they measure up to competitive products on the market. Assuming you’re looking for the highest performance tools, that is. You may be more interested in adequate tools that are well integrated into a familiar design flow.

For more information about the technologies, products or companies mentioned in this article, call or circle the appropriate number on the Reader Inquiry Card.
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Vendor alliance to offer encrypted Spice models

Mike Donlin, Senior Editor

As system speeds climb to 30 MHz and beyond, Spice models can help predict the analog behavior of digital components, even if their behavior has been validated with a digital simulator. The problem is finding accurate Spice models for high-speed drivers, buffers, and device packages that will let you simulate analog behavior along critical paths. IC vendors have the necessary information, but are reluctant to get into the modeling business and counter at high speeds. The alliance will also include companies that can provide Spice models for connectors and PCB transmission lines. In addition to providing accurate analog modeling capabilities through the alliance, Meta will ensure that proprietary process information remains safe.

I Security is guaranteed

"One of the key ingredients in the success of MSIA will be the encryption. We are wary of including data in a model which would disclose proprietary process information. Meta-Software (Campbell, CA) hopes to address this problem with its Meta Signal Integrity Alliance (MSIA) program. Meta is making an effort to organize IC vendors to provide modeling information to tackle ground bounce, noise problems, propagation delays, and other common effects that digital circuits enforce," says Girish Kumar, applications engineer at Meta-Software. "Encryption ensures that proprietary data such as buffer models and netlist information is hidden from the user. The encrypted models will let you achieve a level of accuracy that you can't get using behavioral models or other approximation techniques. As far as winning the vendor's confidence is concerned, we can assure them that their proprietary data is safe, because we use the same encryption techniques for their models that we write for our own proprietary models. That's about the best guarantee we can give."

Protected by this guarantee and strict non-disclosure terms, MSIA member companies will provide Meta-Software with detailed descriptions of the circuits they want to let their customers simulate. Meta then converts the circuit information to a vendor-independent format to avoid inconsistencies in circuit labeling, local ground definition or supply voltage parameters. Then the data is encrypted to protect proprietary information.

At present, there are five members in the alliance besides Meta-Software: Actel (Sunnyvale, CA) will provide models for its ACT2 PGAs; Advanced Micro Devices (Sunnyvale, CA) for its Mach PLD family; AMP (Harrisburg, PA) for its single-line connectors; Concurrent Logic (Sunnyvale, CA) for its CLi6000 series of FPGAs; and Xilinx (San Jose, CA) for its Series 4000 FPGAs.

I Squelching the noise

Member companies see the alliance as a way of providing information about their products which some customers have wanted, but have been unable to obtain. Until now, demand for this information has been low, mainly because it's only used to analyze noise in high-speed digital designs. But as clock rates routinely climb over the 30-MHz threshold, alliance members realize they'll be asked to provide detailed information about their devices.

"These models are admittedly more complex than the average designer needs," says Atsuko D' Amour, product line manager at Xilinx. "Most of our customers can get by with the purely digital models to verify the behavior of their designs. But for those who need to analyze analog effects on critical paths, an accurate Spice model is essential."

Because Spice simulation is compute-intensive, it's unlikely that anyone will use it for full PCB simulation. But for critical path analysis, it can simulate noise that can hamper or cripple the performance of a circuit, even if its behavior has been adequately simulated from a
DY 4 is the industry leader in providing cost-effective VMEbus system solutions to vetronics system integrators. A full line of MIL-Spec, rugged, and commercial VMEbus modules are available today, including a comprehensive range of products compliant with vetronic architecture standards.

DY 4 is experienced in the full scale support of system integrator's flow down requirements with custom engineering, a military manufacturing facility, a 9858A quality program, foundation software, ILS and configuration management procedures. Contact DY 4 for your vetronics requirements.
The roadblocks to effective high-speed digital designs are noise and delay," says Shawn Hailey, president of Meta-Software. "Ground-bounce noise, for instance, is generated where leadframes or other circuit wires can't be formed into transmission lines. The resulting in-

causes a voltage in the ground circuit, the supply circuit and the output driver circuit. Ground-bounce noise lowers the noise margins for the rest of the system.”

The models produced by the alliance will work only with Meta-Software's HSpice simulator, mainly because they incorporate temperature and local ground planes into the simulation—a feature that Meta-Software says is unique to its simulator. “We let you change the temperature per element in the model,” Meta-Software's Kumar explains, "and that information would confuse another simulator. We also let you create a local ground plane inside a subcircuit, because as you travel

along a circuit, the ground level de-
grades. It rises up and the power supply goes down. It's important to be able to model this, so that you can compensate for those effects when you build your circuit.”

Other effects besides ground bounce can be extracted with the models. Crosstalk simulation, for instance, can extract the coupled noise between two transmission lines—one quiet and one driven by the output of a tristated buffer. Delay differences resulting from driving data between slots in a backplane can also be simulated. Data is driven from the center of the backplane and examined at its extreme ends. The traces between slots are modeled as HSpice lossy transmission lines.

A word of caution
Although alliances such as MSIA portend an era of model availability for users, there's a problem inherent in such agreements. Because the models work only with Meta-Software's HSpice, users of other Spice simulators will have to wait for similar alliances to get the model information they need.

“There's always a potential problem when you start to encrypt model information,” says Paul Wang, CAE division president of Contec Microelectronics (San Jose, CA). “The process of hiding proprietary information means that the resulting models will be simulator-specific, unless there is a standard that everyone can write to. I don't think that a standard is feasible right now, because everyone alters Spice to give it their own added value. So the only way to provide every simulator with this information is to have an alliance with each vendor. That's an unwieldy scenario.”

Caveats aside, the members of Meta-Software's alliance seem enthusiastic about being able to put proprietary information safely into their models. "I'm not sure about other alliances in the future," says Joel Rosenberg, marketing director at Concurrent Logic, "but I do know this gives us an avenue that we didn't have before. For some of our customers, true simulation of critical paths necessitates two operations—digital simulation, to verify the logic in the design, and analog simulation, to address the harsh realities of the real world. It's good to know we can provide all of the needed information without giving away the store.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential noise generators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BONDING WIRES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACKAGE WIRING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO CABLES, CONNECTORS, BACKPLANES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC BOARD TRACE: LAYER 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC BOARD TRACE: LAYER 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Signal integrity analysis becomes necessary on high-speed digital circuits when passive components generate analog effects. Every piece of the interconnect path illustrated here is repeated for all signals on the board. Singly and in groups, these pieces create crosstalk, noise, delays, skews, excessive load, and ground bounce.
When performance counts, you need a C compiler that will produce the fastest, tightest code possible—especially in demanding hard real-time applications. Yet most C compilers commonly used today were originally written ten or more years ago. Since then, computer scientists have learned a lot about how to make better compilers.

That’s why Microware undertook the epic task of creating an all-new C compiler based on the latest academic research—a compiler able to eke out every drop of performance from modern 16-, 32- and 64-bit CISC and RISC microprocessors. Microware’s Ultra C uses a modular architecture that creates a virtual playing field for vigorous action by dozens of optimizers to analyze, arrange, accelerate and compress code into fast, compact executables. Heuristic analysis of register and variable usage far surpasses the capabilities of what most human programmers could do themselves.

State-of-the-art, plus...

Of course Ultra C has all features expected in a state-of-the-art compiler, such as full ANSI C compliance, C source code symbolic debugging, and a comprehensive set of standard libraries including support for the extensive real-time capabilities of the OS-9 and OS-9000 Real-Time Operating Systems. Options allow selection of either ANSI or K&R compatibility. You can even turn the optimization knobs yourself to best match your application’s requirements.

Built-in quality and reliability

You can count on Ultra C right now, because it’s probably the most thoroughly tested new compiler in history. Before the first copy went into beta test, it successfully passed the massive Plum Hall ANSI C Validation Suite—eight major sections, in all over 500,000 lines of C compiler torture track. Compilers are not a sideline at Microware—we’ve been developing them in-house since 1978.

CISC now, RISC soon

Ultra C is available now for all 680X0 family and 386/486 family CPUs running Microware’s OS-9 and OS-9000 Real-Time Operating Systems. RISC versions are coming soon.

Call Microware Today!

1-800-475-9000

In California, call (408) 980-0201

MORE CHOICES • MORE OPTIONS • TOTAL SUPPORT
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It can be enhanced with the TIM-200, a 200-MHz timing analyzer that can be piggybacked on the VBT-325, providing additional signal capability for VME and VME/P2 lines.

The second major component of the VMetro Futurebus+ analyzer, the FBT-625, is a Futurebus+ adapter card. This is a Profile A-, B- or F-sized Futurebus+ card which can accept the VBT-325 VME analyzer with or without the piggybacked TIM-200. The adapter card includes Futurebus+ transceivers and BTL-to-TTL translation, control and glue logic needed to acquire and sample Futurebus+ signals, circuitry to implement on-board system reset and a central arbiter that lets the analyzer function as the system controller in a Futurebus+ system.

**Single-slot design**

Although it’s a three-tiered piggyback design, the analyzer takes up only a single slot in the system backplane and can be operated through a variety of standard platforms, such as ASCII terminals, PCs or Unix workstations. The basic unit is capable of sampling all 177 Futurebus+ signals and storing up to 32,000 cycles. It provides protocol-sensitive, multiple-edge sampling, automatically aligning arbitration, command, address, data, and status lines into one line in the trace buffer. In addition, it offers four full-speed, 177-input-event comparators with RANGE, DON'T CARE and NOT operators in the analytical engine.

The analyzer also supports complex trigger generation based on precision time delays and variable event counts at each trigger level. It also stores time tags in a buffer, with each bus cycle allowing absolute and relative timing measurements down to 20-ns resolution.

With the 200-MHz timing-analyzer option, the system samples an additional 105 Futurebus+ signals at 200 MHz, storing an extra 32,000 cycles on all channels. This extends the total sampling capacity to 282 simultaneous channels, with a high-speed (163.84-µs) timing window on the 105 signals aligned around the trigger in a separate 32,000-cycle trace. The option card operates simultaneously with the 50-MHz state analyzer to produce automatically aligned, time-corrected, state/timing displays, with timing.
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waveforms and state traces combined on a split-screen monitor. The option also permits a full-speed trigger on any state on any channel.

Leveraging

"VMetro's solution," says Simpson, "lets engineers and designers lever-

age off the hardware, the software and—as important—the accumulated body of problem-solving knowledge acquired in the VME world as they move to Futurebus+. Any Futurebus+ team which is migrating or embedding an existing VMEbus design into Futurebus+ will have the opportunity to use the new analyzer to fully characterize the design on both buses, using effectively the same instrument. Only the protocol semantics necessary to describe the unique properties of the target bus will change in the user interface."

Simpson remarks that the inherent "look, touch and feel" of the analyzer will remain constant for both buses. This will undoubtedly save VME and Futurebus+ project engineers many hours of learning-curve time and defer the cost of dedicated test equipment.

But providing a composite Futurebus+ analyzer is just part of VMetro's strategy. Simpson says that the company is currently using flash memory in its FBT-625, but plans to migrate to a PC/workstation-hosted, window-driven user interface called InsideView for both Futurebus+-based and VMEbus-based products. In addition, the company will retrofit existing products to the new interface.

Such an interface provides two major advantages to designers, according to Simpson. First, it lets VMetro turn out product capabilities much faster on floppies than on EPROM, making it more responsive to emerging requirements. Second, by migrating the user interface away from the core analyzer, the company can focus on the front end and user interface as different entities. The result: the user interface will be richer, since VMetro no longer has to create the interface environment; it simply has to map to a standard PC host.

Another advantage

"Rehosting the user interface onto a machine with multiple interactive display capabilities," states Simpson, "has yet another advantage. It gives engineers the ability to use multiple bus analyzers simultaneously in a given system, providing integrated control over all functions and views of all aspects of the target system. To realize this opportunity, VMetro is also developing an adapter to let the VBT-325 passively monitor the local bus activities on 68K/88K VME boards. The resulting capability will let you install an analyzer on the system bus, and as many analyzers as necessary to monitor various desired subsystem functions implemented inside CPU
The Next Generation, high performance open bus architecture you can use right now.

For those systems designers who are waiting for an open bus architecture that delivers next generation performance by effectively combining...

- Year 2000 performance today
- Multiple internal and external buses that eliminate performance bottlenecks
- A fully scalable dynamic system architecture
- Extensibility
- Complete technology independence
- Industry standard bus silicon

...it's here now! With performance several orders of magnitude greater than just a year ago. Today's next generation architecture is Freeflow+. It's the only truly dynamic architecture that provides multiple systems-within-a-system, forming tightly coupled sub-systems capable of independent and parallel operation. If you want next generation performance right now, call Radstone for details on the highest performance VMEbus processor, memory, controller, communications and graphics boards in the open bus business. Plus all the development system and software support you'll ever need.

With Radstone Freeflow+ VME, there's no wait state for next generation performance.
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Radstone Technology Corporation
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Modular, interchangeable, multi-vendor PC platform. Rugged EISA and AT bus. Noise, emissions, power, ground, airflow and cooling considerations are engineered for highest performance. All PC functions, from CPU (286/386/486) to power supplies to control, acquisition and instrumentation, are enclosed and protected in metal-shielded modules. Modules accept ALL PC boards. We welcome the opportunity to support your system integration on the PCXI platform.

Rapid Systems
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PCXI® is a registered trademark of Rapid Systems, Inc.
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COMPUTERS & SUBSYSTEMS

and I/O boards using a single, interactive point of control."

While VMetro's composite technique provides a systematic approach to Futurebus+ bus analysis, it also offers one of the first Futurebus+-to-VME carrier boards sporting a VME mezzanine. Although it still isn't known exactly what the Futurebus+-to-VME bridge will look like, it's possible that carrier boards such as that used by VMetro might provide a convenient I/O connection when only a single VME I/O board is required. In such approaches, bridge functions could be limited, since only a small subset of the VME specification need be accounted for in interfacing to a single board.

For more information about the technologies, products or companies mentioned in this article, call or circle the appropriate number on the Reader Inquiry Card.

Futurebus Systems
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VMetro
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We goofed!

A New Product Development article entitled "Simulation accelerator speeds behavioral-level VHDL" appeared in the August issue of Computer Design describing Zycad's VHDL Instruction Processor (VIP). In that piece we stated, "...a single-board VIP offers the performance of a 70-Mips workstation." According to Zycad, the VIP offers 40 times the performance of a 70-Mips workstation.

That performance estimate was contained in the article as originally filed by Barbara Tuck but was deleted by an over-exhuberant Editor-in-Chief during a final review of editorial pages. The Editor-in-Chief sincerely apologizes and regrets any problems the error caused.

If you would like more complete information on the VIP product, contact Pamela Mayer Bernal, vice-president of marketing, or Charlie Cheng, product marketing manager at Zycad, 1380 Willow Rd, Menlo Park, CA 94025, (415) 688-7400.

And while we're admitting our errors, the telephone number given for American Arium in the Product Focus on logic analyzers in the July issue had an incorrect area code. American Arium is located in Tustin, CA and the correct number is (714) 731-1661. No over-exhuberance here, just a typo.
THE ONLY ATTACHED PROCESSOR
WITH FOUR ON THE BOARD
AND 2.5 GIGAFLOP PERFORMANCE.

Mercury's MC860VS. The only attached processor that offers up to 32 Intel i860s in no more than 8 VME slots. So you get 80 Mflops to 2.5 Gflops of horsepower to handle demanding applications in defense signal processing and medical imaging. And all Mercury products can be configured in workstations and chassis systems to deliver scalable performance at a scalable price.

So if you're building or buying a high performance computing solution, take full advantage of Mercury's unparalleled investment in standards, innovative hardware, and software development environment. And get the most complete, flexible, high performance computing solutions available. If it's time you moved into the fast lane, it's time to call or write Mercury today for more information.

See us at Buscon '92 East, Sept. 15-17, Booth #624
AWESOME

TEK-AT3
386DX HALF-SIZE PC/AT

We think this is the best way to describe the new TEK-AT3 all CMOS 386DX single board computer. And rightly so. Because the TEK-AT3 comes standard with a powerful 33 MHz CPU, high performance Cache memory, and a capacity to support up to 16 Megabytes of DRAM.

Plus, you get all the bells and whistles you've come to expect from conventional PCs: hard disk interface, floppy disk controller, serial and parallel ports.

And like all Teknor computer cards, the TEK-AT3 benefits from the latest innovative technologies. Options like 1 Meg of onboard programmable Flash EPROM, 1 Meg of battery-backed SRAM, and the ability to boot from Flash EPROM disk offer possibilities never before conceived on a 7 x 4.7" PC/AT form factor.

In fact, when you consider all the advantages the TEK-AT3 will bring to your system designs... you'll think it's awesome, too!

Call us today at 1-800-387-4222 for your free literature package.
CASE tool breaks away from traditional development model

Tom Williams, Senior Editor

A CASE environment for C code has broken with the development model followed by most CASE tools. Instead of using the requirements analysis model for software engineering, the Ensemble toolset from Cadre Technologies (Providence, RI) focuses on what the company calls an “implementation model,” which it claims more closely matches the way people are approaching software design and development problems today.

Most CASE tools adhere to the waterfall model, where structured analysis is first used to specify the requirements of a system. These requirements are used in the design stage to create the overall structure of the program. Next comes implementation (or coding), followed by the testing and maintenance stages. With the waterfall model, there’s little thought given to going back “upstream,” and it’s generally difficult to do so. This inability to smoothly move up and down the model has been a major complaint of early users of CASE tools—and an important factor in the slow acceptance of such tools.

The reality is that 80 percent of the design community doesn’t follow the waterfall model. “We’re finding there are almost no clean-sheet starts. They’re always reusing something,” says Caine O’Brien, director of marketing for Cadre’s Portland, Oregon operation, “and we’re not going to force a waterfall process onto the mass market.”

Recycling possible

Cadre describes Ensemble as following an “implementation-focused” model, where you usually begin by implementing some old and some new code, do some testing and maintenance work and maybe a little up-front analysis—but you don’t have to do these things in any rigid order. With Ensemble, “you can use structured design as a starting point if you want to, but you can also use pieces of existing code,” says O’Brien.

Ensemble is a modular toolset aimed at providing understanding of existing code both at the higher system level and the lower functional level. It lets you produce code from designs, automate and verify the testing of code and automatically produce documentation.

Working with the Teamwork database used by Cadre’s family of Teamwork CASE tools, you can integrate Ensemble into the Teamwork environment if desired. In addition to the shared database and user interface, Ensemble consists of system-level and function-level understanding modules, a construction module, test generation and verification modules, and a documentation module.

Reverse engineering supported

The system understanding module supports reverse engineering of existing code. It can also extract a complete structured design representation of an existing program, including a data dictionary with all its definitions, any comments contained in the source files and information on what functionality came from which source files. In addition, the diagram created by the module shows the flow of both control and data in the system.

“Our goal is to walk in and help people figure out code in a matter of hours and create tests for code about the same time,” says O’Brian. To accomplish these ends, you usually start with the system understanding module and the database. The other modules can be added as needed.

The function understanding module, for example, lets you view a different level of what the system understanding module generated. By clicking on a box at the system level, you open up a diagram of that function’s control flow. The control flow diagram looks much like a flow chart, with each decision point, for

The classic CASE waterfall model of software development (a) supposes an orderly progression from analysis through design and test down to maintenance. CASE tools following this model have seemed awkward to users in the past. Ensemble (b) assumes that development activity is centered on implementation and lets you move freely between design, analysis and test.
Making your 24 bits better.
That's AT&T "Customerizing."

"Customerizing" means being ready today with a total 24-bit graphics solution—a complete package to enhance your multimedia PC applications.

It's an industry first from AT&T Microelectronics. A true-color graphics chip set with complete driver support, including 24-bit window drivers. Today!

Developed to give you one-stop, hassle-free, true-color shopping. And priced to take a surprisingly small bite out of a PC design budget.

16 million colors
Offering quick and easy implementation, our chip set includes a True-Color VGA Controller and highly-integrated RAMDACs.

This high-performance system, capable of generating over 16 million colors, makes possible a virtually unlimited range of shading possibilities.

The system also delivers photographic-quality graphics display, provided by an AT&T True-Color VGA Graphics Controller that supports resolutions as high as 1024 by 768.

Integrated Solution
AT&T's chip set is designed for a 5-chip motherboard that consumes only 30 square centimeters, and incorporates two memory devices.

Flexibility? AT&T's chip set offers three RAMDAC options—24, 16/18 and 8/6 bit—so you can differentiate your application with various price/performance points.

Development time? Our complete manufacturing kit helps you sharply reduce design-in time and cost.

For more on how you can give your product a 24-bit edge at the lowest possible system cost, just give AT&T Microelectronics a call at 1 800 372-2447, ext. 903. FAX: 215 778-4106.
(In Canada: 1 800 553-2448, ext. 903)
example, represented by a diamond shape. Clicking on a point in the control flow diagram—or at the structure chart level—will take you to the corresponding place in the source code. If you happen to be at a decision point at the control flow diagram level, you will end up indexed to the line in the source code representing that decision point.

Drawing support from existing Teamwork technology, Ensemble's construction module lets you generate source code directly from each element in a structure chart. Using this feature, it's possible to reverse engineer existing pieces of code for a new design and to create new structure elements to generate new code for the application. Moving quickly among the coded parts of the system using the analysis and design views represents a different development process, one that's centered on implementation—much as in the real world.

Ensemble's ability to produce complexity metrics aids in the auto-
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Whatever it takes, at Mitsubishi we'll go the extra mile to help our customers meet their memory card needs.

That means onshore applications engineering, marketing and sales support. It means we'll support your custom card, custom panel artwork and programming requirements, as well as provide cards that meet current PCMCIA, JEIDA and JEDEC standards.
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MULTI—The Source Level Debugger Fluent In Many Languages

MULTI gives you the ability to simultaneously debug in multiple languages: C++, C, FORTRAN, Pascal and Assembly code. You maintain seamless debugging even when your C++ program uses C and FORTRAN libraries. When the source language changes as you step into procedures, MULTI's expression evaluator and data structure displays change to reflect the current source language.

MULTI's X Windows™ customizable user interface (Motif™, OPEN LOOK™, etc.), lets you traverse your data and code in different views. Display source and assembly code intermixed. Click a mouse button to trace the hierarchy of C++ classes and member functions or disambiguate objects and functions. Change values interactively as you step through your code.

Your Passport For Native Or Cross Development

MULTI supports multiple targets such as the 680x0 (including 68040), as either a native debugger or a cross debugger.

In cross mode, the same executable version of MULTI interfaces to your choice of debug execution devices (simulators, monitors, emulators) without relinking. Since MULTI is based on a standard UNIX ptrace interface with extensions, you can easily program your own interfaces to additional execution environments.

MULTI can be executed remotely from X-terminals across networks, or on any major UNIX workstation.

On most hosts, you can even debug multiple processes as your application forks.

Let Oasys Be Your Guide

Oasys has years of experience with C and C++. We have the development tools you need today and the support, service and continuous technical advantage you need for a migration path to the future.

Oasys can guide you to:
- greater performance—quickly develop a competitive product that executes faster with smaller code size. Oasys delivers performance with the highly optimized Green Hills Compilers (C, C++, FORTRAN or Pascal). Our C++ Compiler takes you directly from source to executable with no translation required.
- productivity—debug native or cross applications on a workstation, a dumb terminal, across a network, or across the country using the same debugger commands and interface. MULTI helps you find and fix bugs fast.
- portability—Oasys delivers a complete software development tool kit including a common set of compilers, assembler/linker and debugger across major UNIX workstations, to take your application to any environment.

Call Us Today—
We Speak Your Language:
(617)862-2002
Or Fax: (617)863-2633

Trademarks are acknowledged to AT&T Bell Labs, Digital Equipment Corp., Green Hills Software Inc., MIT, Motorola Corp., Open Software Foundation, Sun Microsystems Inc., and XEL, Inc.
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matic generation of test cases. There are metrics for both data and control complexity because the two are not always the same. This lets you concentrate on those sections of code most likely to contain problems. The automated test generation module takes advantage of the contents of the data dictionary to produce test suites. It can use the data dictionary, for example, to determine the upper and lower boundaries of variables. It can then automatically generate test cases that break these boundaries to see how the system reacts. "It should be possible for code created today to be automatically tested tonight and the results examined tomorrow," says O'Brien.

Test verification uses the same design database to produce information on test coverage. The module inserts software probes into the code to determine which statements have been exercised, as well as which branches have been taken and which haven't. It marks source code to indicate coverage, but it also lets you look at the diagrams. At the control flow level, solid lines connecting elements indicate paths tested, while dotted lines show paths that haven't been tested. Automated test case generation and verification, along with the ability to identify complexity, make it easier to test what most needs testing and to assure the desired level of testing has been achieved.

The ability to move around freely in the development cycle lets you work in a way that's more comfortable, especially in small to medium projects. "We want Ensemble to fit into the environments that developers are using today," says O'Brien, "rather than trying to replace their tools."
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
WITH THE QNX® FLEET™ NETWORK.

BECAUSE COMPUTERS WERE MEANT TO RUN TOGETHER.

Maybe it's not natural to expect a network of microcomputers to perform like a supercomputer.

With the QNX operating system, it's not natural to expect anything less.

POSIX AND MORE
Thousands of VARs and OEMs choose QNX for mission-critical applications – from POS to manufacturing to medical instrumentation.
And with good reasons.
Like POSIX compliance.
And real realtime performance.
And true microkernel architecture.
And message-passing IPC.
Not to mention our technical support and customer services.

Now add “FLEET” to the list.

FAULT-TOLERANT NETWORKING
With most networks, a hardware failure spells disaster.
But not with QNX.
If a card or cable fails on a dual-net FLEET setup, QNX will automatically re-route data through the other network before you – or your application – can even blink.

Load-Balancing on the Fly
For greater throughput, the FLEET network puts all available network hardware to work at the same time.
And it will dynamically distribute the load by choosing the best route for the job.

EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE
FLEET uses network hardware to full advantage for maximum throughput.
Whether you’re running Ethernet for speed (application-level throughput at just under 1 Mbyte per second) or Arcnet for deterministic transactions – or both network cards in the same machine – you can count on FLEET for optimum efficiency.

Extensible Architecture
You can support new networks simply by adding new drivers.
And you can start and stop drivers dynamically, without even rebooting.

Transparent Distributed Processing
In QNX there’s no difference between local execution and network-remote execution.
Which means you don’t need to modify your applications in order to distribute them across the FLEET network.

To sum up: networking with QNX is fault-tolerant, load-balancing, efficient, extensible, and transparent.
But it’s a lot easier to just say “FLEET.”

Go with the QNX FLEET network.
Nothing runs like it.

To find out how your applications can thrive in the QNX environment, call 1-800-363-9001 (ext. 103).
Whatever you're working on, please stop. You deserve to take some time off. And with any member of the AMD 29K™ Family of embedded RISC processors, you can take several months off your design cycle.

That's because 29K processors' simple, highly integrated designs will knock time-consuming steps off your schedule. Take the inexpensive, new Am29200™ microcontroller. With many features like I/O controls and serial ports included on-chip, it's the easiest to use embedded processor available. Adding memory requires no interface circuitry. It's as simple as playing "Connect the dots."

Memory interface throughout the rest of the family is fast and easy too. Each processor in the 29K Family integrates easily with low-cost PLDs or simple glue logic to minimize your circuitry needs.

You'll also save valuable time when you're expanding your product line. The entire 29K family is binary compatible. So you just deter-
mine the performance you need and select the appropriate chip—from the Am29200 to the high-end Am29050™ processor. There’s no need to recompile your applications’ software as you scale up or down the performance ladder.

And thanks to the 29K’s RISC architecture, you can use inexpensive memory devices to lower your system costs and still deliver the high performance your customers demand.

For more information on the 29K embedded RISC family call today at 1-800-292-9263 Ext. 3. Then kick back and watch the AMD guys go to work.

Advanced Micro Devices
901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 1553, Sunnyvale, CA 94088. © 1992 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. 29K, Am29200, and Am29050 are trademarks of Advanced Micro Devices. All other brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
### Triple Port DRAMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory Configuration</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Access Time (ns)</th>
<th>Packaging Options</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>256K x 4</td>
<td>Fast Page Mode/Block Write</td>
<td>MT43G4257/8</td>
<td>80,100</td>
<td>SOJ</td>
<td>Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128K x 8</td>
<td>Fast Page Mode/Block Write</td>
<td>MT43G8128/9</td>
<td>80,100</td>
<td>PLCC</td>
<td>Now</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Dual Port DRAMs (VRAMs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory Configuration</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Access Time (ns)</th>
<th>Packaging Options</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>256K x 4</td>
<td>Fast Page Mode/Block Write</td>
<td>MT42G4256*</td>
<td>70,80,100</td>
<td>ZIP, SOJ</td>
<td>Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128K x 8</td>
<td>Fast Page Mode/Block Write</td>
<td>MT42G8128*</td>
<td>70,80,100</td>
<td>SOJ</td>
<td>Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256K x 8</td>
<td>Extended Data Out/Block</td>
<td>MT42G8256</td>
<td>70,80</td>
<td>SOJ, TSOP</td>
<td>Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Write/Programmable Split</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256K x 8</td>
<td>Fast Page Mode/Block Write</td>
<td>MT42G8255</td>
<td>70,80</td>
<td>SOJ, TSOP</td>
<td>Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256K x 8</td>
<td>Fast Page Mode/Block Write/ Dual Write Enable</td>
<td>MT42G8254</td>
<td>70,80</td>
<td>SOJ, TSOP</td>
<td>Now</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Specialty DRAMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory Configuration</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Access Time (ns)</th>
<th>Packaging Options</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>256K x 16</td>
<td>Fast Page Mode</td>
<td>MT4G16256/7/8/9*</td>
<td>70,80</td>
<td>ZIP, SOJ, TSOP</td>
<td>4Q92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Low power versions also available.

---
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ASIC testability tools force trade-offs in silicon, performance and coverage

Will you trust your complex ASICS to test synthesis? Can you take hits in silicon and speed in exchange for quality? Does integration or tool performance come first for you?

Barbara Tuck, Senior Editor

Although testability is finally getting the respect it deserves from both vendors and users, it's clear that if you're designing testability into complex ASICS using today's tools, you'll still have to make trade-offs. But if you're familiar with the strengths and weaknesses of the tools and techniques, there's a good chance you won't have to sacrifice what's most important to you.

Now is a good time to evaluate and benchmark such tools, since a number of products on the market have just been enhanced and new testability tools from broad-based EDA suppliers will be shipping over the next few months (see "EDA leaders getting serious about automatic test generation," p 33). Before you do, however, you have to know what to look for and what the trade-offs are.

Extending synthesis to test

If you use Verilog or VHDL, you may want to leverage your synthesis capabilities to build ASICS that are highly testable as well as providing high-performance. Although the term "test synthesis" is being used very loosely today as an umbrella to include almost any testability enhancement tool, its strict interpretation implies tight integration with a synthesis tool; the ability to select the best scan strategy based on area, performance and testability goals; scan-insertion capability; and optimization with test structures in place.

Test Compiler from Synopsys (Mountain View, CA), with an installed base of 200, for example, is limited to full-scan implementation but otherwise fills this bill. The new Test Compiler Plus, due to ship at year's end, extends to constraint-driven partial scan and sequential automatic test pattern generation (ATPG).

Jim Kleidon, a member of the technical staff at Sun Microsystems' (Mountain View, CA) SBus engineering group and a first-time user of Test Compiler, is in the middle of the SBus Goldchip design project. With 90,000
to 100,000 used gates, including FIFO RAMs, the SBus Goldchip is a general-purpose 64-bit DMA interface chip for the RISC bus architecture. “The complexity of the chip mandated that we find a more efficient way to incorporate scan,” says Kleidon, who previously wrote HDL code structurally and hand-instantiated macros. “The Test Compiler selected the fastest and most efficient scan macros from the vendor-specific target library.”

Since Test Compiler is integral to Sun’s standard Verilog/Synopsys design flow, the impact of integrating and learning new tools was minimized. Designing with Motorola H4C libraries, though, did mean designers had to use the Mustang ATPG tool, a requirement for Motorola’s release.

A very straightforward design with a single clock domain and purely synchronous operation, the SBus Goldchip is an ideal candidate for full scan. To identify and fix testability problems at an early stage, the design group applies Test Compiler to each block as it’s synthesized, checking design rules, correcting errors and generating initial fault coverage results on blocks as they’re developed. Test Compiler can be directed to exclude faults covered by built-in self-test (BIST).

First-pass fault coverage for the entire SBus Goldchip design, excluding RAMs, was 95 percent, reports Kleidon, and the design group is now approaching 98 percent. Sun designers have seen a silicon overhead that’s typically been 6 to 8 percent and a penalty of 1 ns or less in the overall timing. Estimates on savings in schedule, however, are on the order of four to six weeks.

But Kleidon warns others, “When shopping for test synthesis tools, be sure the vendor-specific target library has scan-equivalent D flip-flops (D FFs). If this isn’t the case, Test Compiler won’t substitute the non-scan FFs with equivalent scan versions.” (Twelve ASIC vendors currently have certified ASIC libraries for Test Compiler.) Kleidon also notes that his company’s designers had to exclude JTAG macros because, without a complete functional description of such macros, Test Compiler can’t generate tests for that logic.

The forthcoming Test Compiler Plus does include boundary-scan synthesis, which automatically synthesizes the JTAG 1149.1 test specifications and formats test patterns in the 1149.1 protocol. “You can set performance, area or test coverage as your most important issue. It’ll give you a balanced design,” Kleidon says.

To offer partial-scan technology, Synopsys had to rewrite the core of its timing optimizer. Now, with timing-driven sequential optimization, Synopsys synthesis can be applied to multiclock, multicycle and multiphase designs. Another benefit of
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ASIC Testability

the new technology is automatic
time borrowing, which lets you op-
timize latch-based designs for faster
clock speeds.

* Months off the design cycle

Although staff engineer Mark Spi-
otta of the Motorola Land Mobile
Product Sector (Schaumburg, IL)
suffered a 20-percent area penalty
using Test Compiler's full-scan
methodology on a heavily register-
oriented design, he says he'd use it
again over the new partial-scan
methodology. "We got working sili-
con first pass," boasts Spiotta, refer-
ing to a DSP chip in a two-way radio
repeater.

This ASIC project was Spiotta's
introduction to VHDL and logic syn-
thesis, as well as to automated test.
"We paid a price in silicon," he re-
ports, "but we got 99-percent fault
coverage and shaved three months
off the development project." As long
as the 20-percent increase in area
didn't force a move up to the next
H4C array size, there wasn't a prob-
lem, according to Spiotta. "Silicon
overhead can bother you a lot or not
at all," he adds. Motorola's H4C li-
brary goes from eight gates/FF for a
non-scan FF to a dozen gates/FF for
an equivalent scan version.

To design full scan into 11 ASICs
going into a multiprocessor server,
VLSI manager Rajiv Deshmukh of
the Computer Products Division of
Silicon Graphics (Mountain View,
CA) chose the TestGen partial-scan
sequential ATPG tool from Sunrise
Test Systems (Sunnyvale, CA). It
handles up to 100-percent scan. He
is using the LCA200K ASIC family
from LSI Logic (Milpitas, CA) for his
50,000- to 80,000-gate ASICs, with
clock rates up to 75 MHz. Until this
design project, he used LSI Logic's
scan ATPG tool (SATPG), which op-
erates on a structurally correct
netlist at the end of the design cycle.
"This time," Deshmukh says, "I
didn't want to wait until the last
step in the process."

IBM still adamant about full scan

IBM, which has been practicing level-sensitive scan design (LSSD) full scan
for more years than most, is now looking for your ASIC business. Christine
King, the ASIC product development manager at IBM Technology Products
(Burlington, VT), says that now that IBM is pursuing the merchant market
business, it will make its ASIC libraries available on third-party tools. "We want
to give our users the same advantages with regard to ASIC testability we've had
internally," she says.

"The impetus to partial scan has been driven by the false notion that scan costs
silicon area," says Steve Oakland, advisory engineer at the facility. "In a wiring-lim-
ited ASIC product, 20 percent of the silicon area could be wasted anyway." He
also says you shouldn't calculate overhead for full scan based on gate count.
"Transistor count would be a lot closer. We typically see a 5-percent transistor
overhead, translating to something less than 5-percent silicon area.
IBM's test approach incorporates LSSD, boundary scan and BIST capabilities.
Like Synopsys, IBM uses timing-driven testability tools to optimize for area
and performance with test structures in place. The tools cover transition faults
as well as stuck-at faults.

With ASIC complexities climbing, IBM has been especially active, according
to Oakland, in incorporating techniques to reduce manufacturing test costs

Although he uses Verilog and Syn-
opsys synthesis, Deshmukh chose
TestGen over Test Compiler. "When I
evaluated Test Compiler, I found it
still buggy. If you do your design hier-
archically, Test Compiler works at
the individual block level, but when it
comes to rethreading scan for the en-
tire design at the top-level synthesis
step, it gets hung up. It's great for 20-
and 30-MHz logic, but it's kludgey for
high-performance logic running at 50
to 75 MHz."

Asked about Deshmukh's experi-
ence with Test Compiler, Synopsys
product marketing manager Kelly
Gomes said that for certain design
structures in Deshmukh's circuitry,
there was indeed a bug that has
since been fixed. "We'll be running
the design through the new soft-
ware," says Gomes. "There's no limit
with regard to speed." As to density,
Gomes points to Test Compiler's suc-
cess with Sun's 100,000-gate SBUs
Goldchips.

Performance over integration

In the meantime, Deshmukh traded
off the integration and synergy he
would have had with Design Com-
piler/Test Compiler to go with Sun-
rise's TestGen—much to the chagrin
of his CAD manager. "Our CAD
manager is overstressed," he says,
because we're mixing the best point
tools to get high performance in-
stead of working with a single, inte-
grated toolset."

For the multiple ASIC project, Deshmukh is using
Verilog, Synopsys synthesis, Sun-
rise's TestGen, a proprietary scan
insertion tool, LSI Logic's floorplan-
er, and Quad Design's Motive for
full-chip timing analysis.

What were the trade-offs the Sil-
icon Graphics team was willing to
make when it considered tools? Ac-
cording to Deshmukh, "We looked
for a tool that could run on partial
netlists. The run had to be over-
night—time was of the essence. The
exact percentage of fault coverage
wasn't as important as how quickly
we could insert scan and compile
scan chains."

Although Sunrise touts the partial-
scan and sequential ATPG capabili-
ties of TestGen, the Silicon Graphics
team tapped only the combinational
capability, since it implemented full
scan. Deshmukh reports that the LSI
LCA200K library overhead for a scan-
equivalent FF is an extra two
gates/FF (from seven to nine
gates/FF). Silicon overhead varied
across the 11 ASICs, from 6 percent
in some instances to 10 to 12 percent
in others. The full-scan penalty on
timing was 0.75 ns nominal and be-
 tween 1.2 and 1.5 ns maximum.

How did a design-for-testability
philosophy affect cycle time? "We had
test vectors before sign-off rather
than after," says Deshmukh. "We had
been in the habit of sending a proto-
type out with preliminary vectors and
then spending two to three man-
months between prototype release
and production release, developing a
full set of vectors. With that method-
ology, we sometimes ended up com-
promising on coverage."

Ravi Bhatnagar, vice-president of
new product development at Chips &
Technologies (San Jose, CA), also
reports that Sunrise's TestGen gave
the best results for his particular
application, which involved imple-
menting full scan in Chips & Tech-
nologies' 350,000-transistor
Super386, a completely synchronous, fully static CMOS design. Bhatnagar's team begins thinking testability at the very beginning of the design cycle. "By the time we finish writing functional specifications, we have testability specifications," he says.

There are areas that need improvement in the tools, and he advises you to watch for links to floor-planners. "We had to do the scan-chain ordering manually by modifying the schematics," according to Bhatnagar.

Although the version of TestGen Bhatnagar used was of no help in testing memory portions of the Super386, you can now get a version from Sunrise that's been upgraded to include behavioral modeling. With TestGen's Version 1.1, you'll get single-primitive RAM and ROM modeling as well as dynamic vector compaction, enhanced fault reporting, improved test generation, and new design audit features. TestGen also now includes interfaces to toolkits from Cadence Design Systems (San Jose, CA) and Mentor Graphics (Wilsonville, OR).

**Behavioral models guide ATPG**

If you're looking for a testability tool that's driven by behavioral models, you might also look at Test Design Expert (TDX) from ExperTest (Mountain View, CA), especially if you're interested in a minimum amount of scan. An expert system, TDX uses register-transfer-level (RTL) models to guide ATPG through your circuitry. Though TDX supports full scan, partial scan, BIST, and boundary scan, ExperTest encourages functional testing, claiming TDX gets higher defect coverage with far less design impact than is possible with scan or partial-scan methodologies.

Sun Microsystems design engineer Mike Parkin is evaluating TDX by running an 80,000-gate controller design through it. Destined for a Sun workstation, the controller has several register files and RAMs. Parkin, a Synopsys and Verilog user, chose TDX for his chip design over other tools, "primarily because the chip doesn't require scan."

"We can start with no scan and insert the minimum amount of test points or scan. We can use datapaths built into the circuitry to exercise the chip. Also, because TDX creates functional vectors, it detects delay faults and bridging faults in time and cost saved using scan design-for-test (DFT) methods will be frittered away re-entering test data.

**Same data, different form**

Although ATPG, logic simulation and manufacturing test all employ scan test patterns, these ASIC development steps each require a different form of the test data, because each views the same data differently. In addition, simulation and manufacturing test need supplemental test information beyond that required by ATPG to implement test patterns in their own environments.

ATPG tools provide test patterns as a set of logic states—a form convenient for fault analysis but not directly usable by simulation or manufacturing test. Since scan ATPG typically treats all scan cells as primary inputs and outputs, ATPG tools don't need to provide information about how to get the scan data into or out of the scan chain. The tools need only create a table of ones and zeros, with the columns representing specific scan cells and the rows representing force statements of a specific simulator. In a similar manner, ATE must have the topology and protocol information to load and unload the logic states of the scan chain through the scan I/O pins. A manufacturing test needs the scan data in a form executable by a specific tester on a physical device.

**Transforming scan data**

Using internal scan to automate the test development process requires more than simply running ATPG. To verify the scan test logic and ultimately test actual ASICs, the development team must transform and augment ATPG test patterns. If the team uses programs that accurately transform the scan data at each step, designers can rest assured that their DFT efforts will contribute to shorter time-to-market.

Third parties provide such programs. TSSI, for instance, provides a neutral test database where all scan test data can be stored and accessed by all of the major ATPG tools, simulators and ATE testers.

**Will ASIC test patterns be executable?**

Many ASIC designers embrace internal scan hoping it will automate the test generation process. And scan automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) tools do produce test patterns quickly and automatically, but not typically in the form needed by logic simulators or automatic test equipment (ATE). Unless scan test patterns can be transformed and augmented quickly and automatically at each step of the test development process, the individual scan patterns. Logic simulators, on the other hand, need to simulate the shifting of data into and out of the scan cells to verify scan chain functionality. To shift data in and out of the scan chain, you need both the scan chain topology and the protocol. Obtained from the schematic or layout, the scan topology defines scan chain shift order and inversions—when the inverted output of one scan cell drives the input of the next cell in the chain. To simulate the scan chain operation, topology-ordered test patterns and the corresponding scan protocol must be written in the event-based

**Three views of scan data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATPG</th>
<th>SIMULATION</th>
<th>TEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>T1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIMULATOR FORCE:</th>
<th>TEST PROGRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D/CLK 10</td>
<td>TP 1:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D/IN-1 20</td>
<td>T1 = 5ns, T2 = 15ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D/IN-2 31</td>
<td>TP 2:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D/IN-3 40</td>
<td>T1 = 12ns, T2 = 25ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frank Binnendyk, director of marketing, TSSI, Beaverton, OR
High fault coverage isn't enough

When evaluating test solutions, aim for more than just the highest fault coverage. A test solution must also ensure minimal impact on the area and speed of a design, along with minimal impact on the ASIC design cycle.

Scan is an effective test method for addressing high fault coverage, but it incurs area, speed and schedule costs in an ASIC design. When evaluating a scan solution (full or partial), you're faced with minimizing the cost to your designs while maximizing fault coverage. You can typically measure the cost of scan by answering these questions:

- Performance impact: Can I afford any performance impact on my design for test? If so, where?
- Area impact: What is the die size am I targeting?
- Schedule impact: What's the right level of scan for my design? Can I afford several iterations to get the right number of scan elements?
- Fault coverage: What's my fault coverage goal?

Test cost management important

Traditional approaches to scan test solutions have focused on providing automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) that will produce high-fault-coverage test patterns. But this is only relevant once a testable design has been created. ATPG tools do nothing to address the issue of how to create a testable design — and it's this step where the primary cost management of scan is done. Scan is a cost-effective solution for ASICs only when additional tools are used that minimize impact on area and performance and ensure predictable results (to minimize schedule impact).

Constraint-driven test synthesis combines test, synthesis and timing analysis to address all dimensions of the test challenge: cost management and high-fault coverage. This type of test solution, based on full- or partial-scan methodology, addresses the challenge by automating scan architecture selection (which registers to scan), implementation for minimal design impact (how to put in scan) and DFT (how to ensure predictable results), as well as providing ATPG for generating high-fault-coverage test patterns.

Constraint-based scan selection automatically generates the optimal scan architecture for a design based on area, performance and testability, and eliminates the need to manually do time-consuming scan selection. It also combines structural testability analysis of a design with timing and area analysis. Based on these analyses, it selects sequential design elements to scan for optimal fault coverage results with minimal area and performance impacts, so you don't have to determine the right percentage of registers to scan for optimal results.

Percentage of registers scanned means little to an ASIC designer; with constraint-driven test synthesis, you provide only the parameters which have meaning to you — performance, area and target fault coverage.

Integrated timing analysis is key

A key element of constraint-based scan selection is integrated timing analysis. Only when timing analysis is done during scan selection can you be assured that performance goals are met with the optimal scan architecture in place. Replacing a register by a scan version can affect set-up and intrinsic times and can change the input load and output drive, which affects net transition times. All these factors must be taken into account to accurately assess the performance impact of introducing scan into a design. By leveraging timing analysis, constraint-driven test synthesis can automatically select the scan architecture to ensure that no critical paths are affected. The critical path would then remain the same for the scan version of the design as for the non-scan version.

Constraint-driven test synthesis combines constraint-based scan selection with other DFT technologies — such as redundancy removal, testability rule checking and feedback and optimization of a design within the context of test to ensure predictable results. With these capabilities you expose and resolve testability problems early in the design cycle, ensuring the creation of a highly testable design so that there are no “testability surprises” at the back end of the design cycle.

Finally, constraint-based test synthesis provides ATPG, which is key to generating high-fault-coverage test patterns once a highly testable design has been created. Combinational ATPG is used for full-scan, and sequential ATPG for partial-scan designs.

Sequential ATPG is necessary with a partially scanned design since the circuit no longer appears as a simple combinational arrangement. Sequential ATPG generates sequences of patterns to establish known states for all of the sequential elements in a design (including those that aren’t scanned) and generates high-fault-coverage test patterns. Sequential ATPG will take longer to run than combinational ATPG.

Synopsys has developed constraint-driven test synthesis in its Test Compiler product family to provide predictable, high-fault-coverage results with minimal design impact. By integrating testability, synthesis and timing analysis, Synopsys provides designers with a cost-effective solution for implementing scan in ASICs.

Kelly Gomes, product marketing manager, Synopsys, Mountain View, CA

addition to stuck-at faults. There's a whole class of faults that simple scan tests don't cover." With the design of Parkin's chip 80 percent complete, first-pass fault coverage was 85 percent. The minimum fault coverage he's looking for is 95 percent.

To get higher fault coverage, Parkin says he'll use ExperTest's new Synthesized Test Enhancement Program (Step), available now as part of the ExperTest integrated test generation and fault simulation environment. With Step, the ATPG engine of TDX can pinpoint the cause of any problems it's having. Step can then synthesize a small number of enhancements into the circuit netlist, so that TDX can run more efficiently. In the worst case, TDX can resort to partial scan to increase fault coverage of an ASIC.

Like Sun's Parkin, TDX user Chris van Staden, design engineer at Scientific Atlanta (Atlanta, GA), put very little effort into an up-front design-for-testability strategy. "I'm designing for functionality more than doing an up-front analysis for testability," he says.
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When it comes to embedded systems design, nobody offers better solutions than FORCE.

But, we have to admit, we had a little help. From you.

At FORCE, we get inside the heads of our customers to learn about their requirements.

The result is the world's most advanced CISC and SPARC-based VME single board computers. And bus extensions—like SBus and our own FLXibus.

When you need to design the next generation, you can count on FORCE for the best in VME64/Plus™ or Futurebus/Plus™. Because better products come from better knowledge.

For a partner that can get you up and running fast, call 800-237-8863, ext. 10. In Europe, call 49.89.608-14-0. And thanks for keeping an open mind.

©1992 FORCE Computers, Inc. FLXibus, VME64 Plus and Futurebus Plus are trademarks of FORCE Computers, Inc. All other brands or products are trademarks of their respective holders.
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Intended for satellite receivers and cable descramblers, the television video product van Staden's designing—especially the error correction and encryption portion he's responsible for—requires a lot of vectors. "Scan vectors are really expensive, especially with counters," he warns. A VHDL and Synopsys synthesis user, van Staden admits he's not currently leveraging his use of synthesis for testability.

Mark Mallory, team leader of test technology at Kodak (Rochester, NY), sees an advantage to linking his use of Synopsys synthesis to his testability strategy. He says, however, that the link would have to be made during the original synthesis step for him to switch from his present methodology. "Test Compiler does test analysis and scan insertion after logic synthesis," he states. "It doesn't put behavioral-level knowledge of the circuit to work for testability purposes. I'd like to put test enhancements right into the VHDL code and run the testability rules checker during the original synthesis step. Otherwise, if you violate a design rule, you have to go back and change your code."

Since Mallory switched from manually generating vectors two years ago, he's been using Racal-Redac's (Mahwah, NJ) Intelligen sequential ATPG tool and Cadat for logic and fault simulation on cell-based digital ASICs that average about 20,000 gates in density and include RAMs and FIFOs. In the future, Mallory says he'll be evaluating and benchmarking tools.

Asked whether he's looked at Racal-Redac's Sile RTS (register transfer scan) test synthesis ATPG tool, which incorporates the sequential ATPG engine of Intelligen, Mallory states, "With synthesis tools, the overriding factor is ASIC vendor support."

Silic RTS test synthesis/ATPG is linked to Racal-Redac's SileSyn II synthesis, renamed Silic VHDL. With Silic VHDL, automatic RTS test synthesis happens as part of the architectural synthesis step, with ATPG occurring after the logic synthesis step. Racal-Redac is looking at year's end for the first customer shipments of Silic RTS, which accommodates full, partial and JTAG boundary scan.

Like Mallory, test engineering specialist Andy Halliday, who works at the Texas Instruments (Dallas, TX) Defense Electronics Group, is using Intelligen as a stand-alone sequential ATPG tool for ASICs that vary in density from 5,000 to 100,000 gates. "I'm using all different pieces," he says, "but it's getting me by right now. I'm anxious to evaluate test synthesis, though."

Halliday is up against DOD requirements that are getting tougher and tougher with regard to VHDL. "The DOD has this idea you can have synthesizable VHDL," he adds. "They want us to put the test requirements into synthesizable VHDL code." Halliday says there have been big strides in test synthesis in the last year, but I want to play with it first, and see if it does what the vendors say it does."

Look for links to floorplanner

Hardware engineer Sanjay Bajaj at Next Computer (Redwood City, CA) is evaluating the newer tools, but, he

The Top 6 Reasons You Should Call MIZAR Before You Start Your Next Embedded Design.

1. You're smart. You want the solution that is best for your design.
2. You want to get your product to market as quickly as possible. Mizar's VMEbus solutions give you a proven hardware starting point to build on. And Mizar's variety of real-time software solutions enable you to get your system up and running in record time.
3. You want to minimize design risk for your product. With Mips-based R4000 or R3000 CPUs, SPARC on VME designs and a variety of 68K (010 to '040, including '340) single board computers, Mizar can supply the technology that you need. Whatever processor you have chosen, Mizar has the solution.
4. You need maximum design flexibility. With Mizar's VME MXbus you can add custom I/O to a proven VME design and create a custom CPU card or a smart I/O card. Even if you need a custom product, Mizar has the solution.
5. You can get everything you need from Mizar including computer I/O such as SCSI, Ethernet or graphics controllers. And Mizar has all manner of industrial I/O as well, including digital and analog I/O, machine vision and motion control products. So if you need I/O, Mizar has the solution.
6. Mizar's solutions will work in your system to make you and your product star performers. Whatever your reason, call Mizar today.

1-800-635-0200

MIZAR

Your Source for Solutions

2410 Luna Road
Carrollton, TX 75006
(214) 277-4600 (214) 277-4666 FAX

Mizar is a registered trademark of Mizar Digital Systems, Inc.
Other names are trademarks of their respective manufacturers.
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TI's 7.5-ns '22V10. For those times you're torn between profit and performance.

Trying to get the best performance on a tight budget can create a few hang-ups. Texas Instruments has a simple solution. Introducing the TIBPAL22V10-7, TI's newest high-performance programmable logic device that's designed to fit the bottom line as easily as it meets your design specs.

High performance, low price
While competitive pricing is one of our '22V10's most outstanding features (less than $17 when you purchase 5,000 or more), you'll be even more impressed by its performance.

At an incredibly fast 7.5 ns, our '22V10 supports system speeds up to 50 MHz with a variable term distribution that gives you more design freedom with complex functions. It's an excellent choice for high-end systems using the latest microprocessors. And since all this is achieved using our proven bipolar process, the '22V10 provides a universal architecture that's easy to work with using familiar design tools.

Accurate, dependable and available today
Speed and ease of use mean nothing if difficult programming keeps your product from getting to market on time. That's why our '22V10 is designed for quick, dependable programming with your present tools. In fact, we're running at a 99.4% first-time programming success rate.

Best of all, our 7.5-ns '22V10 is available in volume today with just-in-time and ship-to-stock delivery programs tailored to meet your needs. You'll also have the backing of our global support network to help keep things running smoothly.

Hang in there — a free sample is on the way
Simply return the attached reply card or call 214-995-6611, ext. 3717, for one free TIBPAL22V10-7.

© 1992 TI
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says, "we have a process that's working, and the manpower to evaluate tools is limited." Following scan design rules, Bajaj is designing 20,000- to 100,000-plus-gate ASICs for Next motherboard and plug-in boards using Motorola's H4C and HDC ASIC families. Bajaj uses the Mustang ATPG tool and a proprietary tool, to automatically insert JTAG boundary scan. He's also working on incorporating a RAM BIST strategy into Next's ASIC testability methodology.

The switch from manual methods to a design-for-testability strategy using automated tools, says Bajaj, "has been the biggest cultural win at Next in the last three years. Test is so much a part of our design methodology now that designers don't even question the need for testability. Inserting JTAG by hand was a nightmare. Now test has become a very small portion of our design cycle, almost negligible."

Target fault coverage at Next is 100 percent of non-redundant logic. "There's not a single node where we can say it's okay if there's an undetected fault. We end up getting closer and closer to our target," claims Bajaj.

Scan overhead, he adds, is about 10 percent of used gates (5 percent of silicon area), not including JTAG. To implement JTAG in Motorola's 1-µm technology, which offered no cells for JTAG, it took 5,000 gates in a 200-pin gate array. "But now," relates Bajaj, "with its 0.8-µm technology, Motorola provides JTAG built into pads, and it takes another 700 or 800 gates for the controller logic."

Advice from Bajaj concerning the significance of a link to a floorplanning tool echoes that of other users implementing scan. "We can't afford to have a single scan chain," he says. "Most are split, with maybe 16 scan chains on a chip—16 lines through a rectangular piece of silicon." Next designers rely on a proprietary floorplanner for such designs.

Be sure to follow testability tools as they evolve. As a pioneer of the test synthesis technology, Synopsys will get some bum raps, just as Xilinx has in the FPGA arena. For a true picture, you have to look beyond all that—to an installed base of 200 and the support of a dozen ASIC vendors. Then evaluate and benchmark the software yourself.

For more information about the technologies, products or companies mentioned in this article, call or circle the appropriate number on the Reader Inquiry Card.

VMETRO AS
Prof. Birkenlandtsvei 24, P.O.Box 213 Landial, N-1011 Oslo, Norway
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Now get four times the performance in our new logic analyzer.

At an even lower price per channel.

The new HP 16550A makes high-performance logic analysis affordable.


At 100 MHz state speed, the HP 16550A is fast enough for any processor you're likely to run into. Its 500 MHz timing speed makes measurements with 2 ns resolution. And it offers 102 or 204 (with 2 cards) state and timing channels with 4K samples each to capture the most elusive events.

Yet, all this performance costs less per channel than any other logic analyzer configuration in the HP 16500 family.

And since the HP 16550A is part of a modular system, you can create exactly the system you need now. Then add capability by adding a 1 GSa/s digitizing scope, 1 GHz high-speed timing, pattern generation, and the broadest list of microprocessor and bus support available.

Find out how to get breakthrough price/performance with the HP 16550A logic analyzer. For a brochure, call 1-800-452-4844, and ask for Ext. 3045. For a FAX data sheet, dial (208) 344-4809 from your FAX machine, access section 4 (Test and Measurement Instruments) and enter ID# 6503.

There is a better way.

Comparison of HP Logic Analyzers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Max State (MHz)</th>
<th>Max Timing (MHz)</th>
<th>Memory Depth</th>
<th># of Channels</th>
<th>Price*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP 16510B</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>$14K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 16550A</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4K</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>$16.5K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*U.S. List Price includes HP1600 mainframe at $7.7K.
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In Canada call 1-800-387-3867, Dept. 445.
Synchronous 4Mb
At 100MHz,
Matching low-cost DRAM technology with today's high-speed CPUs can be a design engineer's nightmare. Until now. Introducing the 100MHz 4Mb Cached DRAM from Mitsubishi.

FIRST SYNCHRONOUS DRAM
Mitsubishi combined a fast, 4K x 4 SRAM and a 1M x 4 DRAM with a wide, 16 x 4 bit internal bus and a synchronous clock design, all into one tiny TSOP IC. The result is the industry's first synchronous DRAM with on-board cache.

100MHz OPERATION
The Cached DRAM's large, 16 x 4 bit internal data path can transfer a 16-line data block in just one cycle, allowing the small on-chip cache to perform like a much larger external cache. The result is fast, 100MHz performance at a much lower cost than separate cache configurations. Plus, the Cached DRAM's fast copy-back scheme significantly reduces the miss cycle penalty time.

COST-EFFICIENT, SMALL SIZE
The Cached DRAM die and package are only 7% larger than those of a standard 1M x 4 DRAM. And, since they are manufactured with the same process and on the same production line as Mitsubishi's standard 4Mb DRAMs, Cached DRAMs are highly cost-efficient to manufacture.

LOW POWER OPERATION
With a clock that can be stopped to reduce power consumption to as low as 1mW, the Cached DRAM is ideal for portable and highly integrated applications where low power consumption, compact size and fast operation are essential.

MITSUBISHI'S CACHED DRAM PERFORMANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Cache Hit Access/Cycle</th>
<th>Cache Miss Access/Cycle</th>
<th>Direct Array Access/Cycle</th>
<th>Package</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M5M44409TP-10</td>
<td>10ns/10ns</td>
<td>70ns/280ns</td>
<td>70ns/140ns</td>
<td>TSOP**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5M44409TP-15</td>
<td>20ns/20ns</td>
<td>80ns/320ns</td>
<td>80ns/160ns</td>
<td>TSOP**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Cache hit cycles can resume after one miss access time, while the copy-back completes in the background.

**TSOP Type II. Also available in reverse pin-out TSOP.

Not your ordinary next-generation DRAM, Mitsubishi's 4Mb synchronous Cached DRAM sets a totally new standard for cost-effective, high performance memory. For more information and technical specifications, please call (408) 730-5900, ext. 2106 or 2226.
YOU CAN EITHER HAVE A PROMISE OR A PRODUCT

Today, Digital is offering you the same technology in Futurebus+ backplanes, subracks and card cage assemblies that we use in our own systems. Developers of leading edge applications - those who are pushing the envelope of today's interconnect and packaging technology - now have easy and cost effective access to Futurebus+ and all that it offers.

Your product will benefit from the extensive Futurebus+ research and development activity of Digital Equipment Corporation. Digital's products will conform to all the IEEE Futurebus+ mechanical standard specifications, and ensure correct and reliable fit with all Futurebus+ compliant modules.

Backplanes and subracks are available in 4 to 14 slot widths, and incorporate a unique honeycomb design to allow for maximum air flow, EMI shielding and improved strength of the card guide system.

The expertise we've developed is now also available to other designers. Our experts have developed an extensive user's guide to help designers implement the entire standards set that goes into Futurebus+ based design.

For more information, please call a Digital technical representative at 617 591-4971.

Many product vendors have announced plans to develop products based on Futurebus+ specifications, assuring their acceptance as open standards. And that's good.

Digital has already demonstrated working systems that put Futurebus+ open standards into practice. That's better.

DIGITAL. THE OPEN ADVANTAGE.

©1992 DIGITAL EQUIPMENT OF CANADA LIMITED. THE DIGITAL LOGO IS A TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION.
Silicon, tools and specs join to drive Futurebus+ growth

The first Futurebus+ systems are now emerging, but introductions are lagging far behind expectations. The bandwagon is rolling, however, and the players are jumping on.

Warren Andrews, Senior Editor

The Futurebus+ specification—at least the logical layer and the first three profiles—has been complete for almost a year. Yet systems based on the approach are hard to find. Even more scarce are Futurebus+ boards from conventional board-level suppliers. But this picture is likely to change as the necessary pieces start falling into place.

First, National Semiconductor (Santa Clara, CA), Philips/Signetics (Sunnyvale, CA) and Texas Instruments (TI—Dallas, TX) have improved the performance of their transceiver chips and will be showing real protocol controller silicon later this month. (Philips/Signetics has already introduced one member of its controller family.) Second, system makers are beginning to develop system hardware and software and have begun to look for third-party vendors to supply I/O and other boards. Third, vendors who’ve been struggling with Futurebus+ designs are starting to learn the value of extensive computer modeling before building prototypes. The first generation of boards from these vendors should be out of the lab by year-end. And finally, tools for testing and debugging are emerging that offer interfaces to both general-purpose logic analyzers and protocol-specific devices.

In addition, two profiles—M for military and T for telecom—are in the final stages of specification, with completed documents expected by the end of the year. Both are dependent on high-availability technology, including fault tolerance and live insertion. It’s expected that these profiles will have a significant impact on the future demand for Futurebus+ systems.

But the area with perhaps the greatest potential, the desktop version (Profile D), is still undergoing revision and probably won’t see daylight until late in 1993. When it surfaces, it won’t be recognizable as one of the standard Futurebus+ profiles. Instead, Profile D will look like a mezzanine card, foregoing the classic BTL transceivers and full Futurebus+ interface.

Although much activity is expected to take place over the next several months, there are likely to be some major shortfalls in the availability of key components—starting with silicon—for complete Futurebus+ systems. Features such as full cache coherency and packet mode, for example, may
ASIC or discrete silicon solutions—the next generation of controllers, well have to rely on proprietary technology (CCT-Anaheim, CA). Although CCT is the first Futurebus+ maker to deliver a system with all the features of Profile A—including cache coherency—it’s been at the expense of significant board space and a lot of discrete logic.

CCT delivered its first system, complete with a 68030-based CPU board, to the U.S. Navy earlier this year. One of three proof-of-concept projects, it was the first such system with cache coherency to be demonstrated to the Navy, and accepted. The other two contracts were let to Raytheon (Marlborough, MA) and Litton (Pascagoula, MS) respectively; only Raytheon has submitted its system for approval.

The Litton project, which includes product line manager for Futurebus+ for Cable and Computer Technology (CCT—Anaheim, CA). Although CCT is the first Futurebus+ maker to deliver a system with all the features of Profile A—including cache coherency—it’s been at the expense of significant board space and a lot of discrete logic.

CCT delivered its first system, complete with a 68030-based CPU board, to the U.S. Navy earlier this year. One of three proof-of-concept projects, it was the first such system with cache coherency to be demonstrated to the Navy, and accepted. The other two contracts were let to Raytheon (Marlborough, MA) and Litton (Pascagoula, MS) respectively; only Raytheon has submitted its system for approval.

The Litton project, which includes Force Computers (Campbell, CA) as a major subcontractor, has been stalled for many reasons, one of them being that Force has been unable to get its protocol controller silicon ready. “We expect to receive first silicon of the protocol controller no later than September,” says Force’s director of strategic marketing, Wayne Fischer, “and it will probably take about four or five months to wring out the chips and board.” Force’s Futurebus+ CPU board is based on the Intel 80486 processor. The interface silicon is supposed to be a joint development between Force and Texas Instruments. Its delivery has been delayed many times, but now TI claims it’s ready. It has reportedly been so thoroughly simulated that first silicon is expected to work without problems.

**Slow silicon**

Despite the feverish activity by semiconductor makers, Futurebus+ silicon has been slow to emerge. Signetics was first out of the chute with its FB2000 family of Futurebus+ chips. A protocol controller is now available, with an arbitration device and a datapath chip on the way. In addition, the company offers a complete family of BTL transceivers.

National Semiconductor, the inventor of BTL, has also had a family of BTL transceivers available for some time, releasing its first performance upgrade early this year. The company will debut a protocol controller this month. Similarly, TI has been readying a controller, and like National, the company plans to reveal it to the world this month.

This generation of protocol controller chips, however, doesn’t have all the bells and whistles the Futurebus+ specification calls for, particularly for profiles A and F. The Signetics and TI devices include some of the enhancements of the full Profile A specification, but lack the critical cache-coherency circuitry. The National device, jointly developed and marketed by National and Newbridge Microsystems (Kanata, Ontario), also lacks cache-coherency circuitry. It’s been designed to support the Futurebus+ Profile B, although it includes some hooks for the A and F profiles as well.

Christopher Koehle, of National’s Futurebus+ product marketing group comments, “National’s controller focuses on the B profile, primarily an I/O profile, because we believe that most of the activity in the near future will revolve around this profile.” National’s controller supports only the compelled or handshake transfer mode, as the company awaits solidification of the packet-mode specification.

Koehle also reports that many new BTL designs still aren’t based on the Futurebus+ specification. “In some cases,” he says, “these are totally proprietary systems, while in other cases designers are looking to get experience with the BTL technology and will probably switch over to Futurebus+ once the interface silicon is available.”

**System designs ramping up**

Protocol controllers may be scarce, but some Futurebus+ systems are debuting. Apart from those connected to the Navy’s Next-Generation Computing Resources (NGCR) project, Oki Electric (Tokyo, Japan) has announced a server based on Futurebus+. Digital Equipment Corporation (Maynard, MA) has also said it’s releasing a server, as well as an advanced workstation based on its new Alpha microprocessor architecture.

Thus far, neither company has shipped these systems in volume,
Turn your product into a classic with SBE's complete selection of intelligent, high-performance VME communications controller boards. All offer the unrivaled quality and reliability you expect from SBE, a world-leader in VME—a company committed to taking VME to the highest level with unsurpassed technical support, on-time delivery, and leading-edge product development.

SBE enjoys a reputation for innovation in all major communications technologies—High-Speed Serial, Token Ring, FDDI, and Ethernet.

SBE's fully featured VCOM-34 with 4 or 8 ports of high-speed serial communications offers speeds to T1 and E1, with optional support for X.25, frame relay, and SS7 communications protocols.

Whether you manufacture mini/supercomputers, workstations, or high-performance data communications products, count on SBE to deliver premium features, without a premium cost. And this includes integrated hardware/software solutions, comprehensive development assistance, and on-going support throughout a product's life cycle.

For classic VME performance and reliability to meet your most demanding LAN and WAN interface requirements, there's only one place to turn: SBE.

For fast action call 1-800-347-COMM

Germany: (+49) 8061-3240

SBE, Inc., 2400 Bisso Lane, Concord CA 94520
See us at Interop Booth #2138
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and it may be a few months before they're available on a broad commercial basis. But, industry sources report that Digital is actively seeking sources for a Futurebus+-to-VME bridge, as well as other Futurebus+ modules.

Digital's I/O marketing manager, Stephen Justus, says that the company expects to start shipping Futurebus+ systems based on its Alpha processor before year-end, adding, "We hope to have a full-scale prototype up and running later this month [at Buscon]."

It's potentially Digital that many smaller Futurebus+ board makers are setting their sights on. Conversely, Justus says Digital is counting on third-party board makers to supply many of the I/O functions that will be required by the company's Futurebus+ systems.

To date, however, there have been precious few Futurebus+ boards to try in systems. Digital recently sampled two of the commercially available boards in its Alpha-based systems; the company was pleased to report that it was able to get at least one of them up and running with little or no difficulty. The board that passed this test was from CCT, the first reported instance of boards from different vendors—and designed for different systems—operating in the same Futurebus+ backplane.

"The fact that early in the life of the Futurebus+ specification, boards from two different systems and two different vendors were able to work together," says CCT's Kimble, "prophesies well for future developments. That Futurebus+ cards can actually plug and play at this early stage is encouraging. This may help avoid the painful experience of VME vendors during the early years, where nothing worked together." And while this is strong testimony in favor of the board and system, the result also bodes well for the specification itself, since neither board was based on standard interface silicon.

"Digital will be the market maker," says Kimble, "creating in the short term most of the Futurebus+ slots with its Alpha-based Futurebus+ workstation." He adds that, clearly, some kind of VME-to-Futurebus+ bridge will be an early key to success, since it will take time for potential Futurebus+ vendors to ramp up.

Digital's Justus reports much activity among potential third-party board makers; in fact, he's counted 13 or so different board designs currently under way from almost as many manufacturers. Further, there's been a lot of interest in the company's TRI-ADD program, which helps designers get up to speed on Digital-compatible modules.

"For 1993," says Justus, "we expect to see a substantial number of products that can take advantage of the high-performance server technology Digital will be offering." He anticipates that a wide array of different devices will become available in high-speed communications and networking areas such as HiPPI, FDDI and Fiber Channel.

Following on the heels of conventional workstation I/O, according to Kimble, will be networking and telecommunications I/O. Even before the telecom profile is defined, there will be a need for boards and systems that can serve as bridges and routers capable of handling T1 and T3 data rates. "It makes a lot of sense," Kimble continues, "for Futurebus+ to be used in many of the high-rate, serial-stream systems where multiple data streams can be included on a single card."

**Bridges to Futurebus+**

It appears, then, that some of the early Futurebus+ board offerings will be bridges from other buses. A number of companies are already working on Futurebus+-to-VME bridges, and Digital has reportedly contracted a third party to develop a VME/Futurebus+ bridge for its Alpha-based Futurebus+ workstation. VME is the most logical choice for a first bridge product because of its performance and the wide availability of different I/O cards. These bridges will fill the gap until a critical mass of Futurebus+ I/O functions becomes available, or until other solutions are developed.

Certainly, for medium- and low-
performance I/O, the use of a full-sized Profile A, B or F module would be prohibitively expensive. The cost of the transceivers, interface IC and printed-circuit board alone—not to mention the extra Futurebus+ slot—would dwarf the expense of comparable basic I/O functions such as are provided by Ethernet or SCSI.

Despite the availability of a broad range of VME I/O boards, board developers feel strongly that some interface to a workstation bus such as SBus or Turbochannel will be needed. Turbochannel is the most obvious initial choice, since it's a Digital-developed standard and Digital will be an early leader in Futurebus+ systems. Digital is looking to double the speed of Turbochannel, from 100 to 200 Mbits/s, to handle the requirements of Futurebus+-based workstations.

Although many third-party developers believe a Turbochannel-to-Futurebus+ bridge will be a significant factor in the development of Futurebus+, especially early in the game—Digital's Justus was cautious about commenting on anything beyond the VME bridge. He did indicate, however, that the Turbochannel approach was being evaluated.

Digital is highly visible in the Futurebus+ camp and the company's approach is focused, but the view of the technology's future that's emerging is still somewhat confused. "Usually we get an early look at how system demand will emerge," says Michael Thompson, technical manager at Schruff (Warwick, RI). Schruff, along with BICC Vero, Hybricon, Mupac, and a few others, is among the leading manufacturers of Futurebus+ backplanes and card cages. Orders for these items usually give a strong indication of how future business will ramp up. Based on this fact, says Thompson, there's just not much going on now outside a few of the larger companies.

The big companies, such as Digital and many of the others currently designing Futurebus+ systems, tend to make their own backplanes and card cages, so we really don't have a solid feeling for what's going on in the market," he adds. "While they may purchase a few units from us for prototyping, we really don't have any hint of what their production forecasts are."

With what he can see, Thompson views the Futurebus+ timetable as moving right in line with what he anticipated—which is a lot slower than what was forecast by many analysts and Futurebus+ advocates. "Futurebus+ is going to take a while to reach any kind of volume," he says. "Just as it took a long time for VME to mature, Futurebus+ isn't going to make it overnight. Futurebus+ is difficult to design around, and development times tend to be a lot longer than VME. There's a big learning curve to get over, and a huge mass of knowledge is needed to design Futurebus+ boards. A lot of people have to get educated, and that education has to take time. Futurebus+ is a lot more complicated than VME, and that complexity is reflected in the design time."

Still other delays have bogged down potential developers. "With Futurebus+," says Force's Fischer, "it's almost imperative to completely model a board on a computer before attempting to make a prototype." By contrast, more traditional design approaches, such as those used in VME, let you put together a prototype and debut the board in hardware. "With Futurebus+," continues Fischer, "it's not that easy. Some designers have painfully discovered that about the only way to fully develop a Futurebus+ card is to model and simulate it thoroughly before touching a prototype."

"In addition," says Ray Alderman, technical director of VITA (VME/Futurebus+ International Trade Association), "there have been delays in getting the standard printed and circulated to developers, which have resulted in designs lagging expectations. It took eight months from the final approval of the specification until it was in final form, printed and readily available."

Still other delays in getting Futurebus+ product out the door have revolved around the silicon. "Semiconductor makers are going through revisions to get Futurebus+ chips where they want them with respect to performance," states Digital's Justus. He points out that it's been difficult to figure out what to include on an interface chip and what cost-to-functionality ratio is optimum. "Profile B tends to be less expensive and less complex to design," he says, leading to the expectation that the fastest ramp-up will be for that profile. Justus is echoed by National's Koehle, who comments that he sees the largest opportunity in Profile B, but he adds that "when the demand shifts over to one of the more complex profiles, National will have interface silicon ready."

M for military
While developers are just getting started on the existing profiles, the Futurebus+ Committee is aggressively working on additional profiles that will swell the Futurebus+ flock.
Chief among the emerging profiles are M and T, the military and telecom profiles respectively.

"The M profile was delayed right off the bat with some connector issues," says VITA's Alderman. Originally, the 2-mm connector was planned for, and manufacturers were ready to militarize it, but in the middle of the process it was decided to opt for a blade-and-fork connector pioneered by Teradyne (Nashua, NH). This technology is used in a 396-pin connector in the SEM-E form factor, as well as in the 10-SU form factor with a 556-pin connector version. While swapping the connector isn't significant by itself, redefining the signal, power and ground pins from the initial 2-mm Futurebus+ connector to the revised blade-and-fork approach has been a time-consuming process, slowing down other parts of the profile.

"Another factor which delayed both the M and T profiles," continues Alderman, "was that fault tolerance and live insertion became such critical issues that a special task group had to be formed to address them. The task group has defined the scope of the objectives, which proved so wide-ranging, complex and lengthy that a totally separate document had to be established for fault-tolerant characteristics." Profiles M and T will then be able to point to sections of that new document to provide required performance parameters.

Alderman says that "these organizational issues are now behind Profile M, and the mechanical and electrical definitions are sound. All that remains is for the committee to put the finishing touches on the protocol and identify the pointers to the fault-tolerance and live-insertion document." The group anticipates that this will be done and the specification completed and sent out on an IEEE sponsor ballot by year-end.

Even though the specification for the military profile isn't yet completed, at least two DOD contracts in the works call for Futurebus+. The first is a J-Stars project using an Alpha-based implementation in a conduction-cooled, SEM-E form factor. The other contract is for a 10-SU-sized board with an R-3000-based CPU.

Both include the basic Futurebus+ specification, but on different mechanicals. The SEM-E form factor is typically for avionics use and measures about 6 in. on a side, while the 10-SU is 250 mm high and about the size of a VME card. One feature of the 10-SU system is that it provides for redundant Futurebuses for fault-tolerant applications.

**Profile T for telecom**

"Profile T has experienced delays similar to those of Profile M," continues Alderman, "in that it is also dependent on the fault-tolerant specification. But since that specification has been separated from the basic profile, progress is being made. The mechanicals have been completed, using a 2-mm, Metral-type connector similar to that of the existing profiles. In addition, the pin-outs have now been defined.

Two different form factors have been defined, one calling for a 300 x 300-mm board, the other 300 mm wide by 450 mm tall. "Because the telecom industry is so heavily I/O-intensive," says Alderman, "it needs the 450-mm-tall form factor to handle the I/O lines."

The logical layer of the T profile is still undergoing some revision because of the special requirements of the telecom industry. According to Alderman, "When you have a parallel bus controlling computer resources that deal with the integration of some of the newer, high-performance technologies such as Sonet, there are some special problems." The Metral connector, for example, is modular and capable of handling optical as well as electrical connection modules. While the mechanicals of these connections have all been worked out, some of the implementations and interfaces to high-speed serial inputs and outputs continue to raise questions.

In addition, much of the logical layer depends on the definition and interface level of the fault-tolerant/live-insertion specification. This is because the telecom industry is potentially the largest user of fault-tolerant computer hardware and software. "When the telephones go down," says Alderman, "people write books about it."

"In addition, the challenges to the telecom industry are dramatic. Not only does the new family of computers have to handle the traditional telecom chores, but it must also deal with brand new technology. On one side, faster communications schemes such as Sonet are needed to handle greatly increased traffic. On the other side, telecom hardware and software have to address data communications, video and even entertainment as the role of communications broadens."

**On the desktop**

While the telecom and military profiles push Futurebus+ technology to new levels of performance, especially in the area of fault tolerance, the desktop group is working on the leading edge of technology yet another direction—smaller, faster, cheaper, and lower power dissipation.

At the electrical layer, members of the committee are trying to define a new transceiver technology based not on BTL, but on a version of CTL (CMOS transistor logic). This transceiver is meant to provide high-speed, ultra-low-power transmission; the minimum transfer clock speed is in the area of 250 MHz, with a goal of about 500 MHz. The ultimate object is to make the profile compatible with portable, battery-operated computers, as well as true desktop and deskside units. As was the case with BTL, all the physics of the CTL interface have yet to be worked out to accommodate transmission line and other high-frequency issues that can arise in such a line. The group anticipates a vote in the near future on a new transceiver specification.
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Another subgroup within the Profile D Committee is working orthogonally with the transceiver group, defining mechanicals. This involves very-high-performance connectors which will be relatively transparent to the transceiver. "The connector has not yet been defined," Alderman says, "but the committee is currently accepting proposals ranging from elastomeric polymers to high-density, stackable pin-and-socket connectors."

While most committee members agree that the form factor of Profile D should be small and stackable, the exact dimensions will probably depend to some extent on the connector scheme selected. The objective is to define a card that can be used as a mezzanine card for Futurebus+ Profiles A, B, F, and others as the specifications are completed; it must also sit on a variety of different proprietary motherboards.

According to Force’s Fischer, Profile D will continue to pose real challenges to the specification writers. Thus far, only the transfer rate of 100 to 250 MTransfers/s and the bus width of 64 bits have been agreed on. But Fischer speculates that the board will probably be close to 3 x 5 in., or the post-card size of SBus and Turbochannel, with a height of only 15 mm, so extra Futurebus+ slots won’t be needed when a board is added to an A, B or F card. To achieve the low power and high speed, Fischer believes the electrical characteristics of the bus will look something like RAMbus, with low voltage swings.

**The logical layer**

Efforts to define the logical layer are lagging even farther behind than the physical layer. Most of the major system companies, including Digital, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Sun, Unisys, and others, have been sitting at the Profile D meetings and have brought up a number of larger philosophical issues. These range from the fundamental transfer protocol to more global issues such as what the specification should or shouldn’t include. Even the source-synchronous protocol of Futurebus+, thought to be sacred, appears to be under attack. But the 896.1 specification provides for a synchronous as well as a source-synchronous protocol. Among other things, the committee is questioning whether a tightly coupled resource such as a mezzanine bus should be synchronous or asynchronous. Or should it at least have some synchronous capability?

Certainly we’re seeing shades of SBus and Turbochannel reflected in the discussion. It’s being asked, in fact, whether the desktop profile is a follow-on to either—or both—of those workstation buses. And, to some extent, participants are learning what would have happened if either of those buses had been designed by committee, rather than by a single group within a single company.

The process of defining the logical layer is just beginning, and it’s already apparent that Profile D won’t join Profiles M and T in going out for sponsor ballot by year-end. It’s been forecast that the committee might have the specification ready in 1993, but skeptics believe it will take longer for so many major systems houses to agree on enough parameters to make a specification.

Force’s Fischer, on the other hand, believes committee members will be able to keep to a more rigid timetable. “Through our work on other parts of the specification,” he says, “we’ve learned how to handle committee work, and how to establish realistic goals. Profile D will come into line once realistic goals are established.”

As chairman of the committee on the Futurebus+-to-VMEbus bridge, Fischer reports that the most recent draft included many comments; most problems, however, have already been resolved. He hopes that the specification can go out for sponsor ballot later this month. (The bridge specification will become part of the VME 1014 specification rather than the Futurebus+ specification.)

**Optimism still high**

Despite delays in completing parts of the Futurebus+ specification, scarce silicon, and slower-than-expected emergence of systems, most players within the Futurebus+ camp remain very optimistic. “We started with transfer rates around 125 Mbytes/s,
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Taurus™ Dual Bus Architecture

The Taurus is a dual-processor, dual-bus, single slot VME board. Its dual-bus architecture allows the 68040 to execute code uninterrupted, while the '030 processes on-board V/O. This optimizes the 68040's performance. Using the '030 as an I/O processor simplifies writing your code. You only need to write high level code to the 68040. The '030 handles the device level code. You also can use the '030 as a DMA controller, while the 68040 directly controls all on-board I/O devices. The '030 uses the SRAM with the 128KB of EPROM code provided by Omnibyte.

Available: 4-128MB RAM, Ethernet, SCSI, VSB, VME64

- **Performance**
  - 68040: 29 MIPS, '030: 10 MIPS, VME: 50MB/sec, VSB: 50MB/sec

- **Intelligent I/O**
  - Ethernet: i82596CA1, SCSI: NCR53C7101, 4 RS232D: CD2401

- **Standard I/O**
  - 2 RS232D: 68C681 DUART, 32 Lines Parallel I/O, or 16 w/ Centronics Printer Port

- **Memory**
  - 4MB to 128MB! DRAM, 512KB SRAM!, 8KB NVRAM, 1MB FFROM!, 4MB EPROM

- **Other**
  - VSB!, VME64!, Watchdog, Calendar Clock, Mailbox, (6) 16-bit Timers, Snooping, Advanced Omnimodule™ Socket

- **Software**
  - VxWorks!, OS-9!, UNIX!, CrossCodeC, FreeForm!, OMNIbug

† Denotes optional features.

The Taurus extensively uses intelligent, on-chip DMA devices for Ethernet, SCSI and serial I/O. This helps reduce processor intervention. Up to 2 stackable modules contain the DRAM. This allows upgradable options from 4-128MB.

Advanced Omnmodules provide additional custom I/O. You can stack Advanced Omnmodules up to 3 high. The Taurus can accept 1 memory module and 1 Advanced Omnmodule and still fit into a single slot.

To learn more contact Larry Snow:
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Our New Dual 68030 + '030 I/O Bus Streamlines Writing Your Code

Omnibyte's ARIES™ VME SBC

Aries Architecture

The Aries features 2 68030's. You can use the 2nd '030 as an I/O processor or DMA controller. Using the 2nd '030 as an I/O processor simplifies writing your code. You only need to write high level code to the main '030. The 2nd '030 handles the device level code.

Intelligent I/O

| Ethernet | i82596CA | 82596CA, 82596CA
| Standard | 2 RS232D: 68C681 DUART, 32 Lines Parallel I/O, or 16 w/ Centronics Printer Port |
| Memory | 4MB to 128MB DRAM, 512KB SRAM, 32KB NVRAM, 1MB EPROM, 4MB EPROM |
| Other | VSB, VME64, Watchdog, Calendar Clock, Mailbox, 68882, (6) 16-bit Timers, Snooping, Advanced Omnimodule Socket |
| Software | VxWorks, UNIX, OS-9, CrossCodeC, FreeForm |

A gate and I/O bus allow the main '030 to execute code while the 2nd '030 processes its extensive I/O. This optimizes the Aries' overall performance (20 MIPS total).

For less I/O intensive applications, you can get the Aries in a single processor version. Up to 2 stackable modules contain the DRAM. Up to 3 stackable Advanced Omnimodules™ provide additional high performance I/O. The Aries with 1 module each will fit into a single slot.

To learn more contact Larry Snow: 800-638-5022
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A Look At Today... A Vision of Tomorrow
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Second in a series of Special Reports on Future Computing...

Neural Computing

COMPUTER DESIGN'S OCTOBER Issue will feature a Special Report on this exciting facet of Future Computing, by editors Mike Donlin and Jeff Child.

The potential for neural net systems is vast in such areas as non-guided robots, image recognition, and control systems which must respond to unpredictable situations. Neural computing promises to have a significant impact on the way designers approach problems of guidance, control, and especially, image and pattern recognition, and processing.

Neural computing has been used to predict weather, horse races, and stock market fluctuations. And while these applications take an inordinate amount of computer power to produce reasonably reliable results, the implications of their success are staggering.

In this October Special Report on Future Computing, Mike and Jeff will join forces to probe the progress being made in neural network research to identify some of the applications that already exist, and review the impact that neural computers may have on the next generation of microprocessor architectures. They will also look at some of the software developments and hardware prototyping tools available to start applying this powerful new approach to computing and embedded control.

Like the April Future Computing Report on Fuzzy Logic, this report on Neural Computing is expected to draw unprecedented readership and inquiry response.

For example, The Fuzzy Logic report generated over 5,000 inquiries! Why? Because COMPUTER DESIGN zeros in on design directions, options, and choices with its exclusive "Why-to" Editorial, targeting 100,000 Engineers and Engineering Managers, all 100% Design and Development qualified!

If you are currently involved in developing hardware or software products for neural networks, don't miss this unique advertising opportunity. To find out more, contact your COMPUTER DESIGN sales representative or call Tim Tobeck, Associate Publisher/National Sales Manager at (508) 392-2116.
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Applications, not technology, drive embedded computers

"Business as usual" is no longer the rallying cry of standard-bus technology at the board level. The key is finding real solutions—not just throwing more advanced technology at the problems. And major technical conferences like Buscon, the Embedded Computer Conference and Exposition (ECC) and the Embedded Systems Conference are helping engineers and engineering managers find the key.

Warren Andrews, Senior Editor

The next chapter in the history of standard-bus, board-level computers is now being written, and it covers a lot more ground than the chapter before. A number of factors are contributing to the complexity of the scenario; prominent among them are changes in the embedded-computer industry, the incredible shrinking transistor, the availability of high-performance CAD, competitive market pressures, and a general acceptance of software and hardware standards.

Traditionally, board-level products end up in embedded applications ranging from high-performance, system-level controllers to imaging and CNC or machine control. The basic idea remains the same: these computers are going into an end product that's not itself a computer.

Board-level computers based on standard buses are essentially a subset of embedded computers. The two groups aren't synonymous, but there's a growing thread of commonality, based on the fact that both
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Hardware and software standards are becoming increasingly critical. On one side, all embedded solutions, from the simplest single chip to the largest embedded supercomputer, are groping for such standards. On the other, standard-bus approaches, architectures and companies are reaching out to accommodate existing and emerging embedded applications by redefining how standards are applied.

Making the situation even more dynamic, traditional embedded computer systems are themselves rapidly changing. Throughout the 1980s, embedded systems were the domain of a design-from-scratch mentality featuring in-house production. The results, often spectacular in terms of price, size and performance, incorporated highly optimized hardware and software in a custom-tailored form factor. The solutions were also notable for the development cost and time spent.

Typical of this approach are computers used in automotive applications. Starting with the CPU, all components of the automotive computer are custom-designed. Even the software is painstakingly coded in assembly, and by hand, to optimize performance and reduce memory space.

But such highly customized approaches are rapidly falling out of favor—even in the automotive industry. Standard chip and system architectures are becoming the rule, replacing custom designs. And standard operating systems are being used widely, for everything from microcontrollers to DSP. Even standard high-level languages are slowly replacing hand coding in critical applications, including automotive and DSP.

Indicative of the trend toward nonstandard bus-embedded computers is a new single-board computer from Micro/Sys (Glendale, CA). Best known for its STD-based products, Micro/Sys has abandoned the standard-bus form factor in this product for MS-Windows and PC-architecture standards. Its WindowCard/486 is a compact SBC based on the Cyrix 486SL that measures only 4.5 x 7.8 in. The system can accommodate up to 8 Mbytes of system RAM and a complement of semiconductor disks specifically targeted at Microsoft Windows 3.1. The flash memory that's included eliminates the need for mechanical disks when embedding Windows into larger systems. This flash memory takes the form of a "read-mostly" disk that stores up to 20 Mbytes of Windows, DOS and user executables, as well as data-link layers and other system files. A separate battery-backed-up RAM disk is used to store other, more frequently written-to files, such as .INL and swap files. The board is made for mounting on a flat surface using a set of standoffs, although the company offers an optional STD Bus card-edge connector.

Also, new embedded computer applications are emerging almost daily, sorely taxing available design resources. Such custom techniques cause design budgets to soar and development times to stretch out. Both can spell disaster in a highly competitive market—but perhaps most critical are time-to-market issues. Computer-aided tools are only part of the answer; the other part is standards: standard operating systems, languages and computer architectures.

Applications skyrocket

Recently, there have been two important changes in the embedded computer world. First, the number and complexity of embedded computer applications have both skyrocketed. Products exist today that weren't dreamed of only a few years ago. In medical instrumentation, for example, there are CAT and PET scanners, portable blood analyzers and EKG machines, and IR imaging machines and other diagnostic tools that are a direct result of the availability of high-performance embedded computers.

Nor is the medical industry the only one calling for advanced embedded computers. In the machine tool industry, everything from the smallest benchtop lathes and milling machines to building-sized forming and casting machines is controlled with embedded computers. On the highways, traffic lights and warning signs depend on such systems, while similar devices compound fuels, brew beer and control a variety of other processes.

Computers embedded in equipment ranging from oil and coal generators to plating machines are constantly monitoring our increasingly threatened, fragile environment. Still others are embedded in instruments of exploration, from earthbound photometry devices to thermal imaging systems orbiting the planet. And the military depends on computers embedded in aircraft, missiles, tanks, and simulators to increase precision and lower cost.

Computers aren't just being embedded into new products; either; they're also finding their way into everyday items, from familiar household appliances such as the washing machine, refrigerator or oven to games, TVs and other entertainment devices. They're used as well in all areas of telephone, data and video communications, whether business or consumer.

Standards taking hold

The second important change has been that there's a growing trend toward adopting software and hardware standards to simplify design, speed development time, better utilize resources, reduce testing requirements, and raise overall quality. Among the issues in this area: standards are more a moving target than in the past because de facto market standards have become less important, or more so than legislated standards. And recently, standards are looking more at logical and architectural, rather than physical, embodiments.
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For example, the IBM PC and its compatibles follow a standard, but the standard I/O bus—ISA or EISA—has been supplemented by embedded solutions that use neither; rather, they modify the basic architecture of the PC itself. These approaches include PC/104, STD and a variety of single-board PCs. Also, with the introduction of Intel’s Peripheral Component Interconnection (PCI), ISA and EISA may largely disappear—or at least be relegated to systems with specific, non-standard I/O requirements.

Similarly, the Sparc-based Sun workstation, along with its compatibles, is setting a de facto standard. While many manufacturers have chosen single-board solutions, it’s not always possible when using them to include all the features and I/O that OEMs need. Responding to this need, more than 20 manufacturers have formed a consortium to back a miniature version of the ISA standard. Both stackthrough and non-stackthrough modules are illustrated.

There are now about a dozen manufacturers of Sun-compatible workstations, including a number of companies that offer boards and subsystems exclusively for embedded applications.

Of course, these examples depend on standard operating systems and software—DOS in the case of the PC and Unix (or SunOS/Solaris) in the Sun environment. Without these operating systems, and the body of readily available, shrink-wrapped software accompanying them, such standards probably wouldn’t survive. Beyond software and OS compatibility, however, these de facto standards depend on a common computer architecture to provide hardware compatibility. And that common architecture is supplied in virtually all cases by complete chip sets.

Just as board-level interface chips—the MPC of Multibus II and VIC/VAC chips for VME—solidified standards at that level, computer-architecture chip sets are establishing a new set of standards in their area. Until now, these standards have been fluid, but that appears to be changing. With the release of the PCI interface standard and the emergence of PCI silicon, PC computer-architecture chip sets will be removed from—and so become transparent to—the computer interface. Similarly, Sun’s M bus isolates processor, memory and cache architectures, whether on chip, module or board, from the computer interface. And with formal release this month of SBus interface ICs—the Goldchip and SLIC—standard SBus interface silicon will be available that supports both 32 and 64 bits.

While there’s little question that the 80X86 is a standard, and that Sun has been at least partially successful in attracting a following for its Sparc architecture, there are at least two, and possibly three, other processors that could develop into architectural standards in coming months.

Digital Equipment Corporation (Maynard, MA), with fanfare fit for a better-than-expected announcement, declared its Alpha processor the beginning of a new generation. While it hasn’t attracted a following of thousands yet, there are at least a dozen companies with Alpha-based projects currently under development.

What may add to the popularity of Alpha is the fact that it will debut on the industry’s first Futurebus+ workstation later this year. And with Alpha-based Futurebus+ cards emerging from at least four manufacturers, Digital’s device could well thrust Futurebus+ into the forefront as a market—as well as an IEEE—standard. If Alpha-specific Futurebus+ interface silicon emerges, with Alpha as a local bus, the chip will become even more important—particularly in the military and telecom areas.

Still avoiding the spotlight is IBM (White Plains, NY), with its RISC 6000 chip set and, in conjunction with Motorola (Tempe, AZ), its All-American RISC offering in the works. IBM has held its technology close, keeping it proprietary, perhaps because of its experience with personal computer clones. The company’s strategy, however, has been very successful if measured by the reception of the RISC 6000 family of workstations. The success of this line as a leading computer architecture, though, depends on many factors—including its relationship with Apple, Motorola, Microsoft, and others.

Perhaps the most difficult trend to forecast at this time is the relative potential of the MIPS Computer (Mountain View, CA) architecture. When it first came out it seemed destined for market dominance, garnering as it did the support of Digital, Compaq, Silicon Graphics, and 138 other companies looking for a standard-computer architecture.

Billed as the Advanced Computing Environment (ACE) consortium, this group of software and hardware vendors embraced the MIPS architecture as the basis of an entire family of products, from operating systems to workstations.

But between then and now things have gotten bogged down. Digital, although it still professes its support and makes MIPS-based workstations, has eclipsed its own MIPS activity with its Alpha announcements. Compaq has dropped MIPS and its ACE activity in a corporate reorganization. Silicon Graphics, hoping to keep the technology alive, has purchased MIPS Computer. But while MIPS keeps cropping up in products, no complete chip sets have emerged, as was the case with Sparc and the PC, and it’s doubtful that Silicon Graphics has a large enough following to support the architecture single-handedly. It’s even questionable whether Digital, with a far larger installed base, can make its Alpha a market standard.

Board-level split

Although the emergence of computer-architecture standards may bode well for the standard-bus, board-level community, it’s certainly a double-edged sword. Currently, the bus industry is solidly focused on the medium-performance, medium-price arena, with systems calling for multiple boards, card cages, power supplies, and other components. But both existing and new applications are moving quickly in two other directions.

In one case, applications are calling for smaller, more compact, less expensive, and more power-stingy products.
Advanced hardware is just the beginning. Cyclone Microsystems completes the development picture with C and Ada compilers, VxWorks and pSOS+ real time environments, source level debuggers, and a fantastic team of support engineers, waiting to help you create a masterpiece.
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At the other end of the spectrum, embedded applications require supercomputer power with ever faster I/O. In both cases, end users are demanding that standards be built in for hardware and software.

At the low end of the performance spectrum, the ubiquitous PC has commandeered applications that might otherwise have gone to other bus architectures, such as VMEbus, Multibus or STD. But special, industrially hardened versions of conventional PCs are needed for many of these applications, or else they've gone to other form factors or buses, because desktop PCs don't work well in harsh environments.

Other reasons for switching from the traditional PC form factor, which includes motherboard and ISA or EISA adapter cards, vary depending on the application, but size, power dissipation and reliability have often been cited as reasons. In applications for more robust physical and computing environments, standard bus architectures such as Multibus II, VMEbus or STD Bus are employed, with an embedded PC on the host bus.

The small-form-factor computer

More and more, however, applications are calling for embedded computing power in a small form factor customized for particular functions. In the past, such solutions took the form of custom designs, with engineers working from scratch to design and lay out the embedded machine. While this approach may ultimately lead to the most efficient computer optimized for the application, practical considerations make other alternatives look attractive.

Standard off-the-shelf or semicustom computer approaches based on the PC architecture are now available from a number of vendors in different form factors with a variety of options. One of the leaders in providing such technology and disseminating it to other manufacturers and users has been Ampro Computers (Sunnyvale, CA). The company has standardized a subset of ISA bus attributes in a compact form factor and rallied more than 20 manufacturers to support the concept, now known as PC/104. The group produces a variety of CPU and I/O modules.

While bringing standard-PC hardware and software to small-form-factor embedded applications may seem unnecessary in an age of...
full-function chip sets, the benefits of the PC approach are often overlooked. In many applications, particularly those with relatively low volumes, the cost of a custom-designed computer can be prohibitive. But even in large-volume applications, a standard board may be as effective as an in-house design.

Quality, cost and time-to-market

In the first place, specialty manufacturers of small computers can often realize significant economies of scale, because they sell to many different customers. Second, designs are rigorously tested, guaranteeing a level of reliability not easily achieved with design-your-own approaches. Third, specialty houses often make deals with semiconductor makers that guarantee a certain "life of product" by buying end-of-run quantities of critical chips. In the volatile PC environment, this can be an important factor, particularly if subsystems must pass exhaustive qualification tests. Fourth, design houses developing small, embeddable computers are highly specialized. They can often assemble a general-purpose computer engine in less space and at lower cost than a less experienced designer could accomplish with a fully custom design. Fifth, add-on or mezzanine modules such as PC/104 devices or IndustryPacks are frequently available to perform a broad range of functions. And for specialized functions, custom-I/O mezzanine boards can be designed either in-house or by the vendor.

Finally, and perhaps most important, makers of packaged computer systems sell time-to-market. Dedicated design time for an embedded computer subsystem goes from a significant interval to zero in this scenario. And not only does design time go to zero, but inspection, testing and evaluation times for both incoming components and completed subsystems are reduced almost to zero.

No single solution

There are a number of standard PC hardware offerings, but they don't quite fill every application niche. To satisfy those uncovered applications, some companies offer quick-turnaround capabilities ranging from semicustom approaches to fully custom designs. Semicustom approaches such as that of Ziatech (San Luis Obispo, CA), called ASAP

Orion's 8800 is the first PC-based emulator to take full advantage of 386 protected mode features. So now, you can run your editor/compiler while waiting for a breakpoint, as well as use symbol tables of virtually unlimited size. At last, the full power of your PC comes alive with your emulator.

Call today for a fast response on the world's fastest emulator.
1-800-729-7700
Underscoring an industry trend toward mezzanine boards is this DSP module (upper photo) based on Texas Instruments’ 320C40; it’s from Spectrum Signal Processing. The board can be plugged into existing platforms, such as VME or PC carrier boards offered by Spectrum, or it can work well with any single-board CPU. The DSP module uses a standard pin-out developed by Texas Instruments for its C40 family of DSP devices. Spectrum Signal Processing has also developed an analog-to-digital converter mezzanine module (lower photo) that can be plugged into a broad variety of hosts. Aside from providing systems with much flexibility, the module increases the fidelity of the analog section because it’s isolated from the carrier.

(application-specific automation processor), provide a standard architecture and form factor onto which a variety of standard and custom functions can be added. Using board- and system-level CAD, the company is able to turn fully functional designs around in only weeks.

When more customization is required—for example, a different form factor—there are several companies capable of clever designs and, in many cases, they can provide complete library functions for CPUs, computer subsections and I/O. S-MOS Systems (San Jose, CA), for example, does highly specialized packaging and has state-of-the-art printed-circuit and mounting techniques that include everything from flexible mounting materials to ultra-fine board geometries.

Still, there are many embedded applications where a PC, in spite of a variety of offerings and a growing installed base, just won’t do. These applications were originally designed-and-build-your-own as a rule. Some, where standard boards such as VME or Multibus were used, were primarily proof-of-concept or prototyping tools; production went to in-house design and manufacture.

Two-step migration
Over the past few years, many of these applications have migrated to standard-bus architectures. This has in part been the result of board makers who’ve gotten their acts together to provide some level of plug-and-play compatibility—and perhaps also to remain flexible in a fast-paced technology market.

But a bus-based solution requires a card cage, two or more relatively costly boards and, of course, all that software—such as drivers and RTOS—to make the boards work together as a system. This can result in a costly, large and cumbersome end product that often takes time to get up and running. Also, the incredible shrinking transistor has hit again. With greater transistor counts, functions that previously needed an entire circuit board can now comfortably reside on a single chip.

As a result of such developments, industrial-strength, board-level technology is rapidly changing. Applications met by medium-performance, standard-bus, multiple-board technologies are migrating toward single-board solutions supplemented by mezzanine boards to add flexibility and customized I/O. While some of these applications are shifting over to PCs, many need the higher performance level of the Motorola 68000 family of RISC processors or the networking and multitasking capabilities of a Unix platform.

The first move to single-board solutions came when Sun Microsystems Computer Corporation (Mountain View, CA) announced it would offer a board version of its Sparcstation for use as an embedded computer. Sun already had a large following of users for its single-board and board-set Sun 3 and 4 computers, which it offered as both 6U and 9U VME platforms for embedded applications. Its new approach simply consisted of a Sparc-based motherboard with a pair of connectors for SBus modules.

Follow the leader
Sun’s approach was so successful that this past June it relinquished all VMEbus business—over $25 million in sales at its peak. The company has converted, or will convert, 70 percent of its VME customers to its Sparcengine/SBus platforms. It plans to continue to serve the remaining VME traditionalists through a technology exchange agreement with Force Computers (Campbell, CA), which will continue to offer the latest Spartestation technology on a VMEbus platform.
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in getting its latest VME interface completed, the company recently announced a 6U Sparcengine 2 without a VMEbus interface. A version with the full VMEbus interface is expected to be released later this month. Both carry a pair of SBus slots.

While the Sparcengine has taken off as a single-board embedded computer, there are still applications looking for a more comprehensive but flexible solution. The trend here, it would appear, is away from component-based solutions. Performance Technology (Rochester, NY) is the first of the Spare/SBus vendors to provide a complete embedded system with its SBus/System. Performance packed a Spare-based motherboard with most of the regular features, such as Ethernet, SCSI-2 and serial ports in a box with a power supply and up to eight SBus slots.

This box-level product is targeted at real-time embedded applications, although the company is currently looking to port to Sun's Solaris operating system. According to company executives, the approach is getting an encouraging reception, especially from users of single-board solutions. Once again, passing along mounting, power supply and other hardware aspects to the subsystem vendor lets the application developer concentrate on his or her own area of expertise.

Further underscoring the shift to single-board as opposed to bus-based solutions, Motorola, the world's leading VMEbus manufacturer, introduced its latest single-board computer (SBC) with the announcement that it would be available with or without a VMEbus interface. To provide I/O flexibility, the board, Motorola's MVME162, includes sockets for up to six Industry-Pack modules. GreenSpring Computers (Menlo Park, CA), the creator of the IndustryPack, also offers a busless board with IndustryPacks for I/O that's based on the Motorola communications processor, the 68332.

And PEP Modular Computers (Pittsburgh, PA), the leader in 3U VMEbus technology, has been a pioneer in offering busless 3U VME boards. The offerings are part of the company's industrial-automation platform, tying stand-alone SBCs and card cages together with an industrial serial communications scheme, Profibus.

Standard buses alive and well

Focusing on the migration to single-chip and single-board design for embedded systems makes it sound like the conventional board business is disappearing. That's not the case at all. Standard-bus, multiple-board solutions abound and the market will continue to grow, although not necessarily in many of the same applications or using the same technology as was previously the case.

Multiprocessing, for example, is the undisputed domain of standard-bus approaches. Digital, as mentioned earlier, seems to have a leg up in the Futurebus+ arena with its Alpha architecture. There are also currently two other functioning Futurebus+ boards available—a 68030-based board from Cable and Computer Technology (Anaheim, CA) and a MIPS R-3000 board from Nanoteck (Idaho Falls, ID). Still another CPU based on Intel's 80486 is under development at Force Computers, with completion expected late this year. But the Alpha architecture will be first to ship in volume in a commercial system, and this will undoubtedly lead—at least in the near term—to a move to Futurebus+.

Too often, however, press for Futurebus+ overshadows activity in other areas, particularly VMEbus. Many VMEbus manufacturers have had to claw their way through tough economic times over the past few years, but there are some very bright spots on the horizon. Revision D of the specification, for example, which includes the formal definition of VME64 as well as SSBLT and some much-needed revision to the basic timing specification, is just about ready for acceptance.

While there are some political hurdles to clear—and it's not totally clear whether the revised specification will be an IEEE or an ANSI specification—the result will be a
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revitalized VME with transfer-rate capabilities in the 150 Mbyte/s range. In addition, a separate subcommittee within the VME group is finalizing details of a relatively simple live-insertion/hot-swap technique it expects to unveil later this year.

Similar developments have been taking place in the Multibus II camp, where a die shrink on the MPC and new transceivers let Multibus II manufacturers double the transfer rate. Also, the Multibus II group was an early proponent of hot swap and live insertion, and has developed a technique that was demonstrated over a year ago.

The combination of hot-swap capability and the revised specification will give what many in the industry refer to as the "midlife" kickstart VME needs to be viable through the 1990s. The enhanced VMEbus will take its place in many communications-based applications, which are expected to form one of the hot application areas over the next several years. Similarly, Multibus II will experience a revitalization, but it operates from a much smaller base.

While the Futurebus+ Profile T Subcommittee is working feverishly to complete the telecom profile, it's not likely to go to sponsor balloting much before year-end—if then. Final approval isn't expected until late spring or early summer of 1993. And even then, there are no silicon solutions to address the protocol, with all its required features.

Profile T hardware and software probably won't see daylight until 1994 or 1995, and even then it will take time to ramp up production and develop the critical mass of products required to support a standard bus. Meanwhile, the applications that have been waiting for Futurebus+ can't wait any longer, and VME will be filling those slots. Futurebus+ hardware will be debuting throughout the last half of the decade, but VME will still remain the dominant architecture.

A similar scene will play out in the military market, but because military procurement is done on a contract basis, it's likely some Futurebus+ offerings will be adopted as standards-based hardware, when in truth the approaches will be largely proprietary. At least two contracts have been let for Futurebus+ hardware, although there's no commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware yet available.

The military will undoubtedly use more and more COTS equipment for prototyping and noncritical applications, reserving full military-hardened gear for those applications calling for it. While it's expected the military will continue in the direction of Futurebus+ for the balance of the decade, VME will still be the bus of choice.

Solutions, not just boards

Despite all this activity for VME, Multibus and other leading bus architectures, fewer and fewer OEMs are interested in assembling the computer segment of their products from scratch. Whether they're developing an automated teller machine for a bank or a quality inspection system for an assembly line, OEMs are looking to vendors for complete solutions, and no longer just a couple of boards they have to painstakingly assemble and wrap software around.

For this reason, some traditional board-level manufacturers expect to provide systems rather than just boards. This is apparent in Performance's Sparc/SBus system, but even VMEbus manufacturers are looking in the same direction. OEMs today are less concerned about what's in the box, as long as performance and reliability parameters are met, and provided the product fits mechanically, is priced right and does the job.

Over the next few years, we can expect to see more traditional VME board makers providing systems—boards, backplane, rack, power supply, OS, and, in some cases, even applications software. Such a systems orientation will apply to both conventional bus-based approaches with multiple boards and single-board versions of VME, Multibus, PCs, and other platforms.

At the same time, the traditional market for VME and Multibus II equipment—large-scale multiprocessing—will continue to prosper, but not at the rate it's experienced previously. The applications that benefit from a loosely coupled multiprocessing architecture—particularly in simulation, specialized image and signal processing, and specialized factory automation and control applications—will continue to rely on traditional bus architectures, even though they won't supply the growth needed to sustain the business.

The 1990s will undoubtedly be a decade of change. VMEbus and Multibus will continue to experience growth, but not in traditional process control and automation areas. Instead, the growth will take place in other application areas, such as communications. The once-exclusive domain of bus-based solutions will shift to SBCs with mezzanine bus extensions. Futurebus+ will begin its slow but steady climb to dominance and Scalable Coherent Interface (SCI) will make its commercial debut.

As is the case with any advanced computer technology, however, these application areas will be driven by the availability of interface silicon. And the complexity of the silicon seems to grow exponentially as each new approach increases transfer rates and promises sophisticated features.

Ampro Computers now offers a LittleBoard/486 single-board computer in the same format it used in its LittleBoard/386. While the SBC has a variety of commonly used features on-board, it also provides a PC/104 port for OEMs that might want to add options not included on the base board.
Image & Signal Processing, Inc. designs and produces a large family of intelligent and "friendly" digital signal processing peripherals intended for use in high performance systems. From complex FFT array processors to simple A/D converter boards, ISP® delivers an impressive selection of hardware and software products to satisfy the changing needs of the engineering world.

ISP®'s veteran customer support team understands the intricacies involved with solving complicated and highly technical problems in an environment of tight budgets and impossible time constraints. That's why high-technology companies from around the world now use the products designed and manufactured by ISP®.

ISP®'s newest board, the RANGER®, is designed for imaging and data compression applications with high real-time data handling requirements. With one to four TMS320C30 floating point digital signal processors, the RANGER® provides up to 155 MFLOPS and from 4 to 16 MBytes of fast DRAM. It also provides zero overhead data transfer between processing nodes, as well as VME and VSB master and slave capability. All processors are interconnected in addition to sharing the bus. Diagnostics, Utilities, Math Libraries, and DSP/Signal Processing Algorithms are provided with the RANGER®. SPK® application libraries are also available.

ISP®'s POINT™ converts a PC into a powerful, cost-effective workstation. Easy to use and versatile, the POINT™ is intended for a wide range of applications. ISP® offers several software products designed for the POINT™ series of MFLOP array processors, operational software, and development tools.

Call today for a complete catalog: 213-495-9533

Copyright © 1989 Image & Signal Processing, Inc. All rights reserved. ISP, RANGER, POINT, ISP are trademarks of Image & Signal Processing Inc. SPK® is a trademark of SPECTRON MICROSYSTEMS. Multibus® is a patented mini bus.

Image & Signal Processing, Inc.
120 Tindale Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90802
Tel: 213-495-9533
Fax: 213-495-1258

Circle No. 66
The CI-VME40 is the ultimate high-speed, high-capacity DRAM memory board with a dual-port interface to the VME and VSB Busses. The CI-VME40 is optimized for Block Transfer Cycles yielding a bus transfer rate up to forty megabytes per second. Chrislin is the only memory supplier to offer such an advanced and versatile dual-ported VME/VSB memory!

THE CI-VME40 FEATURES:
- 20ns write/20ns read ACCESS TIMES in BLOCK CYCLE
- 90ns write/140ns read ACCESS TIMES in SINGLE CYCLE
- 63ns write/83ns read CYCLE TIMES in BLOCK CYCLE
- 195ns write/195ns read CYCLE TIMES in SINGLE CYCLE
- 4MB, 8MB, 16MB, 32MB, 64MB in one VMEbus/VSB slot
- Byte Parity Error Detection
- Memory start and end addresses selectable on 256KB boundaries
- VMEbus and VSB memory start and end addresses configured independently

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR THE VMEBUS ARE...

THE CI-VMEmory FEATURES:
- Low-cost high-power VME memory with 4, 8, or 16MB
- VME Revision C.1 compatibility
- Lower and upper memory addresses independently selectable in 64K byte increments
- Byte Parity Error Detection with selectable trap on Parity Error
- On-board Control Status Register

THE CI-VSB-EDC FEATURES:
- Low-cost high-power dual-ported VMEbus/VSB EDC (Error Detection and Correction) memory
- 4, 8, 16, 32 or 64MB in one VMEbus/VSB slot
- VME Revision C.1 compatibility, VSB Revision C
- Lower and upper memory addresses independently selectable on 256K byte boundaries
- Single-Bit Error Detect and Correct, Double-Bit Detect

Chrislin Industries, Inc.
31312 Via Colinas, Suite #108, Westlake Village, CA 91362
TEL: (818) 991-2254 FAX: (818) 991-3490

Providing Top Quality Memory for Over 16 years! CALL TOLL FREE: (800) 468-0736 (PST)

CIRCLE NO. 67
Object-oriented methods transform real-time programming

Making the change to object-oriented approaches for software development isn't free. It takes time, training, tools, and organization. But for those willing to invest, the payoff can be enormous—for small jobs as well as big ones.

It's often said that software developers moving from a design approach using procedural languages to object-oriented methods must undergo a fundamental transformation in the way they think and work. But for developers of real-time and embedded systems, that shift isn't nearly as great as it is for other programming disciplines. Real-time programmers are already accustomed to thinking of their systems as "networks of cooperating machines," in the words of Garth Gullekson, senior marketing manager for Bell Northern Research (BNR—Ottawa, Canada).

The independence and intercommunication of distributed computing nodes on a network naturally encourages one to think of them as distinct objects. Nodes have well-defined inputs and outputs; they perform precisely defined operations on their inputs; they can be arranged in hierarchies to form larger machines out of smaller ones. Even in a single-processor multitasking system, different tasks must be encapsulated.
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Since the designer of an interrupt-driven system can never know how often or in which order the tasks will be invoked, he or she must see to it that they can run as independent entities when called.

The trouble is, this intuitive approach to building real-time systems lacks the formalism and discipline of true object-oriented design. For example, the interfaces between modules aren’t strictly defined, and this makes it hard to build systems to begin designs at a higher level of abstraction, where you can effectively examine trade-offs before you commit to actually coding a prototype.

Object-oriented design also lets you produce system design and architecture tools that permit experts who aren’t programmers to bring their knowledge to the development process. Much in the same way that spreadsheets relieve people whose primary expertise is in business and programming approaches can

based on a hierarchy of small modules. As a result, code is seldom reusable without modification.

Doing what comes naturally

Adoption of object-oriented design and programming approaches can help a real-time developer work in a way that more naturally maps to the inherent nature of the systems being built, while providing the advantages that object-oriented design bestows on all branches of programming. These include the abilities to deal more easily with complexity, to create libraries of reusable code and from the burden of thinking in Cobol, object-oriented design can let experts more easily use computers to accomplish their goals.

It’s still true, however, that developers must go through some significant changes in the way they approach problems, and they must have tools that help them work in the areas of object-oriented design and development. Recognizing that objects are still pieces of code, object-oriented design concentrates more on what those pieces do rather than on how they work internally.

What objects do is send messages to other objects, which operate in terms of “methods,” or well-defined behaviors. The interfaces between objects and object types are clearly defined, so that your main task is to select the proper objects and combine them into larger objects that aim toward the goal of the design. Once larger objects are built and tested, they can be added to the stockpile or library of classes for reuse in other applications.

Classes can best be described as potential objects that become true objects when they’re instantiated with data for use in an application. Individual objects, as well as subclasses and superclasses of objects (and their members), can inherit behavior, even if they’re given additional characteristics. This eliminates the need to write so much repetitive code.

One major difference between working in a structured language such as C and using object-oriented development techniques is that in C you’ve got a relatively small set of key words and a group of syntax rules. The programmer’s skill consists in being able to combine these key words and syntax rules to build all kinds of elaborate applications. In object-oriented development, you’ve got a large library of classes that can be instantiated as objects to do specific things. The programmer’s skill resides in browsing through the class libraries, selecting the right classes and creating out of them the application—along with new classes that can be added to the library for reuse.

Making the transition

The two most popular languages for object-oriented programming are C++ and Smalltalk, both of which are available from a variety of vendors for a wide range of computer systems. But languages alone don’t ensure success in object-oriented development. In addition to getting used to a new thought process, you’ve got to have tools to help manage the process, to aid thinking in the new mind-set and to access the richness of functionality contained in the class libraries.

For larger companies, the shift to object-oriented development means changes not only in organization but also in the expectations of management, ranging from the initial return on investment to ideas about incentives and the way employees are rewarded for their work.
You Can Try Building Your Own Real-Time Operating System,

Building your own operating system for a real-time application can cost you up to a year in expensive programming time. And lost business opportunities. In a fast-moving market, it simply doesn’t make sense to build. Not when VxWorks™ from Wind River Systems lets you move right in.

VxWorks gives you all the components and tools you need to start developing applications immediately. Which cuts your costs dramatically. And because VxWorks offers a more full-featured development platform than any other off-the-shelf operating system, it gets your product to market faster. It’s the one true turn-key solution, fully compatible with industry standards right out of the box.

Wind River Systems pioneered off-the-shelf high-speed UNIX® networking for real-time applications. And VxWorks still leads with the most complete, robust networking available. The lean, efficient wind™ kernel gives it unsurpassed multitasking speed and functionality.

So before you invest the time and money trying to build your own real-time operating system from the ground up, find out more about VxWorks. And feel right at home from day one. 1-800-677-1586.
Anyone making this move must accept the fact that the rewards of an object-oriented approach, although substantial, aren't immediate. It takes time to get people adjusted, to put new tools in place, to create novel forms of organization, and to build up that stockpile of reusable code everyone's always talking about. The first project isn't going to have a positive impact on the bottom line.

"Many people tend to look at incorporating object-oriented methods into their operation as basically a tool purchase issue," says BNR's Gullekson. Still worse, some think of it as simply switching to an object-oriented language.

Without an enforced discipline to maintain an object-oriented approach (which isn't provided by a language such as C++), "all you've done is change the size of the gun you can shoot yourself in the foot with," says Richard Jensen, vice-president of new business development for Applied Microsystems (Redmond, WA). "A procedural language is designed to solve a problem that was thought out procedurally, so when you try to do an object design off that, it's inconsistent with the programmatic interfaces you need to do the job correctly."

The proper mind-set

If object-oriented development is really gluing a bunch of things together to make something happen, then it's best to retain that mind-set, so that any incongruencies you encounter aren't solved by dropping out of object orientation and writing some procedural fix. Rather, such problems are solved by creating a new object, with the view that you'll be able to use it again sometime.

So just turning a C programmer loose with C++ will inevitably lead to procedural quick fixes, because C++ doesn't demand an object-oriented method. As Bill Hazard, manager of teamwork technologies for Cadre Technologies (Providence, RI), notes, "Object-oriented languages are much more dependent on tools to make them really useful than structured languages like C." People need to learn to think in terms of objects rather than procedures to make such tools really useful.

Putting people through the "paradigm shift" to get them thinking in terms of objects and abstractions can take about six months. Another major requirement, then, is a strong commitment by management to a long-term move to object-oriented operation.

That commitment shouldn't be precipitous, however. Grady Booch, director of object-oriented products for Rational (Santa Clara, CA), says, "The last thing you want to do is bet your next project on the new language and methodology, because you'll probably fail."

Although Rational provides software engineering facilities for implementing design notation, process
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environment as a part of its Software Through Pictures line of CASE products. The company will initially be releasing the C++ product bundled with its consultation service, part of which is a Pilot Project Program. Among the goals of this program are to make sure the customer's expectations are properly set at three levels: the executive level, the technical manager's level and the user's level, according to Ed Mueller, IDE's director of marketing.

IDE assigns one of its own employees as a consultant to work with the customer through the entire first project. "The customer has his own people who understand the project but may not know how to model it," Mueller says. The consulting service makes that marriage between application expertise and an understanding of how to define the problem via objects.

Restrictive, but flexible

Object-oriented design is in one sense more restrictive than using a procedural language—it works only with objects and within class hierarchies. But at the same time it's very flexible, because the way classes and class hierarchies are defined depends on the user's perspective on his or her problem.

Rational's Booch says, "The reality of object-oriented technology is that it's very incremental and iterative. I've never written a class right the first time. You have to define a class and see if it really fits the problem domain you're working in; then you have to refine it. As an example, Booch notes that if you're building an airplane, you might define it in terms of objects such as wings and engines. But if you're in air traffic control, airplanes might be perceived in terms of position, velocity, passengers, and altitude.

The flexibility of object-oriented approaches results from the fact that you can define objects using nouns found in a requirements specification. You create these objects out of more general-purpose, existing objects, or, in rare cases, you might write new classes from scratch, all the while making sure they follow all the rules of encapsulation. It's very important, then, that application experts have control over how problems are broken down and how class hierarchies are built, because the true value of reusable class libraries comes because they're tailored to the specific appli-
Real-time object-oriented programming systems

Despite the much publicized benefits of object-oriented technology (OOT), developers of real-time and embedded applications have been slow to adopt it. Most experimentation has been with C++, and then only as a “better C.” As a result, there are widespread fears that object-oriented programming suffers from performance problems.

Meanwhile, OOT has taken the rest of the software world by storm. Software developers have found that objects model the problem domain much more effectively than procedural software. OOT lets you build systems from reusable components. Encapsulation and inheritance provide powerful tools for building software analogs of real-world objects. Productivity is dramatically enhanced—some reports claim by an order of magnitude—and code is more reliable and maintainable. Garbage collection eliminates memory management errors.

Diving into OOT

Those few real-time developers who have taken the plunge into OOT are completely sold on these advantages. The rest continue to sit skeptically on the sidelines. So, what's going on here?

It’s a common misconception that real-time systems must be “fast”; the real requirement, in fact, is to be “fast enough.” Raw speed doesn’t automatically translate into better performance. For large software systems, most performance problems can be traced to the complexity of the application. Unfortunately, programmers aren’t very good at predicting where such performance bottlenecks will occur.

This is where OOT comes in. Developers using a high-productivity environment such as Smalltalk can build an application quickly and collect performance data early in the development cycle. Because encapsulation results in strong, well-defined interfaces, it’s easy to change the OO application to eliminate performance problems as they’re identified. No guesswork is needed to identify bottlenecks and no time is lost optimizing code that doesn’t lie on the critical path.

How much reworking will be needed? This is difficult to predict, but the old maxim that 90 percent of the time is spent executing 10 percent of the code suggests that only a small fraction of the program will need to be changed.

This strategy is often more effective than programming in a language such as C and relying on optimizing compilers to deliver the required performance boost. A bias toward sophisticated optimizing compilers often means delays in shipping leading-edge products, since compilers are usually a generation behind the current hardware technology. Moreover, optimizing compilers create side effects that make performance measurement more difficult. The biggest performance gains come from smart programmers, not smart programs.

What about garbage collection?

Critics of OOT claim that garbage collection leads to unpredictable execution times and slow response. The proposed solution is to write code that doesn’t create garbage—the “real men manage their own memory” approach. This wouldn’t be a fine strategy if it worked.

The trouble is that most interesting applications demand some dynamic storage allocation, and large, complex systems require lots of it. Multiprocessor systems in particular present real memory management challenges. There’s almost no chance to successfully handle this without automated assistance.

OOT systems such as Smalltalk use generation-scavenging collectors which are very efficient. In typical interactive Smalltalk applications, measurements show that garbage collection uses less than 3 percent of CPU cycles. By carefully analyzing the rate and type of new object allocation—and so of garbage creation—real-time implementers have been able to tune their systems to work very successfully with these scavenging collectors.

It’s true that real-time applications would be easier to implement if the garbage collector was designed to have predictable, bounded behavior. Current systems don’t support such real-time features because they were designed for workstations. This is an area of active development, however, and we expect that real-time collectors will be commercially available within the next two years. This will radically change perceptions within the real-time community.

Real-time Smalltalk

Although OOT got off to a slow start in the real-time arena, the situation is gradually changing. This is best illustrated by the growing number of embedded Smalltalk applications. When Smalltalk emerged from the laboratories of Xerox PARC ten years ago and started the OO revolution, it was a large, slow, single-user, workstation-bound environment. Today, with modern packaging technology, Smalltalk applications can be placed in ROM and can operate with as little as 50 kbytes of DRAM.

Team programming environments let multiuser Smalltalk teams develop complex applications in a disciplined, version-controlled and configuration-managed environment. Remote interfaces, integrated network support, embedded Smalltalk requiring no external I/O devices, and multiprocessor Smalltalk have all been demonstrated. Expert system toolkits are becoming available which provide the components needed to build embedded knowledge-based applications.

Examples of successful embedded Smalltalk applications include:

- An integrated wafer fabrication facility being developed by Texas Instruments,
- A radar receiver built by the Canadian Defence Research Establishment,
- A network analyzer being marketed by Hewlett-Packard,
- A network management system for process control developed by Allen-Bradley,
- The Tektronix TDS540 500-MHz oscilloscope, and
- An automatic test and evaluation system for printed circuit boards developed by NCR.

Looking ahead, it seems clear that as the technology continues to mature, the productivity and quality advantages of OOT will be increasingly attractive to real-time developers.

Brian M. Barry, vice-president of R&D, Object Technology International, Ottawa, Ontario
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cation domain that a company is working in—in almost the same way as a set of proprietary, custom-designed parts.

**Stumbling blocks to recycling**

Creating truly reusable classes, however, is only half the battle. BNK's Gullekson notes that "organizationally and culturally, very few organizations are set up for reuse." Two things have to happen for an organization to effectively reuse its code. First, there has to be a group in the company that's in charge of the base components, admitting them to the class libraries and making people aware of their existence and what they do. "Otherwise," says Gullekson, "you'll have everybody doing their own little project-specific things, but nobody will be focusing on a common set.

The second requirement is cultural. The reward and recognition system in most companies is biased toward people producing many lines of code, rather than being based on reusing code. A better metric for an object-oriented operation is to ask how much existing code was reused. In the same way that logic designers can fashion new ICs with existing libraries of elements and not have to worry about device physics, software designers need to be rewarded for their creativity in combining objects to build new things. "From a software background, that's a pretty new concept," says Gullekson.

**Tools for large projects**

The fundamental problem with large projects, according to Rational's Booch, is complexity. "In such cases managerial issues kick in. In small systems, you don't worry about configuration management and version control. At the big end, you live and die by them." Booch says that the requirements for success are notation, process and tools. Notation, which usually represents a design methodology, provides a common language for management and engineering across the different phases and levels of a project. The process defines the steps needed to create the product and explains how to measure the products created. Finally, the tools must support both the notation and the process.

Rational, which offers a range of software engineering tools, also has an object-oriented analysis and design environment called Rational Rose. Rose uses an object-oriented notation developed by Booch which is seamlessly applicable to both the analysis and design stages of development—especially important given the iterative nature of a designer's activity when moving back and forth between analysis modeling and design implementation in the course of refining the design.

Rose includes browsers, analysis and design checkers, document generators, forward and reverse engineering tools, animation tools, and hooks to other tools, all of which communicate via a common object-oriented data repository. You work with the system via an OSF Motif/X Windows graphical user interface.

The browsers, working within the data repository, are able to help you search for appropriate classes and components, not only within the bounds of the current application, but also across project boundaries. Rational also supplies a design library of ready-made, extensible components, called Booch components, which can quickly be integrated into Rose to serve as the basis for developing domain-specific class libraries. These component are available in a C++ version now, with an Ada version to follow.

Building up class libraries and application components or even whole applications that can be reused is increasingly recognized as the way to get productivity out of object-oriented technology. A CASE tool called ObjectMaker from Mark V Systems (Encino, CA) lets you select from some 20 design methods and notations to produce objects and applications which can then be used to automatically generate Ada or C code. ObjectMaker also has a reverse engineering capability that lets you analyze the structure of existing code so it can be assigned graphic diagrams that describe its functions.

In creating designs with ObjectMaker, you can browse in graphical libraries, looking not only for classes and objects called for in the design but also for complete applications that might be used in a current project. An application that must be modified in some way to meet the needs of such a project can be traversed in terms of the objects that compose it using this software. You can then identify those objects that need to be modified to fit the application to current needs.

"ObjectMaker, in the absence of existing classes, gives you a general-purpose design tool and the ability to do code generation," says Mark V's marketing manager, Mo Bjornestad, "but the graphics can be pre-existing and already linked to completed code as well." An ObjectMaker design will automatically pull in the code associated with pre-existing graphic objects and will then let you generate code for those objects that don't exist yet.

**On the CASE**

Cadre Technologies is now adding object-oriented analysis and design to its Teamwork line of CASE tools. The analysis tool is used to construct a representation of a real-time system, generating system specifications that focus on objects and their relationships. An intelligent editing system consisting of six types of editors lets you graphically produce a complete requirements document that's automatically checked for consistency and accuracy.

An entity relationship diagram editor models the information structure among objects and their attributes. A state transition diagram editor models the life cycle of each object in the entity relationship diagram. The models show the states in the life cycle and the processes that occur in each state. A data flow diagram editor shows the processing for each state, and an object communication model describes the communication between objects. A matrix editor works with state matrices, which are tabular representations of state transition diagrams. The process specification editor lets you enter textual descriptions of how objects transform inputs into outputs. And finally, the data dictionary entry editor lets you define the attribute types and definitions for objects and the relationships, transitions,
Ariel V-C40 Hydra Breaks the BOPS Barrier

1.1 billion operations per second sets the record for 6U VMEbus coprocessor cards

Only Ariel’s Hydra combines four TI TMS320C40 DSPs to deliver twice the processing speed and four times the I/O bandwidth of any 6U VMEbus coprocessor card. It’s the only choice for the most compute-intensive multiprocessor applications.

The V-C40 packs up to 64 Mbytes of DRAM as well as up to 5 Mbytes of SRAM in eight banks—two per processor. Each DSP has direct access to memory via dual 32-bit memory buses, as well as six parallel I/O ports and a high-speed six-channel programmable DMA controller. All six channels can transfer data simultaneously without interrupting program execution.

Hydra also includes a 24-bit parallel ADbus that lets you access a wide range of high-speed data acquisition cards. Development support includes an ANSI C compiler and the first PC-based XDS510 in-circuit emulator to support parallel processing. And of course, with Ariel’s legendary technical support, you’ll never work alone.

To learn more about the V-C40 Hydra, or any of Ariel’s DSP products for ISA/EISA, VMEbus, SBus, Hewlett-Packard, NeXT, or Macintosh computers, send us a fax, leave us a message on the BBS or E-mail, or just give us a call.
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433 River Road Highland Park, NJ 08904
(908) 249-2900 FAX:(908) 249-2123
DSP BBS:(908) 249-2124
Email: ariel@ariel.com
stores, and data flow that each object represents.

Cadre's object-oriented design tool, called Teamwork/OOD, is the programming environment that takes the system specifications through to code. It uses Cadre's object-oriented design language environment (Oodle), a form of notation that supports the iterative, recursive design that's characteristic of object-oriented methods. Oodle lets you view classes in terms of their external specifications (such as inputs, methods and outputs), their position with regard to inheritance from other classes and their dependency (for example, client-server relationships) on other classes. The notation also lets you view the internal structure chart of a class, which shows the flow of control and the structure of the code.

The Teamwork/OOD tool includes a C++ source builder that analyzes design diagrams and produces C++ code frames that can be compiled. True to the iterative nature of object-oriented design, the tool includes a C++ capture utility that lets you edit the output of the source builder and reinject information back into the design. Such a dual-function tool is necessary, according to Cadre's Hazard, "because you need something that lets you navigate around C++ code while you're thinking about objects. In object-oriented design, there's a lot going on behind your back, like overriding, overloading, streams, and inheritance, and you need a support infrastructure behind you."

The Smalltalk alternative

Object-oriented design tools aren't limited to C++, however. There's growing support for Smalltalk, a language that was conceived from the ground up to be object-oriented. As a result, Smalltalk successfully enforces an object-oriented programming methodology.

"Smalltalk really consists of a core plus a lot of components you add," says Brian Barry, vice-president of research and development for Object Technology International (OTI—Ottawa, Ontario). Object Technology has adapted the Smalltalk V language licensed from Digitalk (San Diego, CA) for real-time applications.

OTI's real-time product, Env/Smalltalk, consists of the Smalltalk virtual machine, a kind of interpreter and a number of objects needed for the system to run. "Then everything else in the environment is added," says Barry. OTI has added objects to deal with problems specific to real-time (such as the abilities to handle interrupts), to interface to a real-time operating system and to place a Smalltalk image in ROM. In addition, there are mechanisms to see that certain Smalltalk operations such as garbage collection (the reclaiming of allocated memory space) doesn't take place when user primitives are executing. This ensures deterministic behavior for real-time applications.

Env/Smalltalk can be integrated with OTI's second major product, Env/Developer, to form a multiuser software engineering environment. Env/Developer is aimed at larger projects and integrates version control and configuration management with the Smalltalk programming environment. It includes a tool called Env/Manager, which provides an intelligent view of classes from the point of view of the application. This configuration management tool can keep track of different development streams, platform dependencies and software releases. By knowing which platform it's targeted for, it can put together a configuration from the proper modules in the library. So you might write an application and then set up different configurations of that application for different hardware or OS target environments.

Env/Developer works with what OTI's Barry calls modules; the software knows which modules are part of other modules and which belong together for a given target application. Barry says that modules form the truly reusable components of the system. "A class by itself really doesn't do anything for you," he says, "because you have to instantiate a class and make it into an object. It usually takes several clas-
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The Envy/Developer tool, then, helps design teams get beyond the class browsing level so they can look at functions as groups of classes. "This," says Barry, "is the thing that then becomes reusable and modular, because it actually provides services—you kick it and you get an answer back."

"Kicking it and getting an answer back" is one of the advantages of operating at a higher level of abstraction than source code. This makes it easier to prototype object-oriented applications at the architectural level and play "what-if" games before committing to a design.

The ObjectTime object-oriented CASE tool from Bell Northern Research integrates the ability to diagram system requirements in terms of objects with the capability to execute the model at the architectural level. ObjectTime uses a methodology called Room (real-time object-oriented modeling), which is consistent over all levels of the design.

Room models a system in three dimensions: structure, or the graphical decomposition of the system into encapsulated objects; behavior, graphically represented by hierarchical state machines; and inheritance, which provides a basis for abstraction and reuse. With inheritance, objects can be derived from other objects already defined by merely specifying their distinguishing characteristics. For example, a tiger inherits all the attributes of "cat," but adds the distinguishing properties of size and stripes.

Objects in the Room methodology are called "actors"; they have behaviors (state machines) and communicate via defined protocols called ports. Multiple actors can be connected and contained within a larger actor, which communicates with the outside world via its own ports and is also linked to the actors within. The Room system, then, embodies two of the major attributes of the language level, it would be too much trouble to prototype a number of design alternatives."

Given the ability to model at a very abstract level—or, indeed, at any level—ObjectTime doesn't lock the development process into distinct phases as does the classic "waterfall model" so beloved by CASE theorists and so scorned by most real developers. (Its components are analysis, design, implementation, testing, and maintenance.)

Rather, ObjectTime lets you move freely back and forth between the analysis stage, where you try to gain comprehension of the problem through modeling, design and implementation. Design and implementation really use the same concepts as analysis, but with more emphasis on object decomposition. Components that were modeled on an abstract level in analysis are fleshed out in later stages by having their internal state machines defined in detail. These components are in turn reused in another round of analysis to make sure the implementation is meeting requirements. Eventually, the analysis model and design implementation should converge in the completed product.

OOD in-the-small

The promise that object-oriented development holds for managing the complexity of large systems, providing for the reuse of code and letting non-programming experts build systems based on their understanding has already been realized in several application areas on a small scale. These small-scale—and often graphically oriented—"application builders" aren't as semantically rich in general as are programming languages. But they do let users within a bounded application domain rapidly assemble, test and utilize applications in the terminology and metaphors of their own disciplines—such as instrumentation, process control or more generalized real-time control.

National Instruments (Austin, TX), for example, is a pioneer in using computers to control and coordinate the use of multiple instruments with personal computers, primarily the Apple Macintosh. National Instruments today offers a family of products called LabView for the Macintosh, the PC with MS-Windows and Sun workstations. LabView lets scientists and engineers program entirely in terms of...
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Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) has patented an active suspension system that controls pumps powering hydropneumatic suspension struts used to support vehicles. The development process was greatly facilitated by using RTware's ControlCalc, a multitasking spreadsheet that lets you quickly design, test and implement a variety of control and acquisition schemes on Microware's OS-9.

The computer chosen for the project was a 16-MHz Motorola 68020 with 1.5 Mbytes of memory on-board, a 68881 FPU and a SCSI controller with 1 Mbyte of RAM. I/O was performed with IndustryPacks. All this hardware was placed in a VMEbus chassis mounted in the vehicle.

Spreadsheet helped simulation
With ControlCalc, the use of multiple pages of the spreadsheet for both multitasking and object design let parts of the system be prepared and integrated into the whole template when completed. The spreadsheet's ability to provide memory I/O for simulation permitted the software template to be tested without requiring hardware.

The control algorithm was broken into several parts, corresponding to pages in the spreadsheet. The sections included sensor input and filtering, control output and filtering, position control, pitch and roll control, skyhook damping control, data acquisition, and operator interface (for example, constant adjustments and display of important variables).

ControlCalc eased the design effort by letting SwRI treat each page as a black box, providing output to and taking input from other pages. If a section of the template wasn't completed, the page could be programmed to provide fixed values, run through an array of values, or produce outputs as the result of a simple function. As each page was completed, it could then be incorporated into the overall template by simply replacing the dummy page.

Since ControlCalc let us add functions, either by coding and linking them to ControlCalc libraries or by coding them as software interrupts, we were able to add a timer call to time each page. Our algorithm calculated almost everything as floating-point numbers. We measured approximately 20,000 Flops per algorithm cycle. Calculating the time for the various operations, as well as the housekeeping performed by the spreadsheet, gave us a theoretical throughput of 34 ms, which was in fact what we measured.

Improving performance
Two approaches were considered to improve performance, should future control systems require faster loop times. The first was simply to upgrade the hardware. Doubling the PU/FPU speed would nearly double performance. The second used built-in capabilities of ControlCalc. By scaling all of the input operations into the integer range and then converting them back upon output, all of the math could be performed by the integer math unit. This was calculated to provide a performance of approximately 7 to 9 ms per control loop. This technique is currently being reviewed for testing.

ControlCalc considers each cell to have a data type that is wholly dependent on the type of calculation being performed. This affords the developer a simple way to change from floating-point to integer math—or to ignore the details of variable type altogether. This capability facilitates the testing of ideas, making users more productive.

By hooking the spreadsheet to a graphical interface, we're able to design screens that clearly show our test cell operators what's going on with each aspect of the test or data being gathered. ControlCalc supports a wide variety of gadgets that can insulate an operator from the test template. Graphics, along with the ability to page templates together, offers a flexible approach to testing, data acquisition and control.

Josef Zeevi, research engineer, Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, TX
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graphic objects, building software modules called virtual instruments (VIs). Virtual instruments can, in turn, be represented as icons and used as building blocks for more complex VIs.

To build a VI, you first define a front panel by selecting typical front-panel items from a menu. A strip chart, CRT display, slider switches, knobs, and indicator lights correspond to classes in the object-oriented sense. They become objects when you instantiate them by placing them on the front panel and giving them values such as scale, color, a range (for example, 0-200 V), or a size.

The second step in programming a VI is performed in the diagram window by wiring together icons representing function and control objects. You literally "wire" them together using a cursor that looks like a little spool of wire. The diagram window contains symbols representing connections to the objects in the front panel.

Functions can be as simple as a numeric constant or as complex as a finite impulse response filter. Do you need to use some equation not contained in the menu? Just pop up the formula node, attach symbols representing the input terms and the output of the equation, write the equation inside the node, and wire it up.

Also included in the LabView graphical programming environment are programming structures such as sequence structures that let you define groups of operations that must happen in a specific order. Loops are available too, letting you enclose a set of objects within a graphic loop. You then assign a time constant so the loop—data sampling, for example—repeats every so many milliseconds. The data flow along the "wires" that connect objects determines the sequence of operation within a structure. For each object supplied with LabView, there's a help window that displays the object's inputs and outputs and describes its function.

"Engineers and scientists could really care less about how we implemented LabView," says Jack Barber, product marketing manager for National Instruments. "All they really know is it seems to match the way they think about problems. LabView addresses people who are looking for an alternative to C and Basic."

LabView can be used to create VIs entirely within the computer by means of a family of plug-in data acquisition boards which are also treated as objects by the programming environment. The software can also be used to control multiple physical instruments over a GPIB or VXI bus. In such cases, LabView takes advantage of the high signal bandwidth and processing power internal to the instruments and turns its own power on the task of analyzing the data they measure.

In addition, LabView can output via the add-on boards and so can be used in some control applications where high speed isn't a requirement. Graphic images of physical plants can be imported and linked to VIs as well. Recently NASA engineers used an animated image of the space shuttle Columbia in LabView, which was in turn connected to the shuttle's internal sensors to track down a hydrogen leak that had delayed the launch. "They used it because they were able to put a system together so quickly," says Barber.

PLCs like Gello

Quickly putting control systems together is the forte of Gello by Event Technologies (ETI—Indianapolis, IN). Gello (Graphically Enhanced Ladder LOGic) is specifically aimed at simplifying the task of programming programmable logic controllers (PLCs). PLCs are typically programmed with ladder logic, which is based on techniques for wiring electromechanical relays. Basic objects in Gello represent relays and contacts, counters, timers, inverters, and AND and OR gates. In addition, there are analog inputs and bit operations, to name a few.

Gello consists of two parts. The Gellix editor runs on a PC under MS-Windows or on a Unix workstation under X Windows. The Gello engine can run on a variety of target processors, including the 80X86 and 68X0, and is being shipped with a number of single-board computers from companies including ProLog (Monterey, CA) and Heurikon (Madison, WI). The Gello engine actually contains the basic set of objects supplied with the system. The programs written with the Gellix editor define the parameters and the data flow between the objects. In a sense, the programs instantiate what are more properly called classes within the engine into the actual programming objects.

The Gellix editor lets you select rectangular objects from a menu
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The need for application-specific software tools

Over the years, personal computers have redefined the way people approach and solve their problems. The power and performance of computers make them much more efficient tools for solving problems than the old way of tackling them by hand. Application software is key to problem-solving, however. If the available software is too primitive or too far removed from the user's application area, computerization can create bottlenecks and reduce productivity.

Programming with pictures

Everyday experience reveals that people are visually oriented; they often draw pictures or diagrams to communicate ideas and concepts to others. It's no surprise, then, that graphical application software is easier to learn and more accessible to many non-computer experts. Graphical software lets those who otherwise don't have the time, education or skill to learn programming using conventional text languages develop their own programming systems. Giving non-programmers the ability to program is especially important today, since the need for software is fast outstripping the capacity of the relatively few programmers available.

The advantages of graphical application software go far beyond the elimination of syntactical knowledge required to program in a conventional language. Text-based programming is an inherently linear process and forces humans to think and express their ideas in terms constrained by the architecture of a computer. With graphical software the users conceptualize applications in their own terms. Users can easily examine a graphical depiction for relevant features and complex relationships that would be hidden in the code of a text-based program.

The challenge to the software developer is to do more than simply paste a graphical user interface on top of a software system. He or she must actually produce a high-level software layer that insulates the end user from the programming details of the underlying computer architecture. The developer must find a computational model, a programming metaphor and building blocks that match the user and the application area. If this is done correctly, the user interacts with the computer, not as a bit-crunching machine, but as a more intuitive tool for solving the application problem.

First, the software developer should consider the end users: how do they think about their problems, how do they conceptualize their solutions and what tools do they use to implement solutions? By supplying familiar tools and terminology, the software package serves as a productivity enhancement rather than a hindrance to the application development.

Tools of the trade

Probably the most famous and widely used application-specific tool is the spreadsheet. The average businessperson isn't a computer programmer, but still needs to use the computer for its computational power. Before the spreadsheet, the businessperson hired a professional programmer who used Cobol to write cumbersome text-based programs. The spreadsheet delivered an application-specific tool that matched the way the businessperson thought about and conceptualized the application—in rows and columns of numbers.

Another well-known application-specific tool is LabView from National Instruments, which is used to automate instrumentation applications. Although engineers and scientists are very technically minded, they aren't necessarily computer scientists; application-specific tools that remove the tedious programming details are welcome to them. Realizing that test and measurement programs are like instruments, except that the user interacts with a terminal rather than a front panel, National Instruments devised the virtual instrument (VI) concept.

By mimicking the proven interface provided by hardware instrumentation, the front panels of VIs create a familiar environment giving the user intuitive control of the software system. LabView also offers an innovative block diagram programming methodology—a natural design notation for engineers who think about and solve their problems with flow charts and block diagrams. Finally, LabView's modular approach, in which the user connects VIs together to build more sophisticated systems, matches the way technicians connect laboratory or industrial equipment.

The payoff

Are high-level, domain-specific programming environments effective? Judging from the popularity of existing application-specific products such as LabView, the answer is yes. Such products have gathered enthusiastic and loyal followings. Users have reported that not only can they solve their problems more rapidly, but that programming can actually be fun.

While implementing application-specific software tools calls for a significant investment to research the needs of end users, the result can be tools that dramatically increase the productivity of end users while also reducing their frustration. Such products can be very successful, as well as redefining how users approach and solve their problems.

Jack Barber, LabView product marketing manager, National Instruments, Austin, TX

and place them on a screen grid. Each object has a name, an icon, up to three inputs, an output that can be either analog or binary, and up to two variable options. When you click the mouse on one of the variable options, a window opens requesting the definition of the variable. Objects are connected by drawing lines between them on the page.

The hierarchical nature of Gello lies in the fact that a page that contains objects can itself be collapsed into an object icon, which can in turn be used on the next higher page in the design hierarchy. The user can move down through the design, opening objects to view the other objects that make them up. Pages can be saved in a library for reuse in other designs.

For those who need to create new objects at the Gello engine level, Event Technologies provides a developer's kit. Creating a new object means developing a function that will then be linked into the Gello
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engine and associated with an icon (created by a paint program) in the Gellix editor.

“We're an object-oriented language,” says ETT's vice-president of marketing, William Lydon, “but we're bounded because we're for industrial and process control applications.” As PLCs are increasingly programmed via front-end computers for more complex operations, there’s a need to bring the long-established knowledge of the process engineers along. “A guy who understands pneumatic and electrical diagramming that he’s been using for 70 years can take his mouse, draw on a screen like a piece of paper, download it, and he’s created an application,” says Lydon.

Flexibility vs specialization

While object-oriented environments for real time gain competitive advantage by intentionally targeting the boundaries of an application domain, the lure of remaining flexible is alluring. The spreadsheet is a general-purpose metaphor from the business domain that’s now being used in the real-time control domain as a kind of canvas upon which designers can paint their process-control applications. RTware (Durham, NC) has applied the spreadsheet model to real-time programming with a product called ControlCalc.

“In a fairly simple sense, all spreadsheets are object-oriented,” says Laurent Meilleur, vice-president for sales and marketing for RTware, “in as much as each cell and each sheet contains its own data and its own definition of equations.” There are different classes of cells, including types such as expression, macro, display, and setpoint cells, even ladder logic diagrams. But Meilleur admits, “You’re not able to add new objects or create higher classes of objects. But in its operation, it’s object-oriented.”

Pages created for one application can be saved in libraries and reused for others. During design prototyping, you can set up dummy pages to supply data that will be generated later by the finished application, or you can map I/O cells to data files rather than the final hardware ports.

ControlCalc is organized like a spreadsheet, with cells that contain expressions, data, text, or references to other cells or screen display objects. Each page, which can have up to 256 cells, is considered a task in a real-time application, and so each page is assigned a priority. ControlCalc runs by scanning each page from the upper left to bottom right and executing those cells that contain expressions. Interrupts that invoke a higher-priority task (or page) suspend scanning of the interrupted page until the page invoked by the interrupt has executed.

ControlCalc runs under the OS/9000 real-time operating system from Microware (Des Moines, IA). It also incorporates a graphic mapping window that lets you map the values in a cell to graphic objects on the screen, such as gauges, dials and strip charts. As with LabView, you can create your own models of plants or other objects under control, and you can tie limited animations to changing values within cells.

“Gluing a bunch of things together in a set of sequences to make something work” is Applied’s Jensen’s somewhat irreverent summary of what object-oriented technology is all about. Of course, it requires formal definition and standards—and, of course, not all systems calling themselves object-oriented conform to the formal definition of that term.

Object Technology International

Object-oriented software development is a response to a need—a need for less confusion, for less repetitious work—and is a natural outgrowth of the human mind’s tendency to think in visual metaphors. That’s why there is such emphasis on graphical representation in the field.

But object-oriented technology also has implications for the future role of the programmer. People who write, compile and debug code have been intimately involved in the engineering of all manner of specialized products. Studies of software engineering have shown that application expertise is more important to the success of a project than programming expertise. The job of the programmer, as we move ever more deeply into object-oriented technology, will be to create application-specific tools that nonprogrammer engineers and scientists can use to solve their problems.

This is not to suggest that “true” computer programmers will become a dying breed. But the emphasis of their job activity will shift. The dialogue between the expert who understands his or her application needs and the programmer who must translate those needs into code will diminish. Instead, programmers will identify the architectural needs of application domains and supply tools in the form of class libraries and tool environments.

Of course, the need to get down deep into the code will never really go away. Especially in real-time applications, there’s always something that needs tweaking or that doesn’t fit quite right and requires a kind of digital Mr. Goodwrench to come in and fix it.
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Borrowing from earlier design helps speed Microflash to market

The Holometrix team from left to right: Tony O'Leary, product development engineer; Helen Shaw, sales engineer; Zbyszek Brzezinski, senior software engineer; Joe Chervenak, senior scientist; John Morin, product development engineer; David Haines, director of sales and marketing. In the center of the photo is the Thermaflash 2200. Borrowing several design ideas from the Thermaflash, Holometrix designers were able to bring their lower-cost Microflash product to market in just over six months.

There's a growing awareness that the development and exploitation of new materials are critical to maintaining competitiveness. As a result, the demand for instruments which measure the physical properties of such materials continues to grow. With this in mind, in 1989 Holometrix (Bedford, MA) developed the Thermaflash 2200, an instrument that measures the thermal properties of materials at temperatures of up to 2000°C.

The company sold several systems at a price of over $150,000, but feedback from potential customers revealed that a lower-cost instrument would have a much broader appeal. "We've had customers in the electronics industry who've been looking for a low-temperature unit," says Helen Shaw, sales engineer at Holometrix, "but they're not prepared to pay over $100,000 for a capability they don't need."

Hoping to capitalize on this demand, Holometrix began thinking about a benchtop thermal analysis system, with the base system priced under $40,000. The company envisioned a system that, like Thermaflash, could measure the diffusivity, specific heat and conductivity of materials, but one that operated without the high-temperature capability. Designers were given six months to do the basic design of the follow-on...
**Microflash: how it works**

The Microflash system was designed to meet the need for a low-cost laser flash instrument that measures the diffusivity and specific heat of materials at room temperature. Designers at Holometrix borrowed many elements from their earlier, more expensive Thermaflash 2200, a system that measures material properties at extremely high temperatures, to create Microflash, a benchtop instrument that incorporates an external personal computer.

To operate Microflash, a dime-sized, disk-shaped sample of the material to be tested is placed in the sample holder. The sample’s thickness, mass and volume are entered into the PC, along with the test temperatures. The program is run, and when the test temperature is reached, the laser fires a single pulse which strikes one side of the sample. The infrared detector monitors the temperature rise of the back surface of the sample and this data results in a curve. The points of the curve are then matched to a set of theoretical curves stored in the PC. The software basically goes through a curve-fitting process and picks out the theoretical curve that is appropriate. The shape of that curve determines the diffusivity of the sample.

To determine specific heat of the sample, the absolute temperature rise of the sample is analyzed. This works on the principle of comparing the temperature rise of the test material to a material with a known specific heat. The reference material must be similar to the test material—for example, alumina is a good reference material for ceramic materials and molybdenum for metals. Assuming that the test and reference samples absorb roughly the same amount of energy, the specific heat of the sample is calculated. The mass of both samples and the specific heat of the reference material are all known values. By comparing the temperature rises of the two samples, the specific heat of the test sample is easily calculated.

Once the sample is set up and the test parameters entered, the instrument runs by itself. At room temperature, a single test takes only a few seconds.
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and available time, designing a custom board was out of the question. So, Morin went searching for an off-the-shelf card that would meet the appropriate speed, resolution and cost requirements. The Thermaflash system used a 16-bit, 100-kHz data-acquisition card from Data Translation (Marlborough, MA) and a separate card for digital I/O. For the Microflash, Morin decided a 12-bit, 100-kHz card would be sufficient. After considering cards from Keithly-Metrabyte and National Instruments, he settled on the DT2812A, a 12-bit, 100-kHz card also from Data Translation.

With OEM discounts, the board is priced at $715. "The cost was probably the deciding factor," says Morin. "It would be very difficult to justify much of an effort to design something custom while there are standard products available at the same cost."

Another major system component of the Microflash system is the amplifier, designed and built by an outside contractor to Holometrix's specifications. Using output signals from the IR detector, the amplifier reads the background temperature before the laser is fired. It then zeros that value, so that when the laser's fired, you get a signal that's referenced to the background signal. An analog subsystem, the amplifier is made up of a sample-and-hold and several op amps. Because the sensitivity of the IR detector changes with background temperature, the amplifier has three preamps, each for different beam ranges. The gain of each is set digitally.

While the amplifier design didn't change from the earlier machine, the means of controlling it did. The Thermaflash system had a separate card with 48 digital I/O channels. Besides setting the amplifier gain, this card was used to switch all the controls for the furnace, such as the vacuum system, the input sensors for water shutoff and the aperture. For Microflash, which has no furnace, there's enough digital I/O right on the DT2812A data-acquisition card. The device uses the 8-bit outputs on the data-acquisition card to set the amplifier gain.

Once the gain is set, the DT2812A card sets up and executes a DMA transfer. The laser then fires. The scanning frequency on the DT2812A is set based on the amount of time you want to scan the back of the sample. The card acquires 4000 points of data, which determines the frequency and the total scan time.

A sensor triggers an interrupt when it detects that the laser has fired. The laser's charging and firing is controlled by the PC via a parallel port connected to the laser power supply.

Aside from monitoring and controlling the amplifier and laser, the DT2812A has a number of other data-acquisition and control responsibilities. For example, the temperature is read through one of the analog-to-digital channels on the data-acquisition card.

### Software design

The original plan for the Microflash system called for a Microsoft Win-
dows-based software implementation. But given the time-to-market pressure, the team decided that a Windows-based software design would take too long to complete. Furthermore, the overall design philosophy was to reuse whatever could be used from the Thermaflash. It was decided, therefore, to write the software under DOS and leave Windows as a future upgrade. "We'll definitely look at doing that [a Windows implementation] at a later date," says Zbyszek Brzezinski, senior software engineer. "There's a perception these days that software is no good unless there's a mouse. We would have written the original program under Windows if Windows Version 3.0 had been available at that time [1989], but it wasn't."

To save time, Brzezinski used as many routines from the old design as possible. The user interface was redesigned to focus on room-temperature measurements. All the programming was done in C, except for a few key time-critical routines, which were done in assembler. Aside from Microsoft's 6.0 C compiler, which was used to compile the code, the team used only its own custom-made graphics and analysis tools.

While the original software required a lot of development work just to make it function, modifying it for the Microflash product was a relatively straightforward task. One reason for this was that the original software had a layered structure. As a result, hardware changes could easily be made that affected only a single layer of software, not the whole program.

The code is divided into four layers: port, equipment, user interface, and the main program. The port level handles all the I/O communication to the board in the computer. This includes a DMA transfer routine which was written in assembler. Next, the equipment level controls the various devices in the system from a high level. Other parts of the program send simple commands to the equipment level to operate the IR detector, the laser and other devices. The equipment level calls the port level to handle the specifics of the I/O operation.

This strategy let the design team make changes to the software without rewriting too much code. "If you fire the laser, you don't care whether its done through the serial output or parallel output," says Brzezinski. "That's the port level's job to decide." While the equipment level played more of a role in the old system, with its larger mix of hardware devices, it made sense to leave it in the new design. Finally, the highest level was the user interface level, which dealt with all the inputs from and outputs to the user.

According to Brzezinski, the decision to use the DT2812A board didn't have much impact on the software design. The fact that it was a Data Translation board helped because this meant fewer changes to the code. While the DT2812A board package includes a library of routines, Brzezinski didn't use any of them. "We used a lot of code from the old system," Brzezinski explains. "If I didn't have the software written already, I probably would have used the Data Translation library."
Your application is first in line with the MVC 16-line Async Commux. It's got processing capacity to spare, thanks to a 16 MIPS RISC, so system power goes to your users—not I/O.

Character processing and buffering is managed on-board by our RISC, so driver calls and host overhead are kept to a minimum. All 16 lines can operate at 38.4 KBaud. That's over 61,000 characters per second throughput, double the rate of other VMEBus async controllers.

The MVC's advanced features benefit both the integrator and programmer. Port and VMEBus parameters are soft-configured and set line-by-line. Modem control is standard. Full software support is also included, along with diagnostics and a Streams driver.

Advanced memory architecture and high-speed buffering eliminate overruns and port domination. Memory is expandable from 128KB to 1MB, so the MVC handles today's requirements and future application needs.

With over 11 years experience producing advanced storage, communications and memory products, Macrolink delivers the powerful and flexible MVC in 8 and 16 line configurations. Call us today. We won't keep you waiting.

Macrolink Inc., 1500 North Kellogg Drive, Anaheim, California 92807. Phone (714) 777-8800, FAX (714) 777-8807.
16-bit MCUs advance along many paths

Jeffrey Child, Associate Editor

Trying to stake out territory between less expensive 8-bit and more powerful 32-bit parts, 16-bit microcontrollers have evolved along traditional paths as well as in some interesting new directions. Microcontroller makers continue to add RAM and ROM, while squeezing more timers, interrupts, I/O ports, and other peripherals onto the die. At the same time, less traditional moves—from integration of RISC and DSP hardware to inclusion of smart peripherals to incorporation of special power-saving features—are having an impact.

First high-volume win

Designed jointly with the Ford Motor Company in 1982, the 9096 from Intel (Chandler, AZ) was the first 16-bit microcontroller to gain a high-volume design win. Intel, which dominated the 8-bit world at the time, wanted to base this 16-bit family on its 8-bit 8051 architecture. Unfortunately, the 8051 lacked the headroom needed for the targeted automotive application.

Intel's most recent addition to its 16-bit family is the 87C196KD. An upgrade of the 87C196KC, the new microcontroller offers 32 kbytes of ROM and 1 kbyte of RAM. The added memory will facilitate the use of high-level languages such as C. The KD is available in a 20-MHz version—a 25-percent speed increase over the KC. The part's other features include a high-speed I/O subsystem, a full-duplex serial port, pulse width modulated outputs, two 16-bit hardware timers, and a 16-bit watchdog timer. Because the peripherals on the KD are the same as on the KC, you can use the KD as a plug-in replacement for the earlier part.

According to Steve McIntyre, application manager of Intel's embedded microcomputer division, one of the strengths of the 80C196 architecture is its register-based nature, which alleviates bottlenecks in the accumulator and provides faster context switching. "Because the 80C196 has a register-based architecture, it can perform any instruction on any of its three registers at any time," says McIntyre. The 80C196 differs from other chips such as the 8051 and Motorola's 68HC11 and 68HC16, which can't run directly out of their registers without the overhead of switching techniques.

A late entrant in the 16-bit race, Motorola (Austin, TX) announced the 68HC16, its first 16-bit microcontroller offering, two years ago. While Motorola wanted to maintain code compatibility with its 8-bit 68HC11 family, it also needed to leverage the technology advances achieved with the 68300 series, its highly integrated 32-bit microcontroller family. The solution was to use an intermodule bus (IMB) with the 68HC16. The IMB lets the chip access the sophisticated peripheral modules developed for the 68300 family, as well as the 68HC11's simpler modules.

While traditional development of microcontrollers usually involves straightforward improvements in CPU frequency and higher integration, Motorola found alternative ways to boost overall performance. "There's a second level of integration going on here," says Pat Heath, technical marketing manager for advanced microcontrollers at Motorola. "The first generation involves putting serial ports, timers and such on-chip. Now we're seeing the integration of things such as RISC and DSP hardware onto the MCU." The point of such techniques is to offload the chip's CPU core as much as possible. Exemplifying such techniques is Motorola's addition of instructions to the 68HC16 architecture specifically for DSP. These instructions control special hardware on the chip suited for running DSP algorithms.

Another state-of-the-art feature included on the 68HC16-Y1 version is a time processor unit (TPU). "The TPU has a RISC engine that can perform very complex timing functions without intervention of the CPU," says Arie Brish, marketing manager for advanced microcontrollers at Motorola. Only after it accomplishes the whole function does the unit interrupt the CPU. In contrast, traditional 8-bit timers interrupt the CPU on every clock edge. With a TPU, "you can perform a very complex instruction, such as accelerating a motor, for example," says Brish. "The TPU generates all the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>RAM (bytes)</th>
<th>ROM (bytes)</th>
<th>EPROM (bytes)</th>
<th>Bus Speed (MHz)</th>
<th>Interrupts (internal/external)</th>
<th>Timers/DMA Channels</th>
<th>Emulator available</th>
<th>Peripherals</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced Micro Devices</strong></td>
<td>901 Thompson Pl, PO Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088 (408) 732-2400</td>
<td>Circle 301</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80C186</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10, 12.5, 16, 20</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>fully static CMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80C188</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10, 12.5, 16, 20</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>same as above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hitachi America</strong></td>
<td>2000 Sierra Point Pkwy, Brisbane, CA 94005-1819 (415) 589-8300</td>
<td>Circle 302</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8/510</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6, 8, 10</td>
<td>4/yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>4 channels, 10-bit ADC, 2 UARTs, 60 I/Os, wait-state ctrl, RAM refresh</td>
<td>$11.85</td>
<td>16 Mbyte addr space, 8 16-bit registers, orthogonal instr set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8/520</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>16k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6, 8, 10</td>
<td>4/yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>8 channels, 10-bit ADC, 2 UARTs, 54 I/Os, wait-state ctrl</td>
<td>$22.25</td>
<td>same as above</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8/532</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td>32k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6, 8, 10</td>
<td>8/yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>8 channels, 10-bit ADC, 1 UART, 65 I/Os, wait-state ctrl</td>
<td>$25.80</td>
<td>same as above</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8/534</td>
<td>2k</td>
<td>32k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6, 8, 10</td>
<td>8/yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>8 channels, 10-bit ADC, 2 UARTs, 65 I/Os, wait-state ctrl</td>
<td>$29.60</td>
<td>same as above</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intel</strong></td>
<td>5000 W Chandler Blvd, Chandler, AZ 85226 (602) 554-8080</td>
<td>Circle 303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8XC196KB/ 8XC196KB16</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>8k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10,12,16</td>
<td>2/yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1 serial port, 8 analog inputs, 48 I/Os, 10-bit ADC</td>
<td>$22.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8X9X6H</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>8k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2/yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>1 serial port, 8 analog inputs, 48 I/Os, 10-bit ADC</td>
<td>$5.90</td>
<td>(2,000s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8XC194/ 8XC198</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>8k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2/yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1 serial port, 4 analog inputs, 48 I/Os, 10-bit ADC</td>
<td>$8.45</td>
<td>(2,000s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8X98</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>8k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2/yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>1 serial port, 4 analog inputs, 48 I/Os, 10-bit A/D avail.</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>(2,000s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8XC196KC</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>16k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2/yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1 serial port, 8 analog inputs, 48 I/Os</td>
<td>$23.15</td>
<td>(2,000s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8X9XJF</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>16k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2/yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>1 serial port, 8 analog inputs, 48 I/Os</td>
<td>$7.90</td>
<td>(2,000s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8XC196KD/ 8XC196KD20</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td>32k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>16/20</td>
<td>2/yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1 serial port, 8 analog inputs, 48 I/Os, 8- or 16-bit ADC</td>
<td>PLCC-OTP</td>
<td>16 MHz</td>
<td>$32.95 each per 2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8XC196KR</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>16k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2/yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>2 serial ports, 8 analog inputs, 56 I/Os, 8- or 10-bit ADC</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
<td>(2,000s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8XC196MC</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>16k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2/yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1 serial port, 13 analog inputs, 53 I/Os, 8- or 10-bit ADC</td>
<td>$15.25</td>
<td>(2,000s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Until now, there was just one thing missing from CPU32 development solutions.
Introducing our newest development systems for the 68330, 68340, and 68F333 microcontrollers: emulators, CodeTAPs, debuggers, simulators, language tools, and support services. Now you have a range of tools to match your needs throughout the development cycle. Only from Applied.

**Smarter than your average tools.**

Because these new 32-bit controllers are far more complex than their predecessors, you need a smarter solution. One that saves you weeks of development time.

For example, since you can reconfigure CPU pins, you have to be able to track the changes. Ours is the only system that can determine the correct function of each pin, transparently, and in real-time.

And our new intelligent trace disassembler provides the only accurate picture of register values correlated with instructions. It also gives you detailed timing data for performance analysis.

Applied's system solves one of your most critical productivity issues. Instead of mismatched tools that don't speak the same language, you can now work with integrated tools that share a common user interface.

**A real solution costs less than you think.**

Just because our CPU32 development tools are the best in their class doesn't mean you have to pay more for top performance. You'll be pleasantly surprised at how affordable these tools are.

**Want to learn more?**

We'll send you free product information and our latest Application Note on working with the complexities of the CPU32 controllers.

**Just call Applied at 1-800-343-3659 (in WA, 206-882-2000) or return the card below.**

And ask for your solution.
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Send for FREE technical information.

Or call us at 1-800-343-3659 (In WA, 206-882-2000)

☑ Please send me product information about Applied's new development solutions for the following microcontrollers: ☐ 68330 ☐ 68340 ☐ 68F333

☑ Please send me your latest Application Note about the Motorola CPU32 microcontroller family.

☑ Please call me to arrange a demonstration.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>RAM (bytes)</th>
<th>ROM (bytes)</th>
<th>EEPROM (bytes)</th>
<th>Bus Speed (MHz)</th>
<th>Interrupts (internal/external)</th>
<th>Timers/DMA channels</th>
<th>Emulator available</th>
<th>Peripherals</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi Electronics America</td>
<td>1050 E Arques Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408)730-5900</td>
<td>Circle 304</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M37730</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8, 16, 25</td>
<td>19/3</td>
<td>13/—</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>23 I/Os</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2 channel pulse output mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M37732</td>
<td>2k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8, 16, 25</td>
<td>19/3</td>
<td>17/—</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>37 I/Os, 8-bit</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>same as above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M37702 512 to 2k</td>
<td>16k to 32k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8, 16, 25</td>
<td>19/3</td>
<td>17/—</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>68 I/Os, 1 UART, 8-channel ADC</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3-V operation, 16 Mbytes address space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M37703 512</td>
<td>16k to 32k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8, 16, 25</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>14/—</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>55 I/Os, 1 UART, 8-channel ADC</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>block move, exchange instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M37720 512</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8 or 16</td>
<td>23/2</td>
<td>17/—</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>53 I/Os, 1 UART, 8-channel ADC</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>DRAM controller, 4-bit real-time output</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motorola Advanced Microcont. Div.</th>
<th>6501 William Cannon Dr West, Austin, TX 78735 (512) 891-2000</th>
<th>Circle 305</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC68HC16Z1 1k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC68HC16Y1 2k</td>
<td>48k</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEC Electronics</th>
<th>401 Ellis St, PO Box 7241, Mountain View, CA 94039-7241 (415) 965-6000</th>
<th>Circle 306</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>78322/324 640 to 1k</td>
<td>16k to 32k</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78352 640</td>
<td>32k</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78356 2k</td>
<td>48k</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Semiconductor</th>
<th>1111 West Bordin Rd, Arlington, TX 76017 (800) 272-9959</th>
<th>Circle 307</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPC46100 1k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPC464064 512</td>
<td>16k</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPC46400E 256</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>RAM (bytes)</th>
<th>ROM (bytes)</th>
<th>EEPROM (bytes)</th>
<th>Bus Speed (MHz)</th>
<th>Interrupts (internal/external)</th>
<th>Timers/DMA channels</th>
<th>Emulator available</th>
<th>Peripherals</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SGS-Thomson Microelectronics</strong></td>
<td>100 E Bell Rd, Phoenix, AZ 85022 (602) 867-6100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Circle 308</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST107166</td>
<td>8k</td>
<td>256k</td>
<td>32/16</td>
<td>3/8 yes</td>
<td>2 UARTs, 10-bit ADC w/ 9.75 µs settling, 76 I/Os, watchdog timer</td>
<td>$53.00</td>
<td>4-stage pipeline, 10 Mips, performs 16×16 multiply in 500 ns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST10166</td>
<td>8k</td>
<td>256k</td>
<td>32/16</td>
<td>3/8 yes</td>
<td>same as above</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>same as above</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST9040</td>
<td>3.8k</td>
<td>128k</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13/9 2/6 yes</td>
<td>8-bit ADC</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Siemens Components** | 2191 Laurelwood Rd, Santa Clara, CA 95054 (800) 456-9229 | | | | Circle 309 |
| SAB 80C166             | 8k          | 16          | 16             | 6/yes yes       | 2 UARTs, 10-channel 10-bit ADC, 16 capture/compares, 76 I/Os | $32.00              | typical instruction executes in 100 ns at 20 MHz |
| SAB 83C166             | 8k          | 262k        | 16             | 6/yes yes       | same as above               | $35.00              | same as above     |
| SAB 88C166             | 8k          | 262k        | 16             | 6/yes yes       | same as above               | $95.00              | same as above, bank segmented flash |
| SAB C167               | 16k         | 55k         | 20             | 48              | 1 synch/async serial port, 110 I/Os, 16-channel 10-bit ADC | $30.00 ($10,000s)   | 16 Mbyte addr space, 5 chip selects, instr extension for HLLs |

| **Zilog**               | 210 E Hacienda Ave, Campbell, CA 95008 (408) 370-8000 | | | | Circle 310 |
| Z86C95                 | 2k          | —           | 24             | 6/4 3/— yes     | UART, ADC, DAC, PWM, mux/demux ADC | $10.00 (10,000s)    | 2.7-V version available |
| Z89120                | 2k          | 20k         | 10             | 9/3 4/— yes     | ADC, PWM, watchdog timer, 8×16 mailbox, 47 I/Os | $11.25 (10,000s)    | TI DSP translator available |
| Z89C00                | —           | 4k          | 10             | 3              | 16-bit I/O port, 16-bit programming port | $8.20 (10,000s)     | TI DSP translator avail, single-cycle 100-ns instructions |
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CIRCLE NO. 79
Even though it used precious die area, Motorola felt it was important for strategic reasons to add an intermodule bus (IMB) to its 68HC16 microcontroller architecture. The IMB lets the chip access the sophisticated peripheral modules developed for the 32-bit 68300 family, as well as the 8-bit 68HC11's simpler modules. As a result, you can expect a smooth migration path across a wide range of performance levels.

waveforms needed without interrupting the CPU.

### Moving up from eight bits

Typically you decide to use a 16-bit microcontroller to upgrade a design that's currently based on an 8-bit device. To accomplish this, engineers at Spectra-Physics Scanning Systems (Eugene, OR), a company that makes bar-code scanners for supermarkets, chose a Motorola 68HC16 for its next-generation line of portable bar-code scanners.

Brad Reddersen, the company's R&D manager for portable products, describes why there was a need to migrate: "We wanted to speed up the coding. In a bar-code scanner, you capture input data and record the time that it comes in. It's a fairly time-intensive software operation: looking at the incoming data on the fly and deciding not only which bar-code symbology it is but also interpreting what the data says. Moving from the 8-bit part to the 16-bit part, we probably saw a 4× to 6× improvement in throughput of our algorithm."

Another of Spectra-Physics' design goals was to interface its bar-code scanner with different types of data terminals. This calls for many different interface protocols—for example, to the RS-232 and the RS-485. Many such protocols have incompatible baud rates. "Traditional MCUs limit you to rates that can be derived from whatever the clock frequency is," says Phil Shepard, digital systems engineer at Spectra-Physics. "One of the nice things about the 68HC16 is that it uses a voltage-control oscillator internally to drive any number of clock frequencies."

The 68HC16 did, however, have one drawback. "One thing that Motorola didn't do as well as we would have liked is [handle] power consumption of the [68HC16]," says Shepard. "We operate in a portable environment. A lot of the portable data terminals operate off a battery. That was one of the trade-offs in moving up to a 16-bit family, either in the overall power consumption or in ways to manage it down during parts of the operating cycle."

### Power plays

Ike Saeed, marketing manager for MCU products at Mitsubishi Electronics America (Sunnyvale, CA), sees integration and 3-V operation as the two important trends for 16-bit microcontrollers. "In our 16-bit family we offer parts that operate from 2.7 V at clock speeds up to 8 MHz," says Saeed. "The resulting power dissipation is just 4 mA. We're finding a great deal of interest in low-power versions for applications such as cellular telephones and other handheld products."

The standard M37702-series chip, Mitsubishi's 16-bit microcontroller architecture, has up to 32 kbytes of on-chip ROM or EPROM, and 2 kbytes of SRAM. A standard device also has up to eight 16-bit timers, and each timer has a variety of modes. The device also has two full-duplex UART channels with a watchdog timer.

For its part, Siemens (Santa Clara, CA) has expanded its 16-bit SAB 80C166 microcontroller family by adding an enhanced part, the SAB-C167. The new part features an impressive interrupt sample rate of 50 ns, the fastest in the industry. Built for automotive engine control, the part offers a 50-ns counter resolution and a 100-ns instruction execution time at 40 MHz. The C167's expanded feature set includes a 78-kHz pulse width modulation unit, with four independent channels and a 32-channel capture/compare unit.

There are some microcontrollers that are difficult to classify as being either 8-bit or 16-bit. For example, the H8/500 series of 8/16-bit microcontrollers from Hitachi America (Brisbane, CA) has a 16-bit core with an external datapath that's eight bits wide. Benchmark tests suggest its performance is 60 percent better than that of popular 16-bit microcontrollers. With that level of performance, the H8/500 series perhaps reflects the potential of 16-bit microcontrollers to capture territory from more powerful 32-bit devices. •
The Analog & Mixed-Signal Design conference, jointly sponsored by COMPUTER DESIGN and Miller Freeman Publications, is the only conference of its kind to focus on the needs of designers involved with high-speed digital designs and mixed digital/analog designs at the board and ASIC levels. The Show Guide for the conference will have major added-value editorial—a directory of standard analog IC vendors, analog and mixed-signal ASIC vendors and CAE/CAD tool vendors—to underscore the conference's emphasis on mixed-signal board and chip design. This directory provides an opportunity for companies not exhibiting at the conference to reach COMPUTER DESIGN readers who have an interest in analog and mixed-signal design.

**The Guide:**

- Comprehensive Floor Plan
- Technical Course Catalog
- Official Exhibitor Directory
- Area Entertainment Guide

**Value-added Editorial:** COMPUTER DESIGN's directory of standard analog IC vendors, analog and mixed-signal ASIC vendors and CAE/CAD tool vendors.

**Distribution:**

- Full distribution at the Analog & Mixed-Signal Design Conference
- Additional distribution to all pre-show registrants.

**Closing Date:**

October 1, 1992

**Pricing:**

$800 Per Black & White Page — $1,000 for 4-Color Page.
Now you can exactly match your display needs to your system—with choices such as multiple head displays, large screen projection or overhead displays, or space-saving, small-footprint displays.

Vigra’s display boards provide programmable pixel resolutions that range from 640x480 to 1280x1024. Our SBus frame buffers are an ideal match for a wide range of monitors, LCD panels and electroluminescent displays.

If we don’t have a standard frame buffer to suit your requirements, just give us a call.

Vigra has developed custom frame buffers for some very demanding applications.

All of Vigra’s display boards come ready to work. Included device drivers assure compatibility with Sun’s window environments, including SunView®, XView® and OpenWindows®

So if you need a bigger (or smaller) outlook for your SBus system, just give Vigra a call today. There is a solution.

Vigra

4901 Morena Blvd., Bldg. 502
San Diego, CA 92117
(619) 483-1197 FAX: 619-483-7531
Embedded SBus gets systems orientation

Embedded SBus solutions have ridden on the coattails of the Sparcstation from Sun Microsystems Computer Corporation (Mountain View, CA). While some OEM systems use a full-fledged workstation embedded in an application, it's more likely that a single-board version of the workstation will be used. Sun, for example, has offered a single-board version of its Sparcstation (called Sparcengine) ever since the workstation was introduced. And the company has updated releases of the Sparcengine with each new Sparcstation offering.

More function, better package

But some OEMs are looking for more functionality and a more convenient package to embed into their real-time systems. Responding on the one hand to OEMs prone to YME or Multibus II solutions but looking to reduce costs, and on the other to manufacturers wanting more complete solutions than those offered by single-board computer makers, Performance Technology (Rochester, NY) is providing a system-level, Sparc-based computer designed primarily for real-time embedded solutions.

Sun claims it will convert 70 percent of its existing VME single-board customer base to single-board SBus products, while 30 percent will elect to stay with traditional VMEbus-based approaches. This second group of customers will be served by other vendors. Force Computers (Campbell, CA), through a technology exchange with Sun, offers a Sun 1E board—equivalent to a Sparcstation 1—as well as a Sparcstation 2 equivalent, the 2S, without a VME interface. A version with VME interface will be available this fall. Themis Computer (Pleasanton, CA) also offers a Sparcstation 2-equivalent board with a VMEbus interface.

While these Sparc-based approaches—and some new ones that will surface later this year—continue to gain both PC and VME/Multibus II embedded computer business, some OEMs want more. The existing VME solutions (the 1E and 2E from Force and Themis) consist of VME boards with slots for only a pair of SBus cards. And because of the height of the SBus connector, these solutions occupy two slots in a VMEbus card cage.

The busless solutions from Sun and Force, Sun's 2E and Force's 2S respectively, also have only two SBus slots each, while Sun's latest entry, the Sparcengine 10, provides three slots. In addition, OEMs using single-board approaches must handle mechanical mounting, power-supply placement and other factors that could have an impact on functionality and reliability.

In comparison, Performance's package offers a full-function, Sparc-based...
Embedded SBus
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computer complete with Ethernet, a SCSI-2 FAST port and a pair of serial I/O ports. The motherboard comes packaged with a power supply in a rack-mountable rugged enclosure. Performance’s box also includes sites for up to eight SBus option cards.

“We’re finding a lot of interest from users that have been struggling with packaging and power-supply issues in embedded applications,” says Don Turrell, SBus product manager for Performance. “In some cases, these users are looking to get out from under the cost and size constraints of a VMEbus card cage and backplane. In the VME environment, not only can the card cage and mounting take up additional space, but OEMs are often forced to purchase relatively expensive VME cards for simple I/O functions.”

The availability of up to eight SBus slots gives Performance’s system an advantage over competing boards, especially in systems that call for SBus option modules occupying two slots. Because of the small form factor of SBus, many functions, such as high-speed communications, call for two slots to provide enough PCB area as well as supplying needed power.

Option selection

OEMs want as complete a package as possible, so Performance offers a number of options that let them tailor a package to fit their needs. The shell is a rugged modular aluminum enclosure, which comes in standard form as a desktop unit with optional wings for 19-in. rack mounting. The system is equipped with an integral 50/60-Hz power source which includes a pair of dc fans.

“While our original intention was to supply a completely packaged unit,” says Turrell, “we’ve had an increasing number of requests for board-only-based systems for users who want the flexibility of the additional SBus slots, but want to use their own enclosure. Performance plans to make a board-only version available soon.”

Other options include a customizable polycarbonate front panel. The PT-SYS500X (with the X being either a 4 or an 8 for the number of SBus slots), offers DRAM options from 2 to 64 Mbytes. Memory expansion is through field-installable memory modules available from Performance. The system is provided without floppy or hard disks, but a number of disk option kits are available.

Performance’s system is designed for real-time embedded systems, and as such it offers the Lynx real-time operating system as an option. The Lynx port on the SBus/System, as Performance dubs its package, is a derivative of the LynxOS Sparcsation port built in conjunction with Sun Microsystems. “While we developed this product primarily as a real-time embedded engine,” says Turrell, “we’ve already had some requests for a regular SunOS/Solaris Unix-type operating system.”

The introduction by Performance—a leader in the VMEbus community—of a stand-alone, Sparc-based embedded computer system underscores the trend toward smaller, less expensive single-board solutions with mezzanine-board options. The fact that demand is for more complete systems, including package, power supply and even OS software, indicates that OEMs are beginning to look at an embedded computer as a single system component, and not necessarily as a differentiating factor in the final solution.

Sponsor ballot
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their benefit during the working-group balloting. The same issues may resurface during the sponsor balloting.

“Because of the large number of comments in the working group ballots,” says Fischer, “the process of getting working-group approval took about five weeks longer than we planned. But the specification has come out a lot stronger because of the attention paid to each comment. And because we addressed each comment in the working-group ballot, I expect relatively quick passage through the sponsor ballot.”

The fact that there’s been some abuse of the specification in the past points to the need for its solidification, comments Ray Alderman, technical director of VME/Futurebus+ International Trade Association (VITA—Scottsdale, AZ). Although the specification isn’t yet formalized, Alderman says that copies of the preliminary document are available through VITA, so developers don’t have to worry about designing to the wrong specification. “I don’t think there will be any substantive changes to the specification as a result of the sponsor ballot,” adds Fischer.

Sponsor ballot
The sponsor ballot is the final hurdle in the IEEE standard approval process. The specification is sent to a group of members selected in advance because of special knowledge or interest in the area. These individuals review the document, checking it for technology and language. While sponsor balloting is supposed to take 30 days, it usually takes about twice that long. Any negative comments must be resolved before the document passes sponsor balloting. If, in the course of this resolution, the document is modified, it must then be approved once again by the entire sponsoring body.

Based on the condition of the SBus specification, few negative comments are expected. But there may be some sponsor members with an ax to grind, and this could hold the document up in the sponsor approval process for another 30 to 60 days.

“The working group took a middle ground in finalizing the specification,” says Fischer. “It’s impossible to guarantee that every SBus module—or, for that matter, every SBus host—will be 100-percent compatible with the specification, but the group put together an SBus standard it felt was right.”

While there may still be a few bumps in the road, most SBus developers—including Sun—are eager to have the standardization process complete. It will solve any current or future problems with host and board compatibility, and it assures manufacturers of a consistent specification for at least the next several years. If nothing more, the IEEE sanction guarantees developers that the specification—good or bad—will not change at the whim of any individual or company.
The status of P1496

Bob Snively, Sun Microsystems Computer Corporation, Mountain View, CA

Since Sun Microsystems publicly introduced SBus in 1989, there's been a continuing effort to make it an open, standard interface. An SBus Committee was established in 1991 to initiate the transfer of architectural control of SBus to the public. The committee quickly decided that the best way to advance its goal was to transfer its activities to the IEEE. The P1496 Study Group, chaired by Wayne Fischer of Force Computers, was subsequently set up in July of 1991 by the Bus Architecture Standards Committee of the Technical Committee on Microprocessors and Microcomputers of the IEEE Computer Society. Over 180 individuals representing many companies have participated in P1496 Working Group activities.

The P1496 Working Group used SBus Specification B.0, published in December of 1990, as its base document. The SBus B.0 document was the most widely used reference for SBus until the publication of the P1496 draft standard, revision 2.0, in July of 1992. Now that the P1496 document is nearing the status of a standard, it's important to understand how it differs from the SBus B.0 document.

The P1496 document will not seem familiar to users of the SBus B.0 specification, since the former had to be completely rewritten to conform to the requirements of an IEEE standard. Redundancies were eliminated and references to proprietary information and nonstandard implementations were removed. Considering the logical functions of SBus controller, master and slave separately simplified the structure of the document. Open boot information previously contained in the SBus B.0 document was removed, since it will be included in IEEE P1275, the proposed standard for boot firmware.

In spite of the complete rewrite of the document, however, very few technical changes were required to turn SBus B.0 into the P1496 document. Most of the changes were associated with conflicting, unclear or incorrect statements in the original SBus B.0 document. A few were linked to improvements that had been requested by the Public SBus Committee.

Other changes to the P1496 document include items in the following areas:

**Atomic Operations:** After much discussion, atomic operations were removed from P1496. The SBus B.0 definition of atomic operations couldn't be implemented, especially when SBus was used as an I/O bus bridged from a host memory bus. In addition, inconsistent interpretations of the original definition had created incompatible implementations among those few devices that had attempted to include the functions.

**64-Bit Extended Transfer Operations:** This capability was moved from P1496. The SBus B.0 definition of atomic operations couldn't be implemented, especially when SBus was used as an I/O bus bridged from a host memory bus. In addition, inconsistent interpretations of the original definition had created incompatible implementations among those few devices that had attempted to include the functions.

**Rerun:** The rerun function was renamed "retry" to correctly define its actual behavior. The definition of retry was extended and modified so that it behaves correctly in the presence of errors and lets SBus cycles be divided into two parts, one to initiate the SBus transfer and the second to complete the operation.

**Parity:** The description of parity checking was completed, so that individual SBus master/slave pairs could check parity even if the remainder of the system didn't do so.

**Reset:** A 100-ms wait period was recommended after completion of a reset to allow SBus cards sufficient time to initialize themselves. Since this was not made a requirement, it's still good practice to implement an SBus card so that it's ready for operation immediately after a reset is completed.

**Electronic Requirements:** The drive and termination requirements were more completely explained so that compliance with the standard could be verified. Capacitive loading tolerance for the clock signal was tightened to decrease the influence of loading on clock skew timing.

**Timing:** The method for measuring timing was defined more strictly to allow compliance verification. The total skew budget was apportioned more realistically. The new skew budget requires clock skew timing specification to be tightened and clock-to-signal timing to be decreased. These modifications allow reliable operation of all SBus cards in any SBus system.

**Mechanical Drawings:** These were modified to correct errors and to resolve inconsistencies. The component height definition for connectors was clarified. Future work of the Electronics Industry Association will standardize the present SBus connector.

The P1496 Working Group reviewed all these changes very carefully to be sure that the original intent of the SBus B.0 specification was retained. Now that sponsor balloting is beginning, the working group is expecting the IEEE review to identify any other corrections required in the proposed standard. The P1496 Working Group is confident that the new standard will be an important aid to the expanding SBus marketplace.
Although SBus has gained much momentum as a result of the support of Sun Microsystems Computer Corporation (Mountain View, CA) and its installed base of Sun workstations, the infrastructure needed to make the technology a truly universal standard is just emerging. That infrastructure includes, in addition to a well-documented, stable standard, a critical mass of active module developers, readily available software support and tools for testing and debugging the bus.

The official standardization of the bus by IEEE should provide the needed stability, and will also guarantee that the specification is well-documented. Sun claims that well over 100 third-party vendors are developing and manufacturing SBus modules. And at least one SBus analyzer has been announced.

Now, a smart SBus extender board is being made available that lets you easily access all 82 SBus signals from a set of in-line, logic analyzer-compatible test points. The extender, from Ultraview (Freemont, CA), is called the SBext-82; it lets the board under test be placed in a vertical orientation, giving you easy access to both sides and leaving all components on the board in full view.

In addition, the SBext-82 has a 33-mΩ shunt that’s combined with an on-board differential amplifier circuit to continually measure the 5-V current consumption of the board plugged into the extender. Connection for meter probes lets you directly read a voltage that’s proportional to the current drawn by the board under test. In addition, a set of LEDs constantly monitors the 5-V supply for the tested device. Any deviation below the 4.75-V low-voltage limit, or current in excess of the specified 2 A, will be signaled by the LEDs.

ELMA’s enclosures, backplanes, and accessories are designed to meet and surpass the highest standards of precision and dependability.

ELMA’s own modular approach satisfies a wide range of applications with off-the-shelf components, and eliminates expensive time-consuming custom work. ELMA meets your requirements with portable tower, desktop, rackmount, and custom built systems that are wired, tested, and ready to run.

We offer turn-key solutions for a wide variety of buses, including VME, VXI, SUN, Multi-bus II, PC/AT, Futurbus+, and many more. In addition, our selection of accessories, from cabinets to cooling systems, is truly unparalleled.

What’s more ELMA offers both custom and standard products for every bus standard.

At ELMA, our technicians are experts at creating unique systems to meet even the most demanding customer needs.

ELMA offers superior service and a selection that is second to none. The quality of all our components is subject to some of the most rigorous tests around the world, solely to provide you with the highest quality systems. The dependability of our components is unquestionable. In conclusion, whether your interests are from simple components to intricate customized system applications, taking all your enclosure and backplane needs to ELMA is Just Plane Smart.

44350 Grimmer Blvd.
Fremont, CA 94538
Tel: (510) 656-3400
Fax: (510) 656-3783
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Introducing the IXD7232...

150MFLOPs of DSP Power!

- **Power by Design:**
  Two IEEE 32-bit floating point ADSP21020s combine to make the IXD7232 the most powerful 6U DSP board available.

- **High Data Throughput:**
  Each DSP has its own independent data paths allowing sustained data transfer rates of 100MBytes/sec with peaks of 200MBytes/sec.

- **I/O Flexibility:**
  Each IXD7232 holds two IXI I/O mezzanines within a single-slot 6U. A wide variety of IXI options, Analog and/or Digital, are available.

- **Reconfigurable Global Memory:**
  SRAM (0ws) and DRAM (1-2ws) mezzanines allow global memory to be optimized for a wide variety of algorithms and applications.

- **Versatile Parallel Pipelining:**
  In addition to global memory, DSPs can pass data via FIFOs (0ws); full bandwidth pipelining between boards is achieved via the IXI ports.

- **Comprehensive Software Support:**
  Development tools include Assembler, Linker, Librarian, Simulator, C Compiler, RunTime Library, Debugger, Debug Monitor and ICE.

Call us at (301) 572-6700 for more information.
Prices down, capabilities up

SBus is reaching the level of maturity where prices are starting to drop and second-generation or enhanced products are emerging. This is the case at Aurora Technologies (Waltham, MA), which has dropped the price of its 8- and 16-port intelligent line serial cards by 33 and 25 percent respectively. At the same time, the company announced software and hardware enhancements to two of its other I/O products: a Centronics-compatible parallel port device (Model 105) and a multiprotocol device, Model 210S.

Sun affirms support

In an issue of Sun’s SBulletin, the company indicated it was curtailing its support of third-party SBus option-card developers. In a later issue of the same publication, however, the company affirmed that it would continue to support these developers, but with a refocused effort toward software requirements. The company said it “will continue to provide phone, fax and E-mail support on demand for hardware, firmware and software queries from the SBus developer community. Because of the focus on the Solaris 2.0 software transition, we will probably respond less quickly to your requests than we have in the past.” But Sun added that it would acknowledge messages and respond to them as quickly as the workload allowed.

Sparc chip set for compatible workstations

Cypress Semiconductor (San Jose, CA) unveiled a set of peripheral chips plus a licensable motherboard design for would-be Sparc-compatible system makers that will lead to a new, more powerful generation of workstation products. Cypress believes its chip set will let Sun-compatible workstation manufacturers significantly reduce costs and time-to-market, letting them focus their efforts on specific value-added features. The chip set includes a graphics controller, a complete M-bus-to-SBus interface, a 2-chip main memory controller, and a pair of I/O chips that let Sparc-compatible makers use low-cost controllers made for 386SX bus products. In addition, Cypress provides all the technical data necessary to build 8-layer motherboards that exactly fit the standard Sparc workstation enclosure.

Sparc architecture extended to 64 bits

A collaborative effort of more than a dozen companies working within the Sparc International organization has developed Version 9 of the Sparc architecture, extending it to 64 bits and adding several new instructions. Full details of the specification will be made available by the group next month. The previous version, Version 8, was the basis for the SuperSparc and HyperSparc families of chips; it was developed by Sun with the aid of several semiconductor companies. After completion of that version, the responsibility for the architecture was turned over to Sparc International.
At Electronic Imaging International,

Be at the Electronic Imaging International Show and Conference, where the industry delivers imaging products and technologies to the world.

Electronic Imaging Delivers

See a wide array of the available products and technologies, and attend a concurrent conference based on six key vertical market segments with issues relating to OEMs and System Integrators.

The six vertical market areas for the EI International 1992 Conference program are:

- Medical/BioScience
- Machine Vision
- Electronic Pre-press
- Remote Sensing
- Military Systems
- Multimedia

Leading Animator gives Keynote Address

This year’s Electronic Imaging International keynote address will be given by Greg Griffith, Computer Generated Imagery (CGI) Department, Walt Disney Studios, Glendale, CA.

Mr. Griffith is a member of the team that created the ballroom sequence and other effects for Beauty and the Beast, the first animated film to be nominated for an Academy Award in the Best Picture category.

Imaging Standards Poster Board Session

Poster sessions offer you an interactive opportunity to consider issues of varying opinion and focus, as presenters post their papers for attendee discussion. This year, the Poster session scope includes JPEG, MPEG, and JBIG proposed standards.

EI II Delivers the Technologies and their Applications

Send in the coupon below for information about the whole pie at Electronic Imaging International.

For information on EI II call 800/873-3976 or Fax coupon to (214) 419-7875
©1992 Miller Freeman, Inc.
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Intel has introduced a coprocessor for its i960, the 82961KD graphics processor, that handles 600-dpi laser printers and provides hard-wired graphics processing functions that keep up, in real time, with anything a desktop publishing program can throw at it.

The architecture embodied in the 82961KD was developed by Peerless (Redondo Beach, CA) and licensed to Intel. The 82961KD incorporates a programmable system controller that integrates memory and I/O logic. Also included are a DRAM controller, an interface to font or other enhancement cartridges and a video-engine interface.

The secret of the new coprocessor is banding. With four times the number of pixels per unit area as a 300-dpi printer, 600-dpi units would be memory hogs if they used the same page-at-a-time processing and buffering techniques as today’s desktop units. A 300-dpi printer, for example, requires 8 to 10 Mbytes of memory to buffer an 11-×-17-in. PostScript page.

Banding is a technique in which the printer’s processor deals with the image sequentially in horizontal segments, or bands. This reduces memory requirements to an amount sufficient to support only a few bands at a time.

The first printer to use the 82961KD, the CCL 600 from CalComp (Anaheim, CA), requires only two Mbytes of memory to buffer an 11-×-17-in. 600-dpi pages on its Canon BX print engine. The CalComp printer uses a Peerless Model KD-16 controller that’s based on the combination of an i960 and an 82961KD. Selling for less than $5,000, the CalComp printer is priced considerably below competitive 600-dpi printers, and even below some 300-dpi models.

The i960 functions as a controller in the device. In addition to general housekeeping, it interprets page description language (PDL) files sent from the host to build display lists of graphics instructions for each page.

A graphics execution unit (GEU) in the 82961KD processes the display list, a band at a time, sending the resulting raster lines to the printing drum in real time. The GEU accelerates line drawing, font rendering, polygon fills, shading, and halftones.

Much of the processing in the 82961KD takes place in parallel. Bit boundary block transfer (bitblt) operations, for example, are split into separate tasks: calculating and applying masks, moving bit fields and aligning source and destination addresses. These tasks are then performed in parallel, resulting in performance four times faster than current graphics accelerators.

Peerless provides several techniques to keep the i960 and the 82961KD running efficiently in parallel. The controller maintains multiple display list buffers, for example, letting the CPU start on the next page while the GEU is still operating on a current page. This also lets the CPU work with different levels of graphical complexity without slowing the print operation.

Available now, the 82961KD is priced at $51.70 in lots of 1,000.

— Don Tuite

**82961KD graphics processor at a glance**

- Needs only 2 Mbytes of memory to print 600 dpi
- Integrates printer memory and I/O logic
- Hard-wired parallel architecture works simultaneously on different parts of graphics operations
Think Mitsubishi Gate Arrays.

Whether it's your next gate array design, or your first, you've got to think about packaging. Your very next thought should be: Mitsubishi Gate Arrays.

We offer the packaging solutions for fast, compact and gate-intensive systems. For example, our exclusive µpitch TAB™ packaging, with its ultra-fine 0.25mm lead pitch, gives you pin-counts as high as 576.

Mitsubishi also offers power-cooling packages for higher reliability in fast, gate-intensive arrays. Available in both µPitch TAB and QFP, power packaging features an aluminum heat spreader that transfers heat from the die across the entire package. The result is a much cooler die and higher reliability.

We also give you over 100 packaging options, including plastic and ceramic QFPs and PGAs.

Mitsubishi's 0.8µm arrays give you the highest gate count (400,000 gates) and lowest power dissipation (2.4µW/MHz/gate) you can get.

We also offer design kits for the industry's most popular workstations, from logic synthesis, to simulation, to automatic test pattern generation (ATPG). So you can design on your own workstation or ours.

We're one of the world's top 10 semiconductor suppliers, and we've been in the ASIC business for over 15 years. As a result, you can depend on local design support and the global resources of a stable, well-capitalized company.

When you think gate arrays, think packaging. Then think Mitsubishi. You'll be glad you did.

Phone (408) 730-5900, ext. 2106.
2ND ANNUAL ANALOG & MIXED-SIGNAL DESIGN CONFERENCE.
As a design engineer, higher speeds and greater complexity of electronics systems are making your job more challenging. And with clock speeds climbing to 50MHz and beyond, analog characteristics are becoming major considerations for digital design.

According to Technology Research Group, 40% of all ASICs will be mixed analog and digital by 1994. With this kind of demand, today's designer must be informed and prepared. Finally, there's a source of objective and up-to-date information on mixed signal design–The Analog and Mixed-Signal Design Conference. This technical conference, sponsored by Computer Design Magazine, features over 50 lectures and workshops 100% dedicated to your needs. Nowhere else will you find so much information, technology and expertise under one roof.

**HIGH QUALITY WORKSHOPS**

Respected engineers will offer high-quality information that you can immediately use to complete your design projects more quickly, creatively, and elegantly. You'll learn about analog and mixed-signal simulators, different design techniques, analog implications of high-speed systems, and much more in workshops such as:

- Analog Effects in High-Speed Design
- Mixed Analog/Digital Design Modeling, Simulation, and Test
- Selecting the Optimum Analog Devices
- Digitizing Analog Functions
- Solving Convergence Problems in SPICE
- Configuring Mixed-Signal with ASICs

And much, much more.

**PRACTICAL HANDS-ON INSTRUCTION**

For years you've been subjected to press releases from vendors under the guise of objective discussions or exposed to academic papers that had little bearing on your design problems. The Analog & Mixed-Signal Design Conference is different. You'll find in-depth, practical and real-world information from industry experts who have been there. They'll give you knowledge you can bring to the workstation tomorrow!

**WHO SHOULD ATTEND?**

The Analog & Mixed-Signal Design Conference is dedicated to the unique needs of mixed-signal design. If you're a digital designer addressing the problems of high-speed designs, a digital designer involved with analog, or an engineering manager making decisions about CAE/CAD tools you must attend this conference.

**QUESTION AUTHORITY**

The Analog & Mixed-Signal Design Conference Vendor Products Exhibition features booths crammed with the latest in analog and mixed-signal design tools. As questions arise during the workshops, you can go directly to the vendor authorities on the exhibit floor for answers. They will be on hand to let you try out and compare products, give you a clear grasp of the practical tools available, and tell you where to look for new avenues of information exchange.

As an attendee at the Analog & Mixed-Signal Design Conference you'll learn how to improve your design skills, how to increase productivity, and where to turn in order to ensure design success. All in three days under one roof.

Join your colleagues this October in Burlingame. The Analog & Mixed-Signal Design Conference promises to be one of the most significant industry events of the year!

For more information call Tom Loftus at (415) 905-2354 or Fax (415) 905-2220.

Sponsored by Miller Freeman Inc.
P.O. Box 7843
San Francisco, CA 94120-7843

---

**Tell me more about the Analog & Mixed-Signal Design Conference.**

I'm interested in: 

- [ ] Attending
- [ ] Exhibiting

**NAME**

**TITLE**

**COMPANY**

**STREET**

**CITY**

**STATE**

**ZIP**

**PHONE**

**FAX**

Mail or Fax to:

Analog & Mixed-Signal Design Conference
P.O. Box 7843, San Francisco, CA 94120-7843
Phone (415) 905-2354 / Fax (415) 905-2220

OCTOBER 28-30, 1992

Hyatt Regency
San Francisco Airport
Burlingame, California
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**NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENTS**

**SOFTWARE & DEVELOPMENT TOOLS**

The 3001 GPX logic analyzer (below) addresses the needs of both hardware and software engineers with high-speed analysis of state and timing, disassembly, real-time performance analysis, and ROM emulation on the target system.

**High-speed state and timing analysis at a midrange price**

With tools that make it attractive to both software and hardware engineers, the 3001 GPX general-purpose logic analyzer from Tektronix integrates 1-GHz timing analysis capabilities across 16 channels, or 200-MHz transitional timing over 80 channels. It’s also capable of 80-MHz state analysis on all 80 channels. And it does this for less than $9,000.

Simultaneous 80-MHz state and 100-MHz timing measurements can be made through the same probe by assigning either or both time bases to any channel or group of channels. The analyzer’s trigger state machine can tell it when to store data and what time base to use. You could, for example, monitor the microprocessor in state mode to look for a given event. When the machine detects the event, it can switch to store data at the higher-speed timing for greater resolution.

The GPX has 27 preprogrammed trigger conditions, so new users can get a quick start and use existing triggers to build their own later. Trigger conditions include “trigger on word within range,” “measure pulse width” and “trigger on Nth occurrence of word.”

The probing system is optimized for 1-GHz operation, with signal conditioning and only 5-pF capacitive loading at the tip. Signal leads can be used individually or grouped into convenient podlets. Groups of podlets, in turn, snap onto the probe body. Several probe bodies can also be easily snapped together, letting the instrument monitor up to four microprocessors.

The GPX supports popular microprocessors and microcontrollers from Intel and Motorola, including the Intel 8031/8051 through the 80486, the Motorola 680XO family and 68302/331/332 microcontrollers, as well as DSP chips from Motorola and Texas Instruments.

**Target: software engineers**

The GPX includes several tools targeted at the needs of software engineers. Disassembly software can display the program at five levels of abstraction: subroutine, control flow, software, hardware, and state. It's possible to download the symbolic information generated by a compiler and designate program routines by name. This lets you correlate what you’re seeing on the analyzer with a high-level source listing (in a language such as C or Pascal) that may be present in a debugger running on a workstation.

Real-time performance analysis (PA) gives you a graphical overview of where the system is spending its time. The GPX’s performance analysis is real-time in that data is acquired continuously and processed in the background. Ranges of interest such as memory addresses or program subroutines can be set up by name and monitored. Up to 12 channels can be set up for one PA. Up to four PAs can be run simultaneously to monitor four processors, or four PAs can monitor a processor covering 48 real-time ranges.

The GPX uses a ROM emulator to control the target microprocessor, download code and set breakpoints. Target-resident code can also be patched from the keyboard via the emulator, which is called the prototype development tool. The abilities to download and patch target code and even to write test routines from the logic analyzer are features which can replace some functions that normally require an emulator.

The 3001 GPX logic analyzer, priced at $8,995 as a stand-alone, is available with an optional 40-Mbyte hard disk.

---

**3001 GPX at a glance**

- 1-GHz, 16-channel timing analysis
- 200-MHz timing over 80 channels
- 80-MHz state analysis over 80 channels
- Simultaneous state and timing measurements
- Supports 8031/51, 80X86, 680XO, and 68302/331/332
- Real-time performance analysis
- ROM emulation

Tektronix
Test and Measurement Group
PO Box 1520
Pittsfield, MA 01202
(800) 426-2200
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Rugged-MIL VMEbus: Setting New Standards

- **Small in Size – Great in Performance**
  - Or's 3U boards offer more CPU power and functionality on less than half of a 6U board.

- **Low Power CMOS**
  - The 100% CMOS design guarantees lowest power consumption: e.g., our 68030 CPU board requires only +5 V, 0.85 A at 32 MHz!

- **-55°C to +105°C**
  - The cold CMOS design combined with conduction cooling assures operation at the extreme of +105°C.

- **100 G Shock**
  - Or's stiffened 3U boards are almost completely shock and vibration proof. Jumpers and sockets have been replaced.

- **Highest MTBF**
  - Or's ruggedized boards have set marks in VME: e.g., our 68030 CPU boards have an MTBF of 740,000 hours (MIL-HDBK-217, 20°C).

- **Broad Product Range**
  - 68040 CPU, 68030 CPU, dual 68302 communication contr., graphics, MIL-STD-1553B, ARINC-429, SCSI, ethernet, flash-disk, synchr-resolver, digital I/O, analog I/O, ... VRTX-32, FPGs, G5-S, ADA, C, ...

- **4 Styles – Low Cost**
  - Four software-compatible styles from economy to MIL-883/B cover all environmental needs at best prices.

- **Controlled Quality**
  - Or's quality assurance complies with AQAP-4 and MIL-I-45208.

Industrial Computers
Sieglindenstr. 19, D-8900 Augsburg 1
Tel +49 821 5034-0, Fax 5034-119

In the US contact: DYNATEM
15795 Rockfield Boulevard, CA 92718, Irvine, Tel (714) 855-3235, Fax 770-3481
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New cell-based arrays better CMOS sea-of-gates densities

Fabricated using Signetics' QUBiC BiCMOS process and the BiNOMS-CBA architectural design of start-up SiArc, Signetics' new Hi-IQ cell-based array family conforms to neither the typical sea-of-gates architecture nor the embedded array concept.

BiNOMS achieves significantly higher performance than CMOS without the inherent high cost of BiCMOS. With small MOS compute cells and larger MOS and bipolar drive cells, the Hi-IQ arrays support 80-MHz system speeds. For typical logic functions, they offer density improvements of up to 65 percent over CMOS sea-of-gate arrays, and for SRAM, they approach standard-cell densities, according to Signetics.

Flexible technology

"Designers are asking for flexible technology that delivers faster turnaround with improved performance to keep up with an ever-changing market," says Ray Becker, Signetics' custom products marketing manager. "By blending a new architecture with advances in our BiCMOS process technology, these arrays will change the way designers create complex systems on a chip." With a 0.7-µm (L-effective) channel length and a bipolar transistor cutoff frequency of 13 GHz, Hi-IQ arrays come in five sizes, from 40,500 gates to 262,205 gates (of which up to 104,882 are usable); they offer up to 120 kbits of configurable SRAM, and as many as 284 signal I/Os, with a configurable output drive of up to 48 mA.

The BiNOMS circuit configuration addresses a critical performance limitation of large digital subsystem designs implemented in CMOS gate arrays—the poor pull-up capability of p-channel (PMOS) transistors at the output of macro-
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Vector processor family gets 200-MFlops member

Using a pair of Intel's latest 50-MHz i860XP processors, gallium-arsenide ASICs and lots of memory, CSPI has added a VME-bus SuperCard to its vector processor family that boasts performance of up to 200 MFlops. The company claims the SC-3XL/VME is the first VME card to incorporate Intel's latest vector processor.

CSPI also says it now has the highest performance, single-processor-architecture 6U VME board. The 6U VMEbus board is available with one or two processors and a complement of anywhere from 8 to 64 Mbytes of DRAM memory supplied on a daughtercard. For easy upgrades, all memory resides on the daughtercard, and it fits within a single VME slot.

The motherboard incorporates a host of ASICs, one of which is a GaAs memory controller zipping along at 50 MHz. This controller lets the memory operate at 200 Mbytes/s. The board also supports cache coherency with bus snooping and provides parity. "The snooping and cache coherency," says CSPI marketing director Geoff Cohler, "are designed more to keep the cache coherent with other processing boards, and not so much to keep the two processors on the single board operating together."

The SC-3XL/VME, like its precursors in the CSPI family, will be primarily used in multiprocessing systems. There, the abilities to snoop the bus and to handle cache coherency are critical.

CSPI has worked closely on the product with Multiprocessor Toolsmiths (Nepean, Ontario), which offers its Integration Toolkit software for developers of multitasking and multiprocessing systems. This software environment includes both a real-time OS and Toolsmiths' set of Unix-compatible libraries and servers.

The pair of i860XPs is designed to operate on the board as if the two parts were a single processor. That's why the company claims the highest performance of any single-processor-architecture board—although there are boards with more processing horsepower in both the array processor and DSP environments.

CSPI claims its board is the only VME board currently using Intel's XP processor. There are several differences between the XP and XR versions of the processor, aside from the 40- vs 50-MHz clock speed. The major differences are larger caches (2x) and hooks for bus snooping and parity. While parity hasn't been a major issue in many past VME systems, it will be of increasing importance as system memory continues to grow. That's why the company designed the capability into the GaAs memory-controller ASIC.

Heavy-duty I/O

To enhance I/O control and eliminate possible bottlenecks, the board supports three independent I/O channels, all with DMA and all based on interface ASICs developed by CSPI. The board supports VME64, with a 72-Mbyte/s transfer rate; it includes a VME subsystem bus, with a 40-Mbyte/s transfer rate; and it has the capability, through an optional daughtercard, to utilize CSPI's own CSPIO interface. CSPIO is a 64-bit interface standard designed to run at 200 Mbytes/s. CSPI has worked with third parties to develop special daughterboards to take advantage of this speed to get raw data into the system quickly.

Handling all these options taxes the power budget allotted to VME. Fully equipped with maximum memory and both processors, the board eats up almost the full slot capacity of 45 W. Testing so far suggests it will require a little less than the full amount, however—perhaps more like 41 or 42 W.

The board is the logical successor to earlier CSPI cards—the SC-1, SC-2 and SC-2XL/VME—and is fully software-compatible with the company's other products. In addition, CSPI provides software support for platforms from Silicon Graphics, Sun Microsystems and others. The company believes that the new board will be useful for applications in sonar, radar, simulation, and image and seismic processing.

The SuperCard SC-3 and SC-3XL/VME will be available this quarter, with prices starting at $12,000.

---

Warren Andrews

CSPI
40 Linnell Cir
Billerica, MA 01821
(617) 272-6020
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SC-3XL/VME at a glance
- Dual i860XPs operate at 50 MHz
- 200-MFlops performance
- Up to 64 Mbytes of DRAM
- Cache coherency and bus snooping
- Parity option available
- Three high-performance I/O ports
- Implements VME64
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EC WORLD, the world's largest electronic component event focusing on resistors, relays, capacitors, switches, cable, connectors, enclosures, and associated devices for the design engineer

ITM, an expanded world class event for test and measurement, featuring ATE, test and measurement equipment, instrumentation, data acquisition systems, calibration hardware, IEEE I/O devices, and associated products

IC EXPO, the show for manufacturers of ICs, Semiconductors, ASICs, ROMs, RAMs and similar products

COMPU-TOOLS, a computer show for engineers, encompassing hardware and software, EDA tools, workstations, PCs, boards, LANs, CAD/CAM and related products

EPEX, the electronic production expo for worldwide contract manufacturers, surface mount, PCB suppliers, design houses, and products which service this market

You can attend exhibits and technical sessions at any Wescon/92 show with just one admission ticket.

For Complimentary Registration
Call 1-800-877-2668

November 17-19, 1992
Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim, CA
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The future of Digital Signal Processing is here. Improved technology has combined with decreasing manufacturing costs to produce a remarkably high rate of growth: DSP shipments grew a healthy 35% in 1991 versus 9% for integrated circuits.

Until now a current or prospective user could not turn to one source to learn more about DSP, its applications, and its benefits. Now there is DSPX: Exposition & Symposium ...featuring the latest Digital Signal Processing applications and technology.

DSPX focuses on the needs of the commercial market. It offers an applications-oriented approach to DSP, providing both an introduction for those not familiar with the technology and detailed tutorials for those exploring new avenues of implementing DSP.

DSPX promises to bring together top vendors of DSP devices, boards, software, and systems with current and prospective end-users in the computer, communications, automotive, consumer, medical, industrial, military, and aerospace industries.

It's no longer a question of whether DSP will be part of your product. It's only a question of when.
Scalable 486-based STD32 CPU

The ZT 8911, the latest high-performance STD32 CPU board from Ziatech, is the first to implement the Intel 80486 architecture as well as take advantage of all the extensions of the STD32 bus. The board is designed to operate as the CPU in single-processor systems or as a master in multiprocessor systems.

Key to the board’s scalability is a replaceable CPU module that accommodates several options, ranging from the low-cost 486SX up to the 66-MHz 486DX2. The module will also be compatible with Intel’s next-generation processor. The ZT 8911 includes a standard 8-kbyte CPU cache and an optional second-level cache of 64 or 128 kbytes.

The board’s memory architecture supports from 4 to 128 Mbytes of DRAM in four SIMM sockets. The memory is organized at a width of 128 bits for optimum cache fills and maximum performance. The ZT 8911 also offers most of the features called for in an STD32 CPU, including a printer port, two serial ports, a real-time, battery-backed-up clock, a pair of interrupt controllers, two high-performance DMA controllers, a speaker interface, extra counter/timers, a 24-point digital I/O interface, flash memory for a BIOS/file system, watchdog timers, a push-button reset, and an ac/dc power-fail detect circuit.

All the power of STD32

And, of course, the board takes advantage of the full STD32 interface, including the full bandwidth transfer capability of 32 Mbytes/s. Like all STD32 implementations, the device is compatible with existing STD80 systems and is built to rugged standards. The on-board flash EPROM provides solid-state disk space and boot support for MS-DOS and other operating systems, plus the ability to modify boot behavior. The ZT 8911 is supported by Ziatech’s industrial BIOS, but it also supports other operating systems such as Microsoft Windows, OS/2, QNX, and Unix.

In multiprocessing environments such as Ziatech’s STD32 Star System, the ZT 8911 operates as both the arbitration card and the permanent master. It occupies both slot X and the first user slot, and implements the full STD32 feature set, including bus arbitration, multiple high-speed DMA channels and slot-specific interrupts. A special 32-kbyte RAM space supplies the common memory for interprocessor communication in a Star System.

The ZT 8911 takes up just a single STD user slot. The board is available now, and prices start at $3,500, but they will vary depending on CPU and memory options.

— Warren Andrews
New superscalar chip joins i960 family

The release of the i960CF adds a ninth member to Intel's i960 family of RISC microprocessors. Following the i960CA, the chip is the second in the company's i960CX series. Early press reports have lumped the i960CF with other superscalar processors such as the TI SuperSparc, Cypress Pinnacle and Digital Alpha chip, but it clearly belongs in a separate category. Unlike other RISC chips targeting desktop computers, the CF is meant for embedded applications with a computer requirement but more stringent cost considerations. These embedded applications include networking systems, page printers, mass storage, scanners, and telephony systems.

A key distinction of the i960CF is the robustness of its on-chip memory subsystem. In keeping with Intel's ongoing strategy for the i960 architecture, one of the CF's goals is the decoupling of compute and system costs. To achieve this, the CF features a 128-bit internal memory subsystem. The load/store internal buses and the path between caches are all 128 bits wide. As a result, you don't have to feed data into the chip from an external cache using expensive, fast, static RAM. Ordinary DRAM can be used instead, lowering overall system cost.

An enhanced version of its i960CA predecessor, the i960CF achieves higher performance with a new 1-kbyte instruction cache on-chip; the cache is four times the size of the i960CA's. According to Intel, alpha-site customers have credited this added cache with providing more than a 20 percent increase in data handling efficiency.

The processor's superscalar RISC core executes multiple instructions per clock cycle. Other features of the i960CF include an on-chip register cache, a 1-kbyte on-chip data RAM, four DMA channels, a 32-bit multiplexed burst bus, and a high-speed interrupt controller.

Because the part is both code- and socket-compatible with the CA version, designers currently using the CA can replace it with the CF and achieve a performance boost without any design changes. Furthermore, tools designed for the i960CA are compatible with the new chip.

---

Precision Time Plug-ins by TRUETIME

VME · Multibus · PC · Mac II · NEC

TIME CODE
Time in various formats is furnished to the host computer over its particular bus. Time resolution to 1 microsecond is available.

SYNCRONIZED CLOCKS
Available in a number of sizes and configurations, these boards provide 1 millisecond time synchronization referenced to UTC.

3243 Santa Rosa Avenue · Santa Rosa, CA 95407
(707) 528-1230 · FAX 707-527-6640 · TELEX 176687

Test results:

90% of those who try a Philips Logic Analyzer from Fluke buy one.

Just complete Fluke's 30-minute demo and we'll give you a free Fluke 12 DMM when you buy a logic analyzer—whether it's ours or the competition's. (Contact us for complete details.)

See the PM 3580 Logic Analyzer's features first hand:
• Only 30 minutes to set-up and learn.
• Revolutionary architecture that gives you true dual state and timing, simultaneously on every pin, with just one connection. No more dual probing or reconfiguration.

100% get a free DMM.

• Superior support, like i486; i386DX; i960CA; 80C186EB.
• Prices about half of comparable analyzers—$4,495-$11,450.

For literature, our video or a demonstration, call 1-800-44-FLUKE.

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. P.O. Box 9090; M/S 290C; Everett, WA 98206-9090 U.S.A. (206) 356-5400; Canadian (416) 890-7600; Other countries; (206) 356-5500

FAST ANSWERS

FLUKE
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this strategy strays from the RISC philosophy, it permits sophisticated instructions that can boost overall efficiency when running algorithms from the cache, according to Intel.

"A lot of people think that when they go from a CISC architecture to a RISC architecture, they'll have to expand their code quite a bit," remarks Alan Steinberg, director of strategic marketing for Intel's i960 line. "With the i960 architecture, that doesn't happen as much. We get more use out of smaller cache sizes because our instructions are a lot more efficient."

The i960CF processor is sampling now, with production volumes expected by the fourth quarter of 1992. It's available in ceramic 168-lead pin grid array (PGA) or 196-lead PQFP formats. Prices range from $105.80 each in quantities of 10,000 for the 16-MHz PQFP to $165.30 each in quantities of 10,000 for the 33-MHz PGA chip.

--- Jeff Child

---

Finding the best operating system for your REAL-TIME application is a matter of simple arithmetic:

- Start with proven operating system performance from Pos, the leader in real-time response as validated by independent benchmark tests.
- Add the Pos Full Spectrum development kit, which provides all the powerful development and debugging tools you'll need to generate cross or native code that can be shared by a variety of platforms like MS-DOS, UNIX, HP and VAX.
- Stop and backplane facilities for flexible development and run-time communications.

Call 1-800-YES-PDOS

EYRING CORPORATION

* Independent benchmark test results available upon request

---

Trademark Information

UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
PAL is a registered trademark of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
SMART-POWER is a registered trademark of Nartron Corp.

CDA and BurstRAM are trademarks of Motorola, Inc.
SCOPE and ASSET are trademarks of Texas Instruments, Inc.
IRIS POWERVISION is a trademark of Silicon Graphics, Inc.

RealTimeX is a trademark of Concurrent Computer Corp.
Zone Bit Recording is a registered trademark of Seagate Technology, Inc.
Mixed-signal test: balancing hardware and algorithms

With the ever increasing proliferation of mixed-signal devices, semiconductor manufacturers are giving increased consideration to the issue of testing. Because mixed-signal devices must handle voltages and currents, as well as 1s and 0s, the procedure for testing is more complicated and time-consuming than it is for straight digital devices, even VLSI parts. But emerging markets such as cellular telephones, image compression and desktop video, with their peculiar algorithms and frequency requirements, are giving birth to mixed-signal ICs which may stress the capabilities of the most advanced mixed-signal testers.

To be sure, automatic test system manufacturers such as Teradyne (Boston, MA) and LTX (Westwood, MA) have evolved modular equipment that can be configured for a variety of analog and mixed-signal part types. "We test anything from dc and precision through 4-GHz RF," says Randy Kramer, Teradyne's manager of applications engineering. "We also test power components and low-current devices—things that produce current in the femtoamp range."

But even if the parametrics of the device fit well within the capabilities of the tester, providing a definitive production screening test for a complex device that doesn't take hours will remain a challenge. An 18- or 20-bit audio A-D converter, for example, generates 262,144 ($2^{18}$) samples over its full range. "That's a ton of samples," suggests Kramer, and they'd take an "outrageous amount of time" to collect.

As with audio converters, many mixed-signal devices require a trade-off between the thoroughness of a test suite and the time it takes to complete it. An overly elaborate production test suite can delay shipment and raise costs, but an incomplete test runs the risk of sending a faulty device into the field.

Deciding what to test for and how to conduct the tests is still something largely left up to test engineers after the part has been built. Unlike digital IC design, which is increasingly supported by design-for-test tools and built-in self-test (BIST) logic cells, DFT for analog and mixed-signal is still very much in its infancy. Just emerging now are the first tools bringing models of IC test systems into the simulation environment, but the success of these tools will depend on more than just fuller model libraries. An understanding of the strategy used to verify the functionality of a particular part on the production line will also be required. Many of these analog and mixed-signal test issues are bound to get attention when the International Test Conference (ITC) convenes in Baltimore later this month (September 20-24).

Computer peripherals lead demand

Most ATE manufacturers identify computer peripherals—disk drive controllers and read channel ICs, fax/modem chips and network transceivers—as the predominant part types mixed-signal IC vendors want to test. The small size and light weight demanded by the notebook computer market is putting strong demands on IC vendors for high levels of integration—what Mike McCaffrey, LTX's marketing manager for communication and computer peripheral test systems, calls "circuit consolidation." But these demands put additional stress on test systems.

New read channel ICs, for example, what McCaffrey calls "disk drive combo chips," include RF filters, pulse peak detectors, data separators, and encoder/decoders (such as the Endec). The data separator converts the FM waveform into two serial pulse streams (one for the clock, the other for data), while the Endec decodes a particular data compression scheme, such as Huffman coding or, more typically, run length limited encoding.

The question is: How does one test such a device? The traditional test paradigm requires the tester to provide a clean stimulus and then a measurement of how the device-under-test (DUT) responds. In principle, you inject some carefully chosen analog waveforms and see whether the read channel produces the correct data stream.

Complications created

But the new combo chips create several complications, as well as imposing a new set of specifications which must be verified. For example, McCaffrey says that the tester must gauge the jitter on the read data...
+3V RS-232 RECEIVERS STAY ACTIVE IN SHUTDOWN

Complete AT Port Uses Only 8µA to Monitor Ring Indicator

Maxim's new MAX560/MAX561 are the first devices to implement the new EIA/TIA-562 standard that guarantees operation with output voltages as low as ±3.7V. The MAX560/MAX561 consume 1/3 the power of +5V RS-232 and operate from a 3.3V power supply. As stated in its forward, EIA/TIA-562 "allows for electrical interoperation with equipment designed to conform to EIA/TIA-232D interfaces." These space-saving transceivers are available in the new shrink small outline (SSOP) surface-mount package that uses 60% less area than a small outline package.

♦ 2 Receivers Active in Shutdown Mode – MAX560
♦ 116kbits/sec Data Rate – Lap Link Compatible
♦ Guaranteed Interoperability with RS-232
♦ Guaranteed Operation Down to 3.0V
♦ 1µF External Capacitors

Choose the +3.3V or +5V Transceiver For Your Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MAX560</th>
<th>MAX561</th>
<th>MAX562</th>
<th>MAX563</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drivers/Receivers</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiescent Current, typ</td>
<td>5mA</td>
<td>5mA</td>
<td>7mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shutdown Current, typ</td>
<td>8µA</td>
<td>1µA</td>
<td>8µA</td>
<td>8µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Rate, typ</td>
<td>116kbits/sec</td>
<td>116kbits/sec</td>
<td>116kbits/sec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rx Active in Shutdown</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Input Threshold, max</td>
<td>±3V</td>
<td>±3V</td>
<td>±3V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Input Voltage, max</td>
<td>±25V</td>
<td>±25V</td>
<td>±25V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instantaneous Slew Rate</td>
<td>&lt;300V/µs</td>
<td>&lt;300V/µs</td>
<td>&lt;300V/µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-Pin SSOP</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price*</td>
<td>$4.21*</td>
<td>$4.21*</td>
<td>$3.99*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1000-up recommended resale.

FREE Interface Design Guide – Sent Within 24 Hrs!
Includes: Data Sheets and Cards for Free Samples
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-998-8800
For a Design Guide or Free Sample
Maxim Integrated Products, 120 San Gabriel Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408) 737-7600, FAX 737-7194.
MIXED-SIGNAL DESIGN

I/O—that is, the amount of spontaneous phase shift in the serial data pattern emerging from the combo chip. LTX uses a time analyzer instrument specifically designed for jitter measurements; it will resolve a time interval as small as 5 ps. For the test to be valid, however, the test system must ensure the integrity of the signal going in, as well as the integrity or cleanliness of the measurement.

Among the test problem McCaffrey identifies are the transmission line effects produced by the combination of very high speed and small-outline packaging. While testers have evolved a complete stimulus/response measurement system for every pin of the DUT—what is referred to as a tester-per-pin or cleanliness of the measurement—this means that probe pins will show widely varying responses to high-speed stimuli. Even a 24-Mbit/s data rate can produce ringing (spurious signal reflections) if the impedance between the IC leads and the probe card isn’t carefully controlled. Specialized test heads, such as the HiPer Card extension to the LTX Synchronmaster Series testers, minimize the impedance mismatch between the probe card and the DUT by controlling the interconnect length between probe pins and IC leads. Since the pin drivers must handle a 15-pF load, there’s a need for high drive capability within a small space, sometimes requiring the test head to be supported with liquid cooling.

Another problem is the shift from 5-V to 3-V devices. While read channel ICs are frequently derated for low-voltage operation, disk drive designers will still look for 24- or 30-Mbit/s data transfer rates. “We test at speed,” says McCaffrey, “even at low voltage.” The combination of high speed and low voltage will increase what McCaffrey calls the “noise margin” for the part. The ratio between the data signal and the noise level of the IC becomes smaller, making it increasingly difficult to distinguish data and noise, both in the disk drive and the test environment.

Teradyne’s Kramer makes a distinction between functional testing, in which the device is treated as a system in its environment, and component testing, in which the device is treated as an isolated element with a series of ac and dc specifications attached to it. The CCITT standards, for example, specify a number of necessary tests, largely component tests for verifying the operation of telecommunication parts. Teradyne’s recommendations, suggests Kramer, typically attempt to strike a balance between functional and component testing.

**New strategies**

Kramer sees current demands for mixed-signal test systems being driven by the needs of disk drive, telecommunications and smart-power IC manufacturers. There are also increasing needs among manufacturers of radio frequency and cellular telephone components. While Teradyne’s A500 series machines will test “every frequency from audio to RF,” Kramer believes that new part types will require new algorithms to resolve the paradox between the quality of the test and its throughput in production.

One example is mathematical oversampling, in which detailed information on a data converter is derived from a relatively small number of captured data samples. While the technique requires careful control of the frequency of the stimulus, information about the linearity of, say, an 8-bit data converter, which produces 256 output codes, can be mathematically interpolated from fewer than 32 samples.

Another example is the chirp-Z transform, an algorithm for converting sampled data from the time domain to the frequency domain that works much faster than either the fast Fourier transform or the discrete Fourier transform. Frequency-domain measurements are required to understand the noise, phase shifts and jitter produced by disk drive ICs, high-speed palette D-A converters and ISDN templates.

Another test system vendor, Schlumberger (San Jose, CA), believes that while the predominant mixed-signal test systems are primarily analog testers with some sort of digital capability, it may be useful to harness a digital tester for certain types of mixed-signal parts. Telecommunications chips, for example, especially those which perform a DSP function, have more of a “digital heart,” argues Schlumberger marketing manager Nadim Ahmad.

**Analog emulation devices**

These are the kinds of devices that VLSI Research describes as “digitized analog”—and that I’ve referred to as analog emulation. They’re typically devices that use digital techniques to perform an analog function. Ahmad calls them ISPs (for integrated signal processing), and he believes their use will grow by 23 to 25 percent per year. Like modems, faxes, cellular telephone ICs, and feature phones, ISPs need to be exercised digitally—with Is and Os.

Ahmad agrees with the analog test set manufacturers that such devices must be able to depict noise thresholds and jitter, but that it’s also important to synchronize analog and digital test elements. One way of accomplishing this, he suggests, is to build thorough mixed-signal simulations and use them to inform the test routine.

Currently, there’s no complete automatic test generation package for analog and mixed-signal ASICs, but there are very promising developments. Most prominent is the Dantes testability analyzer introduced recently by Cadence Design Systems (San Jose, CA). Dantes offers the ability to simulate mixed-signal test procedures—in a sense, to develop production tests in the design environment. The analyzer, used in combination with the Schlumberger ITS 9000-MX, makes mapping a mixed-signal IC simulation into a usable test procedure much easier.

Stephan Ohr is president of Indian Forest Research, and editor of the monthly newsletter, Mixed Signals.
GET FOUR µP SUPERVISORY FUNCTIONS IN ONE IC — FOR 88¢

Manual Reset, Power-Fail, Reset Low and Reset High, Now at Discrete Component Prices!

If driving the cost out of µP-based systems is forcing you to design with less reliable discrete component solutions, we'd like to introduce you to the MAX703-MAX708. These new multi-function supervisors require no external capacitors and offer you guaranteed performance in a single package. They are ideal for large volume applications and are available at factory direct prices.

- +3V & +3.3V Versions Available**
- Guaranteed Reset at VCC = 1V
- Reduces Design Time and Footprint
- No External Capacitor
- Extra Power-Fail Comparator
- 200mA Operating Supply Current
- 140ms min Reset Delay
- 8-Pin SOIC or DIP Package
- Guaranteed Over Temperature

Maxim’s Low-Cost µP Supervisors Replace Several Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reset Threshold (V)</th>
<th>Manual Reset</th>
<th>Extra Comparator (Power Fail)</th>
<th>Battery Backup Switchover</th>
<th>Watchdog Timer</th>
<th>Active High Reset</th>
<th>Volume Price ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAX703</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX704</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX705</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX706</td>
<td>4.40/3.08/2.93/2.63</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX707</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX708</td>
<td>4.40/3.08/2.93/2.63</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Available after October, 1992
125,000 pc, Factory direct. Excludes Freight and Duty.

FREE µP Supervisory Design Guide — Sent Within 24 Hrs!
Includes: Data Sheets and Cards for Free Samples

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-998-8800
For a Design Guide or Free Sample

Maxim Integrated Products, 120 San Gabriel Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408) 737-7600, FAX 737-7194.

Master Card® and Visa® are accepted for Evaluation Kits or small quantity orders.


Maxim is a registered trademark of Maxim Integrated Products. © 1992 Maxim Integrated Products.
Spend three days at the '92 Embedded Systems Conference.

Spend the year using what you learned.

Helpful. Inspiring. Top Notch. Excellent. These are just some of the words our past attendees use to describe the Embedded Systems Conference faculty. In just three days you’ll find answers to the toughest questions you face presented by leaders in the embedded development community. Faculty who know your job is becoming more complex; who work everyday on real workable solutions to the toughest problems you face. People like Larry Constantine, Steve Mellor, Paul Ward, Derek Hatley, Imtiaz Pirbhai, P.J. Plauger, and Michael Slater.

Build Your Own Program.
Customize your own program by choosing from over 75 lectures and workshops that cover a wide range of issues in embedded development. You’ll get top notch advice on real-time programming, CASE and object-oriented methodologies, embedded project management, programming languages, debugging and algorithms and much more.

Try Out The Latest Technology At The Embedded Systems Development Products Exhibition.
The Embedded Systems Conference will also be the site of the largest most highly targeted exhibition of embedded development products and services. Nowhere else will you find all the latest tools and utilities on display at one time.

You’ll Come Away With New Ideas That Translate Directly Into Increased Productivity.
Most importantly, the Embedded Systems Conference is a peer environment that fosters dynamic exchange of vital information, ideas, and insights. You’ll find professional excellence throughout the conference: in the lectures and workshops, on the floor of the exposition, in the tutorials, and in informal receptions and hospitality events. And you’ll get it all in three days.

Phone us, fax us or mail us today for more information.
TEL: (415) 905-2354
FAX: (415) 905-2220

Yes! Please send me more information about the Embedded Systems Conference.

Name _____________________________
Company _____________________________
Address _____________________________
City ________________ State _____ Zip ______
Phone ( ) ____________ FAX ( ) ____________
Send info on: attending exhibiting Please also send info to:
CDES

Mail or FAX to: Embedded Systems Conference Miller Freeman Inc.
P.O. Box 7643, San Francisco, CA 94126-7643 — TEL: (415) 905-2354; FAX: (415) 905-2220

CIRCLE NO. 97
The eggs *still* come first.

Last year we proudly ran the ad shown below. And again in '92, the eggs still come first — delivering value to our readers and advertisers that begins with editorial, circulation and readership.

The facts & figures in the first quarter of '92 illustrate our editorial commitment; we increased our editorial pages while most other publications decreased theirs.

More "why-to" editorial — strong, technology oriented editorial. Fully 60% of our editorial is technology driven. More on design choices, options and directions. Staff written, multi-vendor, multi-product essential editorial!

Essential, to our 71% Engineering Management circulation.

"Why-to" editorial is exactly what's needed by Design & Development Engineering Managers making the tough decisions on design tradeoffs and directions.

High Readership — "Why-to" editorial is why Computer Design wins readership among such important audiences as those senior technical trendsetters attending meetings such as the Invitational Computer Conferences. Among attendees registering at all 1989 ICC conferences, Computer Design was first. And again in 1991, these attendees rated Computer Design #1.

"Why-to" editorial, the right circulation, and high readership means more ad pages.

The chart below shows Computer Design's continued growth in ad pages for the 1st quarter of 1992. What it doesn't show is our continued editorial commitment; an increase of 40% in editorial pages in the same time period. More than any other book in the market!

Ad pages are simply the score card.

So, the next time someone asks why Computer Design continues to do so well, remember —

*the eggs come first.*

---

Penwell Publishing Company • One Technology Park Drive, Westford, MA, 01886 • (508) 692-0700

Circle No. 98
SYSTEM SHOWCASE

Reach over 100,000 qualified engineers and engineering managers with SYSTEM SHOWCASE advertising.

Rates start at $940
For more information
call Sue Sorrock at
800-225-0556 or
508-392-2185

TIMING DIAGRAMS
Design them faster and more accurately than ever before!

GMS V49
68040-Based, Real-Time, Multiprocessing SBC

Quick-Turn PC Boards
INSTANT QUOTES
1-800-234-1556 (After Hours 602) 377-7319

357 MHz 14-Pin Clock Oscillator
Connor-Winfield Corp. announces literature on a new line of high frequency ECL Logic clock oscillators. The ECLB Series oscillator covers the high frequency range of 8 MHz - 300 MHz. AVAILABLE NOW IN A 14-PIN DIP. Literature for a double DIP version with frequencies to 500 MHz is also available. Frequencies to 90 MHz are now available with Voltage Control function (model EV53 series). Contact Barney III for details.

Additional specifications listed below:

- **Model** : ECLB
- **Package** : 14-pin DIP
- **Frequency** : 8 MHz to 360 MHz
- **Supply** : -5.2 or -4.5 Vdc

Connor-Winfield Corporation
1865 Selmarten Road
Aurora, IL 60505
PH: (708) 851-4722 FAX: (708) 851-5400

Instant Microcontroller

Don't use a microprocessor, use a SmartBlock™ microcontroller module to build your custom controller. Our $195 interactive Dynamic C™ development system makes programming easy. 3.5 x 2.5 inch module includes microprocessor, memory, timer/counter, Eeprom, watchdog, serial ports and more. As low as $59 in quantity.

Connor-Winfield Corp.
1410 Wall Street
Beaverton, OR 98002
For more information and free Demo Disk, Call ... (602) 293-3900

REMOVE HARDWARE

Protect your investment!
Don’t wait for your lock to get lost, stolen or fail and render your program useless.
Our SAFEKEY’S are guaranteed to unlock the following:

PADS 2000
MAXROUTE
TOPAS
PADS PCB
MIRCOSTATION RIO
SMARTCAM
3D STUDIO

From $399 plus S&H
(609) 390-2799

IMAGINE THAT
1 Evergreen Drive, Seaville, NJ 08230
TM-Trademarks property of respective owners.
REAL-TIME NETWORK

The SCRAM-Net™ Network combines the real-time speed of replicated shared memory with the flexibility of a fiber optic LAN to get microsecond response from multi-vendor computers. It offers distinct advantages in critical simulations. Brochure highlights system's features.

Systran Corp.
4126 Linden Avenue, Dayton, OH 45432-3068 USA.
Phone (513) 252-5601 or 1-800-252-5601.
CIRCLE NO. 175

IT CAN BE THIS EASY!

OrCAD's innovative ESP Framework can make creating a netlist from your schematic as easy as pressing an on-screen "button."

Call (903) 690-9881 for a FREE demonstration disk and information about the entire OrCAD product line: schematic design, simulation, pc board layout, programmable logic IC design and more.

CIRCLE NO. 176

EPROM PROGRAMMER

$750

20 Key Keypad
20x4 LCD
Quick pulse pograms, eight 1 Mbit EPROMs in 42 sec.
Stand-alone or PC-driven
RS-232, parallel & out ports
Binary, Intel hex, & Motorola S formats
100 user-definable macros
Information, call (916) 252-8037
Single pnr. $500

CIRCLE NO. 177

FINALLY

One tool to satisfy all your firmware development needs

EPROMIC is a universal system.
• Develops code for any microprocessor
• Complete, real time, source level debugging
• Host software for DOS, Unix, Mac, VMS
• Non intrusive on your target system
• Simply plug into any ROM socket

EPROMIC also supports Turbo Debugger, C thru... ROM, FreeForm, GDB, and more.

CIRCLE NO. 178

HIGH PERFORMANCE GRAPHICS CARDS

$1,495

Zwick Systems Inc.
Tel 613-726-1377, Fax 613-726-1992

CIRCLE NO. 182
Connor-Winfield Corp. introduces its new 8-pin DIP ECL clock oscillators. The E500 Series is available in frequencies from 24 MHz - 180 MHz. Options available include industrial temp range of -40°C to +85°C, complimentary output, enable/disable function, and surface mount header. Frequency stabilities are available to +/-25 ppm over temperature. These models are available with supply voltage of either -5.2 V dc (10k equivalent) -4.5 Vdc (10k equivalent) or +5Vdc. Prototype quantity pricing at 120 MHz is $43.90 each. Delivery is stock to 7 weeks A.R.O.

Contact Barney Ill at: Connor-Winfield Corporation 1865 Selmarren Road, Aurora, IL 60505 PH: (708) 851-4722 FAX: (708) 851-5040

CIRCLE NO. 184

Phase Three Logic

CIRCLE NO. 185

USE OUR READY TO ORDER EXPERTISE IN:

ANALOG AND MIXED SIGNAL ANALOG-DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT TESTING AND MANUFACTURING.

TO:

• Reduce Costs • Safeguard Your R&D Investment • Increase Reliability • Enhance Product Image • Increase Manufacturability

TECHNOLOGIES

VOLTAGE/CURRENT/FREQUENCY CAPABILITY

CMOS Technology Voltage : 1.5 to 5V Volts

BiCMOS Technology Current: 100mA to 5 Amps

BiCMOS Technology Frequency: 0 to 1 G Hz

APPLICATIONS SERVED

POWER ELECTRONICS TELECOMMUNICATIONS SIGNAL PROCESSING CONTROL CIRCUITS FILTERS INSTRUMENTATION DATA ACQUISITION COMPUTER PERIPHERALS DATA TRANSMISSION INTERFACE

FEATURES

STANDARD PRODUCTS BREADBOARD PARTS STANDARD CELL LIBRARIES ANALOG ARRAYS ANALOG-DIGITAL ARRAYS LOW COST PROTOTYPEING CONSULTATIVE ASSISTANCE ONE STOP SHOPPING SYSTEMS EXPERTISE

SPG SIGNAL PROCESSING GROUP 401 N. Alma School Rd., M.S. #9 Chandler, AZ 85224 Ph: (602) 786-1197 Fax: (602) 821-2472

CIRCLE NO. 186

POSITIONS WANTED


Over 30 years experience in Management of Manufacturing, Quality Assurance and Quality Control of electro-mechanical equipment. Have implemented TQM, SQC, SPC, FMEA, Reliability (MTBF), and ISO 9000 programs. Am immediately available for full-time or temporary employment. Resume on request. Richard Saggese, 37 Stonehenge Dr., Wayside, NJ 07712, (908) 922-0214.

Over 30 years experience in Management of Manufacturing, Quality Assurance and Quality Control of electro-mechanical equipment. Have implemented TQM, SQC, SPC, FMEA, Reliability (MTBF), and ISO 9000 programs. Am immediately available for full-time or temporary employment. Resume on request. Richard Saggese, 37 Stonehenge Dr., Wayside, NJ 07712, (908) 922-0214.

SEASONED PR/ADVERTISING/MARCOM MANAGER, 26 years experience with many awards, seeks sr. level corporate or agency position. Heavy magazine PR experience, plus advertising, collateral, trade shows, videos, newsletter. Former radio/tv reporter. Experienced at planning, managing, executing. Exceptionally good at developing and managing individual contributors. Live Northeast, will relocate. Call Jeff, (508) 746-7896.

SENIOR LEVEL MARKETING MANAGEMENT: Experience grounded in a solid progression of increasing responsibility for product design. Joy MBA allowed me to apply that experience to marketing assignments from microprocessor families to communications circuits. Expertise covers advertising to sales, and market segments from commodity products to specific market niches. Art Gruszynski (719) 576-3973.


PROGRAM MANAGER, Are you seeking a Program Manager who gets things done on time and within cost and meets customer expectations? Your search has ended. Track record for last four years: $47M New Business Secured, $2.5M of Extra Profit Generated, 100 % On Time Delivery. Contact Joe @ P.O. Box 1413, Massapequa, New York 11758 or (516) 799-1229.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUE</th>
<th>SPECIAL REPORT</th>
<th>TECHNOLOGY FOCUS</th>
<th>PRODUCT FOCUS</th>
<th>DESIGN STRATEGIES</th>
<th>OEM INTEGRATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JANUARY</td>
<td>Verilog and VHDL</td>
<td>• DSP development tools</td>
<td>C cross compilers</td>
<td>Networking</td>
<td>• Secondary &amp; mezzanine buses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Disk drive controllers and associated ICs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Backplanes &amp; enclosures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEBRUARY</td>
<td>Bridging the buses</td>
<td>• Software tool integration</td>
<td>Flash EEPROMs</td>
<td>Process control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buscon West, EDAC/Euro ASIC</td>
<td>• ICs for desktop video</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARCH</td>
<td>Memory architectures</td>
<td>• Multithreaded operating systems</td>
<td>SCSI host adapter boards</td>
<td>Data acquisition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PCB Design</td>
<td>• PC-Based CAE/CAD Tools</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRIL*</td>
<td>EMBEDDED COMPUTER CONFERENCE (ECC) **</td>
<td>SHOWGUIDE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**Contact Computer Design for circulation, rates and closing dates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EMMEDDED COMPUTER CONFERENCE (ECC) **</td>
<td>SHOWGUIDE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY</td>
<td>Comdex Spring, GIGA</td>
<td>New applications for DSP</td>
<td>Video D-A converters</td>
<td>Portable computers</td>
<td>Networking interfaces, standards &amp; components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Benchmarking programmable devices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Bus standards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNE*</td>
<td>High-level synthesis and</td>
<td>Small form factor SFF-576</td>
<td>Frequency domain</td>
<td>Graphics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>architectural design</td>
<td>• Data converter standards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNE*</td>
<td>Fuzzy Logic '93</td>
<td>Advances in IC packaging</td>
<td>VLSI and standard</td>
<td>Imaging</td>
<td>• Display devices &amp; monitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Physical level design</td>
<td>gate circuitry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Mezzanine buses</td>
<td>VLSI and standard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUGUST</td>
<td>Trade-offs in programmable devices</td>
<td>Futurebus in real time</td>
<td>Emulators</td>
<td>Robotics</td>
<td>• Power sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>architectures</td>
<td>• RISC in real time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Interconnects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPTEMBER</td>
<td>Software testing and quality</td>
<td>Futurebus in real time</td>
<td>Emulators</td>
<td>Robotics</td>
<td>• Power sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Embedded Systems</td>
<td>• Integrating testability into the ASIC design</td>
<td>Emulators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTOBER*</td>
<td>ANALOG &amp; MIXED-SIGNAL CONFERENCE</td>
<td>Designing mixed digital/RF systems</td>
<td>Logic analyzers</td>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SHOWGUIDE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVEMBER</td>
<td>SPECIAL REPORT ON FUTURE COMPUTING:</td>
<td>Designing for testability and manufacturability</td>
<td>High-resolution A-D</td>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>• Mass storage (disk, tape, CD-ROM, memory cards)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The merging of computers and</td>
<td></td>
<td>converters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>communications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECEMBER*</td>
<td>Designing the next generation of</td>
<td>Full-system simulation</td>
<td>VME CPU Boards</td>
<td>Supercomputers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>portable computers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Starch Readership Readership Issue **Contact Computer Design for circulation, rates and closing dates
When you need to reach design and development qualified engineers and engineering managers in the electronics OEM, think COMPUTER DESIGN first.

Only COMPUTER DESIGN:
- serves today's $300 billion computer based electronics OEM
- provides design directions, options and choices—with exclusive "why-to" editorial
- delivers 100,000 engineering managers and engineers—100% design and development qualified!
- reaches over 70,000 design and development engineering managers—more than any other design publication in the market
- is the fastest growing publication in the field

For more information on how to subscribe or advertise, please contact: Tim Tobeck, National Sales Manager/Associate Publisher at (508)392-2116

Computer Design
One Technology Park Drive
Westford, MA 01886
(508) 692-0700
CIRCLE NO. 100
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<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t AT&amp;T Microelectronics48-49</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avanti Circuits, Inc.</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>173</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avnet Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CadSoft Computer, Inc.</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canon USA, Inc.</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrislin Industries, Inc.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference Proceedings</td>
<td>124-125</td>
<td>104</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Computer Design</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Computer Design</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Computer Design</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Computer Design</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Computer Design</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Computer Design</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Computer Design</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Conference Proceedings</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Connor-Winfield Corporation</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>168</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Connor-Winfield Corporation</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>184</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t CSP</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Cyclone Microsystems</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Cyclone Microsystems</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Cypress Semiconductor Corp.</td>
<td>CV4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSPX</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Equipment Corp.</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversified Technology, Inc.</td>
<td>34-35</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy-4 Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynatech, Inc.</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Imaging</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Solutions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELMA Electronics, Inc.</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force Computers, Inc.</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gates Energy Products</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Micro Systems</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar Engine, Inc.</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>181</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helios Systems</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heurikon Corporation</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heurikon Corporation</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heurikon Corporation</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett Packard</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Hitachi America, Ltd.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntsville Microsystems</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-TECH Corp.</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>183</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image &amp; Signal Processing, Inc.</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imagine That</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>174</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Device Technology</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel Corporation</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel Corporation</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel Corporation</td>
<td>30-31</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invitational Computer Conference</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ironics, Inc.</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ixthos</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KADAK</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KADAK</td>
<td>1036</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxim Integrated Products</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxim Integrated Products</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macrolink, Inc.</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Corporation</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDO USA</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>178</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury Computer Systems</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Instruments</td>
<td>24-25</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Instruments</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-Sys</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micron Technology</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microware Systems Inc.</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military &amp; Aerospace Electronics</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military &amp; Aerospace Electronics</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi Electronics</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi Electronics</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi Electronics8-69-69</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIZAR</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mupac Corporation</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Semiconductor8-9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC Electronics, Inc.</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needham’s Electronics</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>177</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nohau Corporation</td>
<td>80A</td>
<td>119, 120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odetics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omnibyte Corporation 80A</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>176</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orion Instruments</td>
<td>90-91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentek</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEP Modular Computers, Inc.</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase Three Logic</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>185</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinnacle Data Systems</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRC Inc.</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>171</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum Software Systems, Ltd.</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radstone Technology</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotrol Corporation</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>179</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTMX, Inc.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBE, Inc.</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Processing Group</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>186</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Semiconductor .. CV2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<td>163</td>
<td>175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teknor Microsystems</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Instruments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Microsystems, Inc.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Themis Computer</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto MicroElectronics, Inc.</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trenton Terminals, Inc.</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrueTime Inc.</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultraview</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>190</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHDL International</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VenturCom</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viga, Inc.</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vista Control</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMETRO, Inc.</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>VMETRO, Inc.</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Wescon '92</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>89</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Brian R. White Company, Inc.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Wind River Systems</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Xycam</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-World Engineering</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>172</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziatech Corporation .. CV3</td>
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Trenton delivers the perfect match for your Industrial and Instrumentation processor requirements with a wide selection of ISA compatible Single Board Computers. Put an end to compatibility problems and get your product to market on time using a proven Trenton Processor.

Trenton manufactures a complete family of Engine Card and Full Feature processors. Engine Cards feature CPU and memory allowing flexibility in configuring high performance peripherals. Full feature processors add standard PC/AT peripheral ports including serial, parallel, floppy and IDE for a single slot solution. All Trenton Processors are designed for ease of system integration with features such as added filtering for FCC approval, enhanced bus drive capability for large backplanes, and comprehensive BIOS setup utilities.

Call TODAY for literature 1-800-875-6031
FAX 404-381-0048
Trenton Terminals, Inc.
3305 Breckinridge Blvd., Suite 100, Duluth, GA 30136

Manufacturing quality products in the U.S. for 15 years.
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SALES OFFICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eastern U.S.</td>
<td>Sue Nawrochik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western U.S.</td>
<td>David Singer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.K./Scandinavia</td>
<td>David Round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France/Belgium/Southern Switzerland</td>
<td>David Round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain/Netherlands</td>
<td>Daniel R. Bernardt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany/Austria/Northern Switzerland</td>
<td>Johann Bylek</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trenton manufactures a complete family of Engine Card and Full Feature processors. Engine Cards feature CPU and memory allowing flexibility in configuring high performance peripherals. Trenton delivers the perfect match for your Industrial and Instrumentation processor requirements with a wide selection of ISA compatible Single Board Computers. Put an end to compatibility problems and get your product to market on time using a proven Trenton Processor.
SMALL CAGE, BIG PERFORMANCE

Ziatech’s large selection of CAT computers lets you build 
embedded systems to your exact requirements. The CAT’s 
STD 32® architecture delivers ferocious performance in a 
variety of compact packages.

BIG CAT FEATURES

- 16- and 32-bit Industrial PC performance
- Industrial enclosures from 4 to 24 slots
- Multiprocessing, network and industrial I/O options
- Floppy, hard, solid state and PCMCIA storage
- DOS, Microsoft Windows®, OS/2 and UNIX compatibility
- STD 32 performance, STD-80 compatibility

ON THE PROWL?

Call or FAX today for a free CAT data sheet
Phone 805·541·0488
FAX 805·541·5088

©Copyright 1992 Ziatech Corporation. All rights reserved.

See us at Buscon ’92 East Booth #500
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Play Hardball with the Competition.

Call today for your free copy of the Cypress 1992 CMOS/BiCMOS Data Book. Get the handbook that's jammed full of the semiconductors you need to create winning product line-ups. Then, smoke the competition.


*In Europe, fax your request to the above dept. at (32) 2-652-1504 or call (32) 2-652-0270. In Asia, fax to the above dept. at 1 (415) 961-4201. © 1992 Cypress Semiconductor, 3901 North First Street, San Jose CA 95134. Phone 1 (408) 943-2600, TELEX: 821032 CYPRESS SNJ UD TXC: 910-997-0753.